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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In the spring and summer of 2001, the Free Expression Policy Project of the National Coalition Against Censorship surveyed all of the studies and tests that it was able to locate describing the actual operation of 19 products or software programs that are commonly used to filter out World Wide Web sites and other communications on the Internet. This report summarizes the results of that survey. Its purpose is to provide a resource for policymakers and the general public as they grapple with the difficult, often hotly contested issues raised by the now-widespread use of Internet filters.

The existing studies and tests vary widely. They range from anecdotal accounts to extensive tests applying social-science methodologies. In some instances, we located only one or two test reports; in other cases—for example, Cyber Patrol, SmartFilter, and X-Stop—we found a great many. Most tests simply describe the actual sites that a particular product blocked when Web searches were conducted. Nearly every one, however, revealed massive over-blocking by filtering software.

This problem stems from the very nature of filtering, which must, because of the sheer number of Internet sites, rely to a large extent on mindless mechanical blocking through identification of key words and phrases. Where human judgment does come into play, filtering decisions are based on different companies’ broad and varying concepts of offensiveness, “inappropriateness,” or disagreement with the political viewpoint of the manufacturer. A few examples of over-blocking from the more than 70 studies or tests summarized in this report are:

- BESS blocked the home pages of the Traditional Values Coalition and Massachusetts Congressman Edward Markey.
- Cyber Patrol blocked MIT’s League for Programming Freedom, part of the City of Hiroshima Web site, Georgia O’Keeffe and Vincent Van Gogh sites, and the monogamy-advocating Society for the Promotion of Unconditional Relationships.
- CYBERsitter blocked virtually all gay and lesbian sites and, after detecting the phrase “least 21,” blocked a news item on the Amnesty International Web site (the offending sentence read, “Reports of shootings in Irian Jaya bring to at least 21 the number of people in Indonesia and East Timor killed or wounded”).
- Net Nanny, SurfWatch, Cybersitter, and BESS, among other products, blocked House Majority Leader Richard “Dick” Armey’s official Web site upon detecting the word “dick.”
- SafeSurf blocked the home pages of the Wisconsin Civil Liberties Union and the National Coalition Against Censorship.
- SmartFilter blocked the Declaration of Independence, Shakespeare’s complete plays, Moby Dick, and Marijuana: Facts for Teens, a brochure published by the National Institute on Drug Abuse (a division of the National Institutes of Health).
- SurfWatch blocked such human-rights sites as the Commissioner of the Council of the Baltic Sea States and Algeria Watch, as well as the University of Kansas’s Archie R. Dykes Medical Library (upon detecting the word “dykes”).
- WebSENSE blocked the Jewish Teens page and the Canine Molecular Genetics Project at Michigan State University.
- X-Stop blocked the National Journal of Sexual Orientation Law, Carnegie Mellon University’s Banned Books page, “Let’s Have an Affair” catering company, and, through its “foul word” function, searches for Bastard Out of Carolina and “The Owl and the Pussy Cat.”
INTRODUCTION

The still new, revolutionary medium of the Internet contains a wealth of information, images, and ideas—as the U.S. Supreme Court observed in 1997, “the content on the Internet is as diverse as human thought.” Unsurprisingly, not all of this online expression is accurate, pleasant, or inoffensive. Virtually since the arrival of the Internet, concerns have been expressed about minors’ access to online pornography, about the proliferation of Web sites advocating racial hatred, and about other online content deemed to be offensive or dangerous. Congress and the states responded in the late 1990s with censorship laws, but most of these have been struck down by the courts. Partly as a result, individual parents, employers, school districts, and other government entities have turned with increasing frequency to privately manufactured Internet rating and filtering programs.

Early Internet filtering was based on either “self-rating” by those who published online communications; or “third-party rating” by filter manufacturers. Because of the Internet’s explosive growth (now more than a billion Web sites, many of which change daily), and the consequent inability of filtering companies to review and evaluate even a fraction of it, third-party rating had to rely largely on mechanical blocking by key words or phrases such as “over 18,” “breast,” “sex,” or “pussy.” The results were not difficult to predict: large quantities of valuable information and literature, particularly about sexuality, feminism, gay and lesbian issues, civil rights, and other politically important subjects, were blocked.

Even where company employees did review Web sites, there arose massive problems of subjectivity. The political attitudes of the different filter manufacturers were reflected in blocking decisions, particularly with respect to such subjects as homosexuality, human rights, and criticism of filtering software. The alternative, self-rating, did not suffer these disadvantages, but it proved impossible to persuade the great majority of online speakers to self-rate their sites. Online news organizations, for example, are among those that steadfastly refused to reduce their content to decontextualized, simplistic letters or codes through self-rating.

Third-party rating and filtering systems have thus become the industry standard, at least in the United States. Private software companies actively market such products as SurfWatch and Cyber Patrol, which contain multiple categories of potentially offensive, “inappropriate,” or “objectionable” material. Internet service providers such as America Online provide “parental control” options that block Web sites based on technological word or phrase identification, augmented by the company’s or its subcontractor’s judgments about age-appropriateness. Some manufacturers market products that essentially block all of the Internet, with only a few hundred or thousand preselected sites accessible (so-called whitelists). One company—later the subject of a First Amendment lawsuit—erroneously claimed that its “X-Stop” software was able to identify and block only “illegal” obscenity and child pornography: an impossible task, since legal judgments in both categories are subjective, and under the Supreme Court’s three-part obscenity test, determinations of legality vary depending on different communities’ standards of “prurience” and “patent offensiveness.”

The late 1990s saw political battles in many communities over the use of filtering products in public libraries. New groups such as Family Friendly Libraries attacked the American Library Association (ALA) for adhering to a no-censorship and no-filtering policy, even for minors. (The ALA and other champions of intellectual freedom objected to the over-blocking propensities of filtering software, and advocated noncensorial approaches such as privacy screens and “acceptable use” policies.) Online anti-censorship groups such as the Censorware Project and Peacefire began to publish reports documenting the blocking of numerous valuable, educational sites by different filters. In December 2000, Congress passed the Children’s Internet Protection Act (“CIPA”), mandating filters in all schools and libraries that receive federal financial assistance through the E-rate or “universal service” program, or through the Library Services and Technology Act. This amounted to about 60% of the nation’s libraries and public schools.

Thus, although initially promoted as a voluntary alternative to coercive government censorship, Internet filtering is now embraced by government at both the federal and local levels. Reports of over-blocking, of vague and subjective standards, and of politically biased blocking decisions continue, while industry spokespeople assert that their
methodologies are improving and that new software programs designed to distinguish between acceptable and unacceptable material will soon be on the market. But no filtering technology, no matter how sophisticated, can make contextualized judgments about the value, offensiveness, or age-appropriateness of online expression.

Internet filtering has thus become a major public policy issue, and is likely to remain so. In the interests of advancing informed debate on this important issue, the Free Expression Policy Project has collected and summarized all of the studies and tests that it has been able to locate on the actual operation of Internet filters. The report presents this information in one place and in readily accessible form, so that the ongoing policy debate will be better informed about what Internet filters actually do, and their ultimate impact on free expression.

The report is organized by filtering product. Necessarily, there is some overlap, since many studies have sampled more than one product. A bibliography of all the studies is included, along with an appendix listing blocked sites according to subject: artistic and literary sites; sexuality education; gay and lesbian information; political topics; and sites relating to censorship itself. (Another appendix, describing the blocking categories used by different products, is available in the online version of this report.)

Where the study gives Web addresses or URLs, we have included these and checked their accuracy whenever possible. (Some Web addresses are now obsolete.) If we have not given Web addresses, it is because they were not supplied in the underlying report.

We hope that Internet Filters: A Public Policy Report will prove a useful resource for policymakers, parents, teachers, librarians, and all others concerned with the Internet, intellectual freedom, or the education of youth. Internet filtering is popular, despite its unreliability, because many parents, political leaders, and educators feel that the alternative-unfettered Internet access—is even worse. But to make these policy choices, it is necessary to have complete and accurate information about what filters actually do. Ultimately, less censorial approaches such as media literacy, sexuality education, and Internet acceptable-use training may be better policy choices than Internet filters in addressing concerns about young people’s access to “inappropriate” content or disturbing ideas.
AOL offers three levels of Parental Controls: “Kids Only,” for children aged 12 and under, “Young Teen,” for ages 13-15, and “Mature Teen,” for ages 16-17, which allows access to “all content on AOL and the Internet, except certain sites deemed for an adult (18+) audience.” At one time AOL employed Cyber Patrol’s block list; at another point it stated it was using SurfWatch. While as of 2001 the Parental Controls information page provided no specific information as to its filtering categories or methodology other than its use of a user-recommended database of sites, on May 2, 2001, AOL announced that Parental Controls had integrated the RuleSpace Company’s “Contexion Services,” which identifies “objectionable” sites “by analyzing both the words on a page and the context in which they are used.”

Access Denied, Version 2.0: The Continuing Threat Against Internet Access and Privacy and its Impact on the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender Community, Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD), 1999. This 1999 report was a follow-up to GLAAD’s 1997 report Access Denied: The Impact of Internet Filtering Software on the Lesbian and Gay Community, which described the potential defects of various filtering products without identifying particular blocked sites. Access Denied, Version 2.0 addressed AOL Parental Controls only in its introduction, where it reported that AOL’s “Kids Only” setting blocked the Web site of Children of Lesbians and Gays Everywhere (COLAGE), as well as a number of “family, youth and national organization Web sites with lesbian and gay content,” none of which were specifically named or described in the report.

Brian Livingston, “AOL’s ‘youth filters’ protect kids from Democrats,” CNet News.com, Apr. 24, 2000. This news report described Livingston’s investigation of AOL’s blocking decisions for signs of political bias. He found that the “Kids Only” setting blocked the Web sites of the Democratic National Committee (www.democrats.org), the Green Party (www.greens.org), and Ross Perot’s Reform Party (www.reformparty.org), but not those of the Republican National Committee (www.rnc.org) and the conservative Constitution (www.ustaxpayers.org) and Libertarian (www.lp.org) parties. Livingston also reported that AOL’s “Young Teen” setting blocked the home pages of the Coalition to Stop Gun Violence (www.gunfree.org), Safer Guns Now (www.safergunsnow.org), and the Million Mom March (www.millionmommarch.com), but neither the NRA site (www.nra.org) nor the commercial sites for Colt (www.colt.com) and Browning (www.browning.com) firearms.

“AOL Parental Controls error rate for the first 1,000 .com domains,” Peacefire, Oct. 23, 2000. Peacefire Webmaster Bennett Haselton selected 1,000 dot-com domains he had compiled for a similar test of SurfWatch 2 months earlier (see p. 39), and attempted to access each site on AOL 5.0 adjusted to its “Mature Teen” setting. Five of the 1,000 working domains were blocked, including a-aji.com, a site on which vinegar and seasonings were sold. Haselton decided the 4 others were “pornographic” and thus accurately blocked. This produced an “error rate” of 20%, the lowest, by Peacefire’s calculation, of the 5 filters it tested. AOL also “blocked far fewer pornographic sites than any of the other programs,” however. Haselton stated that 5 blocked domains was an insufficient sample to gauge the efficacy of AOL Parental Controls accurately, and that the true error rate could fall anywhere between 5 and 75%.

“Digital Chaperones for Kids,” Consumer Reports, Mar. 2001. Consumer Reports published its assessments of AOL’s “Young Teen” and “Mature Teen” settings in this review of various filtering technologies. Through each, Consumer Reports attempted to access 86 Web sites it deemed objectionable because they contained “sexually explicit content or violently graphic images” or promoted “drugs, tobacco, crime, or bigotry,” and 53 it deemed legitimate because they “featured serious content on controversial subjects.” The “Mature Teen” setting left 30% of the “objectionable” sites unblocked; the “Young Teen” filter failed to block 14%-the lowest such error rate of all products reviewed as far as underinclusive filtering was concerned. But “Young Teen” also blocked 63% of the “legitimate” sites, including Peacefire.org, Lesbian.org, an online guide to lesbian politics, history, arts, and culture, the Web sites of the Citizens’ Committee for the Right to Keep and Bear Arms and the Southern Poverty Law Center, and SEX, Etc., a sex-education site written by and for teenagers, and hosted by Rutgers University.
In “BabelFish blocked by censorware” (Feb. 27, 2001), Peacefire reported that AOL’s “Mature Teen” setting barred access to Babel-ish (babelfish.altavista.com), AltaVista’s foreign-language translation service.

BESS

BESS, manufactured by N2H2, provides its Internet-filtering services in one of 2 ways: either as a proxy server, whereby each Web request is passed through a server located at N2H2 itself, or in the form of a dedicated server called the “Internet Filtering Manager,” installed on a local computer or system. Dedicated-server administrators can enable or disable any of BESS’s blocking categories, as well as BESS’s keyword filtering features; users on BESS proxy servers cannot. In both scenarios, BESS provides 29 categories of blocked content under its “Typical School Filtering” setting, ranging from “Adults Only” and “Alcohol” to “Gambling,” “Lingerie,” “Personal,” and “Tasteless/Gross.” (See appendix B for a complete list.) N2H2 states that 4 of the 29 classifications—“History,” “Medical,” “Moderated,” and “Text/Spoken Only”—are designed to distinguish between sites falling squarely into BESS’s blocking categories and those that may contain sexually oriented, violent, or other questionable content but also some educational merit, such as the Starr report to Congress on President Clinton’s sexual transgressions.

Under the “Maximum Filtering” setting, all 29 categories, as well as employment sites, message and bulletin boards, investment-related sites, images of individuals wearing swimsuits, and all Web searches are blocked. Configured for “Minimal Filtering,” N2H2’s Internet Filtering Manager blocks sites falling into the categories of “Adults Only,” “Hate/Discrimination,” “Illegal,” “Pornography,” “Sex,” and “Violence.”


From April to September 1997, Karen Schneider supervised a nationwide team of librarians in testing 13 filtering technologies, including BESS. The results of the Internet Filter Assessment Project, or TIFAP, were published later that year in Schneider’s Practical Guide to Internet Filters.

The researchers began by seeking answers to some 100 common research queries on the Web, on both unfiltered computers and ones equipped with BESS (and the various other filters) configured for maximum blocking, including keyword blocking. Each query fell into one of 11 categories: “sex and pornography,” “anatomy,” “drugs, alcohol, and tobacco,” “gay issues,” “crimes (including pedophilia and child pornography),” “obscene or ‘racy’ language,” “culture and religion,” “women’s issues,” “gambling,” “hate groups and intolerance,” and “politics.” The queries were purposely devised to gauge filters’ handling of controversial issues—for instance, “I’d like some information on safe sex”; “I want to do some research on Robert Mapplethorpe”; “I want information on the legalization of marijuana”; “I want information on PFLAG” [Parents and Friends of Lesbians and Gays]; “Is the Aryan Nation the same thing as Nazis?”; and “Who are the founders of the Electronic Frontier Foundation and what does it stand for?” In some cases, the queries contained potentially provocative terms “intended to trip up keyword-blocking mechanisms” such as “How do beavers make their dams?”; “Can you find me some pictures from Babes in Toyland?”; “I need some information and a picture of the Enola Gay”; “I’m a farmer and want to research rape-the-plant used to make canola oil”; and “I’m trying to find out about the Paul Newman movie The Hustler.”

Schneider used Web sites, blocked and unblocked, that arose from these searches to construct her testing sample of 240 URLs. Researchers tested these URLs against a version of BESS configured for “Maximum Filtering,” but with keyword filtering disabled. TIFAP found that “several” (Schneider did not say how many) nonpornographic sites were blocked, including a page discussing X-rated videos but not containing any pornographic imagery, and an informational page on trichomaniasis, a vaginal disease. Upon notification and review, BESS later unblocked the trichomaniasis site. A Practical Guide included neither the names nor the Web addresses of the blocked sites.
Passing Porn, Banning the Bible: N2H2's Bess in Public Schools, Censorware Project, 2000.

From July 23-26, 2000, the Censorware Project tested “thousands” of URLs against 10 BESS proxy servers, 7 of which were in use in various public schools across the United States. Among the blocked Web sites were Friends of Lulu (friends-lulu.org), a site promoting comic books to girls, a page from Mother Jones magazine’s site (bsd.mojones.com/hellraiser_central), the Institute of Australasian Psychiatry (www.iap.org.au); the nonprofit effort Stop Prisoner Rape (www.spr.org), and a portion of the Columbia University Health Education Program site on which users are invited to submit “questions about relationships; sexuality; sexual health; emotional health; fitness; nutrition; alcohol, nicotine, and other drugs; and general health” (www.goaskalice.columbia.edu). BESS also blocked several sites opposing censorship, including the Web site of the United Kingdom-based Feminists Against Censorship (www.fiawd.demon.co.uk/FAC), the personal site of a librarian opposing Internet-filter use in libraries (burn.ucsd.edu/~mail/library), and Time magazine’s “Netly News,” which has reported, positively and negatively, on filtering software.

The report noted that BESS does not (as is implied in its published filtering criteria) review home pages hosted by such free site providers as Angelfire, Geocities, and Tripod (owing, it seems, to their sheer number). Instead, users must configure the software to block none or all of these sites; some schools opt for the latter, thus prohibiting access to such sites as The Jefferson Bible (www.angelfire.com/co/jeffersonBible), a compendium of Biblical passages selected by Thomas Jefferson, and the Web site of the Eustis Panthers (www.angelfire.com/fl/eustispantthers), a high-school baseball team. Though each proxy was configured to filter out pornography to the highest degree, Censorware was able to access “hundreds” of pornographic Web sites, of which 46 are listed in Passing Porn. Of the total unblocked pornographic URLs, some 285 were listed on Yahoo.com, and of these, 28 were accessible through all 7 of the proxies in use in public schools.

“BESS, the Internet Retriever’ Examined,” Peacefire, 2000.

This report consists of a list of 15 sites that Peacefire deemed inappropriately blocked by BESS during the first half of 2000. These included Peacefire.org itself, which was blocked for “Profanity” when the word “piss” appeared on the site (within a quotation from a letter written by Brian Milburn, president of CYBERsitter’s manufacturer, Solid Oak Software, to journalist Brock Meeks). Also blocked were two portions of the Web site of Princeton University’s Office of Population Research, both resources on contraception methods (information on emergency contraception pills was found on opr.princeton.edu/ec/ecp.html; information on IUDs on opr.princeton.edu/ec/eciud.html); the Safer Sex page (www.safersex.org); 5 gay-interest sites, including the home page of the Illinois Federation for Human Rights (www.suba.com/~ifhr/ifhr.html), which “works to preserve the equal rights of lesbian and gay Illinoisians,” and 2 online magazines devoted to gay topics (www.youth.org/loco/quirx/index.html and www.oasismag.com); 2 Web sites providing resources on eating disorders (members.aol.com/edapinc/home.html and www.stud.unit.no/studorg/ikstrh/ed); and 3 sites discussing breast cancer (www.undnj.edu/univhosp/d163.html, members.aol.com/BCLEGIS/index.html, and www.blooberry.com/bformfaq).5


“Mandated Mediocrity” describes another 23 Web sites inappropriately blocked by BESS. The URLs were tested against an N2H2 proxy as well as a trial copy of the N2H2 Internet Filtering Manager set to “Typical School Filtering.” Among the blocked sites were the home page of the Traditional Values Coalition (www.traditionalvalues.org); Hillary for President (www.hillary4president.org); The Smoking Gun (www.smokinggun .com), an online selection of primary documents relating to current events (“obtained from government and law enforcement sources, via Freedom of Information requests, and from court files nationwide”); a selection of travel photographs of Utah’s national parks (meltingpot.fortunecity.com/offord/719/herbsutah.htm); “What Is Memorial Day?” (members.aol.com/ceharger/what_is_memorial_day.htm), an essay lamenting the “capitalistic American” conception of the holiday as nothing more than an occasion for a 3-day weekend; the home page of “American Government and Politics,” a course at St. John’s University (users.aol.com/drbw/homepage.htm); and the Circumcision Information and Research Pages (www.cirp.org), a site that contained no nudity and was designated a “Select Parenting Site” by ParenthoodWeb.com.

This October 2000 test involving a sample of 1,000 active dot-com domains has already been described (see p. 6). As N2H2 evidently reviewed Peacefire’s earlier SurfWatch report and prepared for a similar test of its own software by unblocking any of the 1,000 sites inappropriately filtered by BESS, Peacefire selected the second 1,000 dot-com domains for testing against a BESS proxy server in use at a school where Peacefire had found a student to help test BESS’s performance.

The filter was configured to block sites in the categories of “Adults Only,” “Alcohol,” “Chat,” “Drugs,” “Free Pages,” “Gambling,” “Hate/Discrimination,” “Illegal,” “Lingerie,” “Nudity,” “Personals,” “Personal Information,” “Porn Site,” “Profanity,” “School Cheating Info,” “Sex,” “Suicide/Murder,” “Tasteless/Gross,” “Tobacco,” “Violence,” and “Weapons.” The program’s keyword-blocking features were also enabled. The BESS proxy blocked 176 of the 1,000 domains; among these, 150 were “under construction.” Of the remaining 26 sites, Peacefire deemed 7 wrongly blocked: a-celebrity.com, a-csecurite.com, a-desk.com, a-eda.com, a-gordon.com, a-h-e.com, and a-intec.com.

The report said the resulting “error rate” of 27% was unreliable given how small a sample was examined; the true error rate “could be as low as 15%.” Peacefire’s Bennett Haselton also noted that the dot-com domains tested here were “more likely to contain commercial pornography than, say, .org domains. ... [W]e should expect the error rate to be even higher for .org sites” (Haselton’s emphasis), and added that the results called into question N2H2 CEO Peter Nickerson’s claim, in 1998 testimony before the House Subcommittee on Telecommunications, Trade, and Consumer Protection, that “[a]ll sites that are blocked are reviewed by N2H2 staff before being added to the block lists.”


“Blind Ballots” was published on Election Day, 2000. Peacefire obtained a random sample of U.S. political candidates’ Web sites from NetElection.org, a site providing information on political campaigns nationwide, and set out to see which sites BESS’s (and Cyber Patrol’s) “Typical School Filtering” would allow users to access. (Around the start of the 2000 school year, BESS and Cyber Patrol asserted that together they were providing filtered Internet access to more than 30,000 schools nationwide.)

BESS’s wholesale blocking of free Webpage hosting services caused the sites of one Democratic candidate, 5 Republicans, 6 Libertarians (as well as the entire Missouri Libertarian Party site), and 13 other third-party candidates to be blocked. Report coauthor Bennett Haselton commented that, as “many of our political candidates run their campaigns on a shoestring, and use free-hosting services to save money,” BESS’s barring of such hosts leads it to an inadvertent bias toward wealthy or established politicians’ sites. Congressional incumbent Edward Markey (a Democrat from Massachusetts), also had his site (www.edmarkey.org) blocked-unlike the others, it was not hosted by Geocities or Tripod, but was blocked because BESS categorized its content as “Hate, Illegal, Pornography, and/or Violence.” “While blocking software companies often justify their errors by pointing out that they are quickly corrected,” Haselton wrote, “this does not help any of the candidates listed above. . . . Corrections made after Election Day do not help them at all.”


In response to complaints from students barred from the Amnesty International Web page, among others, at their school computer stations, Peacefire undertook an examination of various filters’ treatment of human rights sites. Peacefire found that BESS’s “Typical School Filtering” blocked the home pages of the International Coptic Congress (www.copts.com), which tracked human rights violations against Coptic Christians living in Egypt; and Friends of Sean Sellers (www.seansellers.com), which contained links to the works of the Multiple Personality Disorder-afflicted writer who was executed in 1999 for murders he had committed as a 16-year-old (the site opposed capital punishment). “Typical school filtering” also denied access to the official sites of recording artists Suzanne Vega (www.vega.net) and the Art Dogs (www.artdogs.com); both contained statements that portions of their proceeds would be donated to Amnesty International. Peacefire also reported that BESS’s “Minimal Filtering” configuration blocked the Web sites of Human Rights & Tamil People (www.tamilrights.org), which tracks
government and police violence against Hindu Tamils in Sri Lanka, and Casa Alianza (www.casa-alianza.org), which documents the condition of homeless children in the cities of Central America.

**Miscellaneous Reports**

- In its survey of “Winners of the Foil the Filter Contest” (Sept. 28, 2000), the Digital Freedom Network reported that BESS blocked House Majority Leader Richard “Dick” Armey’s official Web site (armey.house.gov) upon detecting the word “dick.”
- Peacefire reported, in “BabelFish blocked by censorware” (Feb. 27, 2001), that BESS blocked the URL-translation site BabelFish (bbabelfish.altavista.com).
- In “Teen Health Sites Praised in Article, Blocked by Censorware” (Mar. 23, 2001), Peacefire noted that BESS blocked portions of TeenGrowth (www.teengrowth.com), a teen-oriented health education site that was recognized by the New York Times in the recent article, “Teenagers Find Health Answers with a Click.”

**ClickSafe**

Rather than relying on lists of objectionable URLs, ClickSafe is designed to review each requested page in real time. According to company cofounder Richard Schwartz’s outline for testimony submitted to the commission created by the 1998 Child Online Protection Act (the COPA Commission) in 2000, ClickSafe “uses state-of-the-art, content-based filtering software that combines cutting edge graphic, word and phrase-recognition technology to achieve extra-ordinarily high rates of accuracy in filtering pornographic content,” and “can precisely distinguish between appropriate and inappropriate sites.”


Upon learning that ClickSafe blocked the home page of cyberlaw scholar Lawrence Lessig (www.thestandard.com/people/display.o,1157,1739,00.html), who was to testify before the COPA Commission, Peacefire attempted to access various pages on the COPA Commission site, as well as the Web sites of organizations and companies with which the commissioners were affiliated, through a computer equipped with ClickSafe. On the COPA Commission’s site, ClickSafe blocked the Frequently Asked Questions page (www.copacommission.org/commission/faq.shtml); the biographies of commission members Stephen Balkam (www.copacommission.org/commission/balkam.shtml), Donna Rice Hughes (www.copacommission.org/commission/hughes.shtml), and John Bastian (www.copacommission.org/commission/bastian.shtml); a list of “technologies and methods within the scope” of the commission’s inquiry (www.copacommission.org/commission/technologies.shtml); the commission’s Scope and Timeline Proposal (www.copacommission.org/commission/scope.shtml); and two versions of the statute itself (www.copacommission.org/commission/original.shtml and www.copacommission.org/commission/amended.shtml).

As for groups with representatives on the commission, Peacefire found that ClickSafe blocked several organizations’ and companies’ sites, at least partially: Network Solutions (www.networksolutions.com/legal/service-agreement.html); the Internet Content Rating Association (www.icra.org/about.html); Security Software’s information page on its signature filtering product, Cyber Sentinel (www.securitysoft.com/cyber-page.html); FamilyConnect (www.familyconnect.com/block.html), a brand of blocking software-the page blocked was one on which users could submit URLs to be reviewed as potential blocks or unblocks; the National Law Center for Children and Families (www.nationallawcenter.org/federal.htm); the Christian site Crosswalk.com; and the Center for Democracy and Technology (www.cdt.org). In addition to the CDT, ClickSafe blocked the home pages of the ACLU (www.aclu.org), the Electronic Frontier Foundation (www.eff.org), and the American Family Association (www.afa.net), as well as part of the official site of Donna Rice Hughes’s book, Kids Online: Protecting Your Children in Cyberspace (www.protectkids.com/app.a.html).
Cyber Patrol, currently owned by Surf-Control, operates with 12 default blocking categories, including “Partial Nudity,” “Intolerance,” “Drugs/Drug Culture,” and “Sex Education.” (See appendix B.) According to the manufacturer’s Web site, “Cyber Patrol employs a team of professional researchers at least 21 years of age including parents and teachers” to determine whether sites are to be blocked. Any page that “contains more than 3 instances in 100 messages or any easily accessible pages with graphics, text or audio that fall within the definition” of any of the 12 categories “will be considered sufficient to place the source in that category.” As with most filtering products, Cyber Patrol’s list of prohibited sites is not made public, but SurfControl offers the CyberNOT search engine, a feature on its Web site through which users can enter URLs and receive immediate responses as to whether or not those pages are on the filter’s block list. SurfControl adds, “Internet sites that contain information or software programs designed to hack into filtering software, including Cyber Patrol, are added to the CyberNOT list in ALL categories as a measure of protection for the parents, educators and businesses that rely on Cyber Patrol to screen Internet content.”


The first evaluation of Cyber Patrol appeared in this early report on the problems of Internet filtering by journalists Brock Meeks and Declan McCullagh. Meeks and McCullagh viewed a decrypted version of Cyber Patrol’s block list (along with those of CYBERsitter and Net Nanny), and noticed that Cyber Patrol stored the Web addresses it blocked only partially, cutting off all but the first 3 characters at the end of a URL. For instance, the software was meant to block loiosh.andrew.cmu.edu/~shawn, a Carnegie Mellon student home page containing information on the occult; yet on its block list Cyber Patrol recorded only loiosh.andrew.cmu.edu/~sha, thereby blocking every site beginning with that URL segment and leaving, at the time of the report’s publication, 23 unrelated sites on the CMU server blocked.

The authors also found that with all default categories enabled, Cyber Patrol barred multiple sites concerning cyberliberties—the Electronic Frontier Foundation’s censorship archive, for example, and the home page of MIT’s League for Programming Freedom. Also blocked were the Queer Resources Directory, which counts among its resources information from the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, the AIDS Book Review Journal, and AIDS Treatment News. Cyber Patrol also blocked a number of newsgroups dealing with homosexuality and gender issues, such as alt.journalism.gay-press, soc.support.youth.gay-lesbian-bi, alt.feminism, and soc.feminism, as well as soc.support.fat-acceptance.


The Internet Filter Assessment Project tested Cyber Patrol configured to block only “Full Nudity” and “Sexual Acts.” Schneider reported that the software “blocked ‘good sites’ 5-10% of the time, depending on the tester, and pornographic sites slipped through about 10% of the time.” One of the “good sites” was www.disinfo.com, described by Schneider as a site “devoted to debunking propaganda.”


Censorware Project member Jonathan Wallace tested his personal collection of approximately 270 Web sites on ethics, politics, and law—all “containing controversial speech but no obscenity or illegal material”—against the CyberNOT search engine after learning that the Web pages of Sex, Laws, and Cyberspace, the 1996 book he co-authored with Mark Mangan, were blocked by Cyber Patrol. Wallace found 12 of his chosen sites were barred, including Deja News (www.dejanews.com), a searchable archive of USENET materials,10 and the Web page of the Society for the Promotion of Unconditional Relationships (dspace.dial.pipex.com/town/estate/xgvq2/spur2.htm), an organization advocating monogamy whose site includes such articles as “The Role of Faith in Relationships.”

Wallace reported that Cyber Patrol also blocked several sites featuring politically loaded content, such as the Flag Burning Page (formerly www.indirect.com/user/warren/flag.html; now www.esquilax.com/flag), which examines the issue of flag burning from a constitutional perspective; Interactivism (www.interactivism.com), a site inviting
users to engage in political activism by corresponding with politicians on issues such as campaign-finance reform and Tibetan independence; Newtwatch (no longer active; formerly www.cais.com/newtwatch), a Democratic Party-funded page that consisted of reports and satires on the former Speaker of the House; Dr. Bonzo, another now-inactive page (www.iglou.com/drbonzo/anathema.htm), which featured "satirical essays on religious matters"; and the Web site of the Second Amendment Foundation (www.saf.org)—though, as Wallace noted, Cyber Patrol did not block other gun-related sites, such as that of the National Rifle Association.

Cyber Patrol's evident bias against homosexuals was reported by the Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD) in a Dec. 1997 press release stating that Cyber Patrol was blocking the entire "WestHollywood" subdirectory of Geocities. WestHollywood, at that time, was home to more than 20,000 gay- and lesbian-interest sites, such as that of the National Black Lesbian and Gay Leadership Forum's Young Adult Program. When contacted, Cyber Patrol's then-manufacturer Microsystems Software cited, by way of explanation, the high potential for WestHollywood sites to contain nudity or pornographic imagery. GLAAD's press release pointed out, however, that Geocities expressly prohibited "nudity and pornographic material of any kind" on its server.

Microsystems CEO Dick Gorgens responded to further inquiry with the admission that GLAAD was "absolutely correct in [its] assessment that the subdirectory block on WestHollywood is prejudicial to the Gay and Lesbian Geocities community... Over the next week the problem will be corrected." Yet according to the press release, after a week had passed, the block on WestHollywood remained.

This report documented a number of sites that the Censorware Project considered wrongly blocked in the "Full Nudity" and "Sexual Acts" categories. Among them were Creature's Comfort Pet Service (www.creaturescomfort.com/main.html); Air Penny (BelMyPoster.com), a Nike site devoted to basketball player Penny Hardaway; the MIT Project on Mathematics and Computation (www-swiss.ai.mit.edu); AAA Wholesale Nutrition (pas-fitness.com); the site of the National Academy of Clinical Biochemistry (nacb.org); the online edition of Explore Underwater magazine (www.explorew.com); the computer science department of England's Queen Mary and Westfield College (murphys.dcs.qmw.ac.uk); and the Web site of the United States Army Corps of Engineers Construction Engineering Research Laboratories (pandora.cecer.army.mil). The report took its title from 2 additional sites blocked for "Full Nudity" and "Sexual Acts": "We, the People of Ada" (www.ada-twp.org), an Ada, Michigan, committee devoted to "bring[ing] about a change for a more honest, fiscally responsible and knowledgeable township government," and Yoyo (yoyo.cc.monash.edu.au), a server of Melbourne's Monash University.

Blacklisted also catalogued 4 nonpornographic sites "oriented toward alternative sexuality" that were blocked for "Full Nudity" and "Sexual Acts": Gay Daze (gaydaze.com), "a sort of online soap opera" centered around 6 homosexual characters; Gay Mart, an online catalog merchant selling such items as gay-themed baseball caps and cookie jars; the home page of a West Hollywood coffee dealer called Stonewall, Inc. (www.stonewallinc.com); and, as was reported 3 days earlier by GLAAD, the WestHollywood subdirectory of Geocities. In addition, Blacklisted reported that every site hosted by the free Web page provider Tripod (members.tripod.com) was barred, not only for nudity or sexually explicit content, but also for "Violence/Profanity," "Cross Depictions," "Intolerance," "Satanic/Cult," "Drugs/Drug Culture," "Militant/Extreme," "Questionable/Illegal & Gambling," and "Alcohol & Tobacco." Tripod was home, at the time of the report, to 1.4 million distinct pages, but smaller servers and service providers were also blocked in their entirety—Blacklisted lists 40 of them. Another section of the report lists hundreds of blocked newsgroups, including alt.atheism, alt.adoption, alt.censorship, alt.journalism, rec.games.bridge (for bridge enthusiasts), and support.soc.depression.misc (on depression and mood disorders).

The day after Blacklisted was published, Microsystems Software unblocked 55 of the 67 URLs and domains the report had cited. Yet 8 of the remaining 12, according to the Censorware Project, were still wrongly blocked: Nike's Penny Hardaway site, the National Academy of Biochemistry sites, 4 Internet service providers (phantom.datamg.com, www.dada.it, www.ctsserver.com, and thorgal.globalxs.nl), Tripod, and a site-in-progress for a software company (www.rotw.com). This last site, at the time of Censorware's Dec. 25, 1997, update to Blacklisted, contained
very little content, but did contain the words “HOT WEB LINKS”-which was “apparently enough for Cyber Patrol to continue to block it as pornography through a second review.” Of the 4 other sites left blocked, 2, Censorware acknowledged, fell within the Microsystems Software’s blocking criteria and “shouldn’t have been listed as wrongful blocks originally.”

Christopher Hunter, “Filtering the Future?: Software Filters, Porn, PICS, and the Internet Content Conundrum,” July 1999.

In June 1999, Christopher Hunter of the University of Pennsylvania’s Annenberg School for Communication tested 200 URLs against 4 widely used Internet filters, including Cyber Patrol. Contending that existing reports on blocked sites applied “largely unscientific methods” (that is, they did not attempt to assess overall percentages of “wrongly” blocked sites), Hunter tested Cyber Patrol, CYBERsitter, Net Nanny, and SurfWatch by “social science methods of randomization and content analysis.”

Hunter intended half of his testing sample to approximate an average Internet user’s surfing habits. Thus, the first 100 sites consisted of 50 “randomly generated” by Webcrawler’s random links feature and 50 others Hunter compiled through Altavista searches for the 5 most frequently requested search terms as of April 1999: “yahoo,” “warez” (commercial software products made obtainable for illegal download), “hotmail,” “sex,” and “MP3”12. Hunter gathered the first 10 matches from each of these 5 searches.

For the other 100 sites, Hunter focused on material often identified as bases of controversial blocks. He therefore added to his testing sample the Web sites of the 36 plaintiff organizations in ACLU v. Reno and ACLU v. Reno II, the American Civil Liberties Union’s challenges to the 1997 Communications Decency Act and the 1998 Child Online Protection Act, respectively. Hunter then conducted Yahoo searches for sites pertaining to Internet portals, political issues, feminism, hate speech, gambling, religion, gay pride and homosexuality, alcohol, tobacco, and drugs, pornography, news, violent computer games, safe sex, and abortion. From each of the first 12 of these 13 searches, Hunter chose 5 of the resulting matches for his sample, and then selected 4 abortion-related sites (2 pro- and 2 anti-) in order to arrive at a total of 100 URLs.

Hunter evaluated the first page of each site using the Internet rating system devised by the Recreational Software Advisory Council (called RSACi). Under RSACi’s 4 categories (violence, nudity, sex, and language) and 5 grades within each category, a site with a rating of zero in the “sex” category, for example, would contain no sexual content or else only “innocent kissing; romance,” while a site with a “sex” rating of 4 might contain “explicit sexual acts or sex crimes.” Using these categories, Hunter made his own judgments as to whether a filtering product erroneously blocked or failed to block a site, characterizing a site whose highest RSACi rating he thought would be zero or one as nonobjectionable, while determining that any site with a rating of 2, 3, or 4 in at least one RSACi category should have been blocked.

Hunter concluded that Cyber Patrol blocked 20, or 55.6%, of the sites containing material he deemed objectionable according to RSACi standards, and 15, or 9.1%, of sites he deemed innocuous. Among these 15 sites were the feminist literary site RiotGrrl (www.riotgrrl.com); the home page of Stop Prisoner Rape (www.igc.apc.org/spr); the Qworld contents page (www.qworld.org/TOC.html), a collection of links to online gay-interest resources; an article on “Promoting with Pride” on the Queer Living page (www.qmondo.com/queerliving); the Web site of the Coalition for Positive Sexuality, or CPS (www.positive.org/Home/index.html), which promotes “complete and honest sex education”; SIECUS, the Sexuality Information and Education Council of the United States (www.siecus.org); and Gay Wired Presents Wildcat Press (www.gaywired.com/wildcat/index), a page devoted to an award-winning independent press. Five of the other sites Hunter deemed over-blocked, however, were alcohol- and tobacco-related promotional sites, and thus did fall within Cyber Patrol’s filtering criteria. On the other hand, similar alcohol and tobacco sites were left unblocked.

In Feb. 2000, filtering advocate David Burt responded to Hunter’s study with a press release citing potential sources of error.13 Burt argued that “200 sites is far too small to adequately represent the breadth of the entire world wide web” and charged that all but the 50 randomly generated URLs constituted a skewed sample, contain-
ing content “instantly recognizable as likely to trigger filters” and “not represented in the sample proportionately to the entire Internet,” thus giving rise to “much higher-than-normal error rates.” A more serious problem, however, is that in attempting to arrive at “scientific” estimates of percentages of wrongly blocked sites, Hunter relied on his own subjective judgments of appropriateness.


In April 1999, Center for Media Education researchers tested Cyber Patrol (along with 5 other filters) for under-inclusive blocking of alcohol and tobacco marketing materials. They first selected the official sites of 10 beer manufacturers (such as www.budweiser.com) and 10 liquor companies (such as www.absolutvodka.com) that are currently popular and “[have] elements that appeal to youth.” They added 10 other sites pertaining to alcohol-discussing drinking games or containing cocktail-making instructions, for example-and 14 sites promoting smoking. (As major U.S. cigarette brands are not advertised online, CME chose the home pages of such magazines as Cigar Aficionado [cigaraficionado.com] and Smoke Magazine [smokemag.com].) Cyber Patrol blocked only 43% of the promotional sites.

The CME also conducted Web searches on three popular search engines-Yahoo, Go/InfoSeek, and Excite-for the alcohol- and tobacco-related terms “beer,” “Budweiser lizards,” “cigarettes,” “cigars,” “drinking games,” “home brewing,” “Joe Camel,” “liquor,” and “mixed drinks.” It then attempted to access the first 5 sites returned in each search. Cyber Patrol blocked 30% of the result pages, allowing, for example, cigarettes4u.com, tobaccotraders.com, and homebrewshop.com, which, according to the report, “not only promoted the use of alcohol and tobacco, but also sold products and accessories related to their consumption.”

To test blocking of educational and public-health information on alcohol and tobacco, the CME added to its sample 10 sites relating to alcohol consumption-www.alcoholismhelp.com, for instance, and the Mothers Against Drunk Driving (www.madd.org) and National Organization on Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (www.nofas.org) sites-and 10 anti-smoking sites, including www.tobaccofreekids.org, www.wholetruth.com, and the site of the American Cancer Society (www3.cancer.org). Cyber Patrol did not block any of the sites in this group. Nor did it block most sites returned by the 3 search engines when terms like “alcohol,” “alcoholism,” “fetal alcohol syndrome,” “lung cancer,” or “substance abuse” were entered. Cyber Patrol allowed access to an average of 4.8 of the top 5 search results in each case; CME deemed an average of 4.1 of these contained important educational information.

Eddy Jansson and Matthew Skala, The Breaking of Cyber Patrol @ 4, Mar. 11, 2000. Jansson and Skala decrypted Cyber Patrol’s block list and found questionable blocking of Peacefire’s site, for example, as well as a number of anonymizer and foreign-language Web translation services on the grounds that they fell under all of Cyber Patrol’s default filtering categories. Blocked under every category but “Sex Education” was the Church of the SubGenius site, which parodies the Christian church and corporate and consumer culture, and 2 sites with information pertaining to pirated software.

Also on the block list, for “Intolerance,” were a personal home page on which the word “voodoo” appeared-in a mention of voodoo-cycles.com-and the Web archives of Declan McCullagh’s Justice on Campus Project (joc.mit.edu/cornell), which worked “to preserve free expression and due process at universities.” Blocked in the “Satanic/Cults” category were webdevils.com (a site of multimedia Net-art projects) and Mega’s Metal Asylum, a page devoted to heavy metal; the latter site was also branded “Militant/Extremist.” Also blocked as “Militant/Extremist,” as well as “Violence/Profanity” and “Questionable/Illegal & Gambling,” were a portion of the Nuclear Control Institute site; a personal page dedicated, in part, to raising awareness of neo-Nazi activity; multiple editorials opposing nuclear arms from Washington State’s Tri-City Herald; part of the City of Hiroshima site; the former Web site of the American Airpower Heritage Museum in Midland, Texas; an Illinois Mathematics and Science Academy student’s personal home page, which at the time of Jansson and Skala’s report consisted only of the student’s résumé; and the Web site of a sheet-music publisher. The “Marston Family Home Page,” a personal site, was also blocked under the “Militant/Extremist” and “Questionable/Illegal & Gambling” categories-presumably, according to the report, because one of the children wrote, “[T]his new law the Communications Decency Act totally defys
Peacefire tested Cyber Patrol’s average rate of error, using the same 1,000 dot-com domains as a test sample that it used for an identical investigation of SurfWatch. In accordance with its Oct. 21, 2000, block list, Cyber Patrol blocked 121 Web sites for portrayals of “Partial Nudity,” “Full Nudity,” or “Sexual Acts.” Of the 121 sites blocked, Peacefire eliminated 100 that were “under construction,” and assessed the remaining 21. It considered 17 wrongly blocked, including a-actionhomeinspection.com, a-1bonded.com (a locksmith’s site), a-1janitorial.com, a-1radiatorservice.com, and a-attorney-virginia.com. Peacefire deemed 4 sites appropriately blocked under Cyber Patrol’s definition of sexually explicit content, for an error rate of 81%. Peacefire’s Haselton wrote that Cyber Patrol’s actual error rate was anywhere between 65 and 95%, but was unlikely to be “less than 60% across all domains,” and as with BESS, that the results may have been skewed in Cyber Patrol’s favor owing to the test’s focus on dot-com domains, which “are more likely to contain commercial pornography than, say, .org domains.”

In its Election Day report, Peacefire revealed that Cyber Patrol, configured to block “Partial Nudity,” “Full Nudity,” and “Sexual Acts,” blocked the Web sites of 4 Republican candidates, 4 Democrats, and one Libertarian. The Web site of one additional Democratic candidate, Lloyd Doggett (www.doggettforcongress.com), was blocked under Cyber Patrol’s “Questionable/Illegal/Gambling” category. The day after Peacefire published these findings, ZDNet News reporter Lisa Bowman contacted Cyber Patrol’s current manufacturer, SurfControl. A company spokes-
person directed Bowman to the CyberNOT search engine, which indicated that none of the URLs were actually prohi-
bited. But later the same day, after down-loading Cyber Patrol’s most recent block list, Bowman attempted to access each site, and found that the software did indeed bar her from the candidate sites in question. Hasel-ton noted that Bowman’s test suggested the unreliability of the CyberNOT engine.14

“Amnesty Intercepted” reported the following organizations’ sites blocked by Cyber Patrol on account of “sexually explicit” content: Amnesty International Israel (www.amnesty.org.il); the Canadian Labour Congress (www.clc-ctc.ca); the American Kurdish Information Network (www.kurdistan.org), which tracks human rights violations against Kurds in Iran, Iraq, Syria, and Turkey; the Mumia Solidaritäts Index (www.mumia.de), which is devoted to pro-
testing the death sentence against Mumia Abu Jamal; the Milarepa Fund (www.milarepa.org), a Tibetan-interest group; Peace Magazine (www.peacemagazine.org); the Bonn International Center for Conversion (www.bicc.de), which promotes the transfer of human, industrial, and economic resources away from the defense sector; the Canada Asia Pacific Resource Network (www.caprn.bc.ca), whose stated “mission is to promote regional solidarity among trade unions and NGOs in the Asia Pacific” region; the Sisterhood Is Global Institute (www.sigi.org), an organization opposing violations of the human rights of women worldwide; the Metro Network for Social Justice (www.mnsj.org); the Society for Peace, Unity, and Human Rights for Sri Lanka (www.spur.asn.au); and the Interna-
tional Coptic Congress (www.copts.com).

Consumer Reports found that Cyber Patrol failed to block 23% of the magazine’s chosen 86 “easily located web sites that contain sexually explicit content or violently graphic images, or that promote drugs, tobacco, crime, or bigotry.” Yet it did, Consumer Reports noted, block the home page of Operation Rescue (which the authors of the article classified as objectionable on account of its graphic images of aborted fetuses). The filter also blocked such nonobjectionable sites as Peacefire (www.peacefire.org) and Lesbian.org.

Days after the Consumer Reports article appeared, the British newspaper The Register received word that its online edition was blocked by Cyber Patrol. The publication was notified by an employee of Citrix Systems, an application server software provider, that he had been unable to access the Register site from his office computer, on which the company had installed Cyber Patrol. SurfControl unblocked the site within days, with the exception of a
page containing the Dec. 12, 2000, article that was the basis of the initial block: a piece by Register staff reporter John Leyden on Peacefire’s recently introduced filter-disabling program. A SurfControl representative explained, “The Register published an article written by Peacefire containing information on how to access inappropriate sites specifically blocked by Cyber Patrol. Given [the] irresponsible nature of the article, apparently encouraging users to over-ride Cyber Patrol’s filtering mechanism, we took the decision to block The Register-upholding our first obligation to customers by preventing children or pupils from being able to surf websites containing sexually explicit, racist or inflammatory material.” Cullen responded that there was no “sexually explicit, racist,” or “inflammatory” material in the article, which “merely describes peacefire.exe and provides a link to the Peacefire.org Web site. ... To say The Register in any way enables the children of SurfControl customers to access a cracking utility is, quite simply, false.”

Miscellaneous reports

- In “How well does Internet filtering software protect students?” (Jan. 1998), Electronic School columnist Lars Kongshem wrote that Cyber Patrol denied users access to a page on tobacco use prevention that appeared on a site maintained by Maryland’s Department of Health and Mental Hygiene.
- In his expert witness report for the defendants in Mainstream Loudoun, et al. v. Board of Trustees of the Loudoun County Library (July 14, 1998), David Burt reported that his comparative testing of Cyber Patrol, I-Gear, SurfWatch, and X-Stop had revealed that Cyber Patrol blocked 40% of sites Burt had selected as nonobscene, including the sex-information sites Di Que Si (www.webcom.com/~cps/DiQueSi/index.html), All About Sex (www.allaboutsex.org), New Male Sexuality (www.thriveonline.com/sex/malesex.intro.html), and Internet Sex Radio (www.radiosex.com/tool.html).
- In the New York Times article “Library Grapples with Internet Freedom” (Oct. 15, 1998), Katie Hafner reported that Cyber Patrol blocked Web searches for Georgia O’Keeffe and Vincent van Gogh, while hits from searches for “toys” included sites selling sex toys.
- In Feb. 2000, filteReality, a Web site maintained by former librarian Brian Smith, found that Cyber Patrol blocked Internet Trash (www.internettrash.com), a free Web-page hosting service; the site of the Adult Children of Heterosexuals (www.tiac.net/users/danam/acoh.html); and the home page of a plastic surgeon (www.psurg.com) that contained some “images showing examples of the doctor’s genital enhancement work.” Smith noted that “Cyber Patrol’s description of its criteria explicitly states that ‘non-prurient’ images of nudity are not supposed to be blocked.”
- Peacefire reported, in “BabelFish blocked by censorware” (Feb. 27, 2001), that Cyber Patrol blocked the foreign-language Web-page-translation service, featured on AltaVista (babelfish.altavista.com), in all 12 filtering categories, from “Violence/Profanity” to “Alcohol & Tobacco.”
- In the article “Teen Health Sites Praised in Article, Blocked by Censorware” (Mar. 23, 2001), Peacefire reported that Cyber Patrol blocked ZapHealth (www.zaphealth.com), a health-education site that, according to Bonnie Rothman Morris’s New York Times article published 3 days earlier, contains “[a]rticles about issues of pressing interest to a teenage audience.”

Cyber Sentinel

Rather than maintaining and updating a list of sites to be blocked, or designating forbidden categories, Cyber Sentinel scans each requested + for certain keywords and phrases in its various databases, or “libraries.” Its “child predator library,” for instance, contains such phrases and “do you have a pic” and “can I call you.” Promotional text on Cyber Sentinel’s Web site (www.securitysoft.com/cyber-page.html) claims it is “the most advanced Internet filtering software package available today.”


The CME’s June 1999 study (see p. 17) found Cyber Sentinel ineffective in screening out material promoting alcohol and tobacco use. It blocked only 11% of the promotional sites selected by the CME, allowing users to access an average of 39 of the 44 pages, and blocked just 3% of the pages resulting from the researchers’ searches for alcohol- and tobacco-related promotional material.

Having conducted “about an hour of ad-hoc experimentation,” Peacefire found that Cyber Sentinel blocked CNN (www.cnn.com), because, as system log files revealed, the word “erotic” appeared on the front page-in the title of an article, “Naples museum exposes public to ancient erotica”; a result page for a search of the word “censorship” on Wired magazine’s site, for one of the results contained the word “porn” in the title (“Feds Try Odd Anti-Porn Approach”); result pages for searches of the term “COPA” on the Wired and other news sites, also on account of article titles containing the word “porn” (for instance, “Appeals court rules against Net porn law”); and a portion of the Web site of the Ontario Center for Religious Tolerance (www.religioustolerance.org/sci_rel.htm), containing an essay on collisions between science and religion throughout history.

Cyber Sentinel also blocked sites associated with both sides of the civil liberties and Internet censorship debates: an ACLU press release, “Calls for Arrest of Openly Gay GOP Convention Speaker Reveal Danger of Sodomy Laws Nationwide” (www.aclu.org/news/2000/n073100b.html), because of the term “anal sex”; the home page of the American Family Association (www.afa.net), because of the word “porn” (“The current administration and the Justice Department have been good to the porn industry”); on account of the word “cum,” the biographies of COPA Commission members Stephen Balkam (www.copacommission.org/commission/balkam.shtml) and Donna Rice Hughes (www.copacommission.org/commission/hughes.shtml)-for both graduated magna cum laude; the COPA Commission’s list of research papers (www.copacommission.org/papers), because the word “porn” appeared in the title of filtering advocate David Burt’s report, “Dangerous Access, 2000 Edition: Uncovering Internet Porn in America’s Libraries”; and the home page for Donna Rice Hughes’s book, Kids Online: Protecting Your Children in Cyberspace (www.protectkids.com), an appendix of which is titled “Porn on the Net.”

**CYBERsitter**

Before 1999, CYBERsitter, in addition to blocking entire sites and searches for terms on its block list, would excise terms it deemed objectionable or leave blank spaces where they would otherwise appear. This procedure led to some early notoriety for the product, such as the instance in which it deleted the word “homosexual” from the sentence, “The Catholic Church opposes homosexual marriage”-and left Web users reading “The Catholic Church opposes marriage.”

In 1999, CYBERsitter modified its system and established 7 default settings, including “PICS Rating adult topics,” which “[c]overs all topics not suitable for children under the age of 13,” “sites promoting the gay and lesbian lifestyle,” and “[s]ites advocating illegal/ radical activities.” Its total list of blocking categories grew to 22 (see appendix B). Users could, as they can with the most recent versions of the software, enable or disable any specific category.16


Meeks and McCullagh reported that CYBERsitter blocked a newsgroup devoted to gay issues (alt.politics.homosexual), the Queer Resources Directory (qrd.org), and the home page of the National Organization for Women (www.now.org). CYBERsitter’s list of prohibited word combinations included “[gay, queer,bisexual] [male,men,boy,group,rights, community,activities]” and “[gay,queer, homosexual,lesbian,bisexual] [society, culture].” According to the report, Brian Milburn, president of CYBERsitter’s manufacturer, Solid Oak Software, responded, “We have not and will not bow to pressure from any organization that disagrees with our philosophy. We don’t simply block pornography. That’s not the intention of our product. The majority of our customers are strong family-oriented people with traditional family values. I wouldn’t even care to debate the issues if gay and lesbian issues are suitable for teenagers.’ We filter anything that has to do with sex. Sexual orientation [is about sex] by virtue of the fact that it has sex in the name.”
“CYBERsitter: Where do we not want you to go today?” Peacefire, Nov. 5- Dec. 11, 1996.
Peacefire’s Bennett Haselton reported that among CYBERsitter’s blocked domains were, in addition to Peacefire.org itself, the “online communities” Echo Communications (www.echonyc.org) and the Whole Earth ‘Lectronic Link (www.well.com); the Web site of Community Connexion (www.c2.org), which manufactured an anonymous-surfing program; the ISP CRIS.com; and the home page of the National Organization for Women (www.now.org). CYBERsitter also banned any user from conducting a Yahoo search for the term “gay rights.”

In early 1997, CYBERsitter blocked the Ethical Spectacle, an online magazine “examining the intersection of ethics, law and politics in our society,” after editor Jonathan Wallace added a link to the site titled “Don’t Buy Cybersitter,” which directed users to Peacefire’s report “CYBERsitter: Where do we not want you to go today?” Wallace wrote to Milburn and Solid Oak technical support “demanding an explanation. I pointed out that The Spectacle does not fit any of their published criteria for blocking a site. I received mail in return demanding that I cease writing to them and calling my mail ‘harassment’—with a copy to the postmaster at my ISP.”

Schneider’s Internet Filter Assessment Project reported that unlike other filtering products, CYBERsitter does not permit its keyword-blocking feature to be disabled. Regarding CYBERsitter’s claim that it “looks at how the word or phrase is used in context,” Schneider quoted one TIFAP tester: “[N]othing could be further from the truth.” The filter deleted the word “queer,” for example, from Robert Frost’s “Stopping by the Woods on a Snowy Evening” (“My little horse must think it queer / To stop without a farmhouse near”). CYBERsitter did not block sites containing instructions for the growing of marijuana but did block a news item on the legislation surrounding it.

In June 1998, Marie-José Klaver decrypted and published CYBERsitter’s full list of blocked words, strings, sites, and domains. Among the domains on the block list were servers of the University of Chicago (student-www.uchicago.edu), the University of Virginia’s Information Technology and Communication division (watt.seas.uvirginia.edu), Georgia State University (panther.gsu.edu), the University of Michigan’s engineering department (www.personal.engin.umich.edu), and Rutgers University (quartz.rutgers.edu); several large Dutch domains, including euronet.nl, huizen.dds.nl, and worldaccess.nl; and the phrases “bennetthaselton,” “peacefire,” and “dontbuycybersitter.”

Though Christopher Hunter’s study (see p. 16) concluded that CYBERsitter was the most reliable filter in his test in terms of screening out “objectionable” sites (it blocked 25, or 69.4%, of such sites in his sample), he also noted that the software performed well below the 90-95% rate of accuracy boasted by the manufacturer. CYBERsitter fared worst in its treatment of “nonobjectionable” material, blocking 24, or 14.6%, of the sites to which Hunter assigned RSACi ratings no higher than one. Among these were Sharktagger (www.sharktagger.com), a site promoting responsible shark fishing and conservation through the practice of tagging; a listing of local events posted on Yahoo (localevents.yahoo.com); RiotGrrl (www.riotgrrl.com); Planned Parenthood (www.plannedparenthood.org); Stop Prisoner Rape (www.igc.apc.org/spr); the National Organization for Women (www.now.org); the feminist performance-art and activist troupe Guerrilla Girls (www.guerrillagirls.com); the Church of Scientology (www.scientology.org); The Body (www.thebody.com/index.shtml), an informational site on AIDS and HIV; Williams College’s information page on safe sex (wso.williams.edu/orgs/peerh/sex/safesex); the Coalition for Positive Sexuality (CPS) (www.positive.org/Home/index.html), SIECUS (www.siecus.org), and Pro-Life America (www.prolife.org).

CYBERsitter proved particularly likely to deny access to nonpornographic sites relating to homosexuality, blocking the QWorld contents page (www.qworld.org/TOC.html); the gay Internet communities Planet Out (www.planetout.com), PrideNet (www.pridenet.com), and the Queer Zone (www.queerzone.com); A Different Light Bookstore (www.adlbooks.com), which specializes in gay and lesbian literature; Gay Wired Presents Wildcat Press (www.gaywired.com/wildcat/index); and Queer Living’s “Promoting with Pride” page (www.qmondo.com/queerliving). (These sites, while not falling under RSAC’s definition of unacceptability, do fall within CYBERsitter’s default filtering category of “sites promoting the gay and lesbian life style.”)
CME charged CYBERsitter with under- and overinclusive filtering of alcohol- and tobacco-related material, as it blocked only 19% of the promotional sites in CME’s sample-leaving unblocked beer sites such as heineken.com, and sites on which tobacco products were sold, such as lylesmokeshop.com. While performing better than most other filters in its response to searches for promotional content-CYBERsitter prohibited searches for “beer,” “cigarettes,” “cigars,” and “liquor”—it subsequently blocked just 3% of the result pages (from the allowed searches) that the CME testers attempted to view. CYBERsitter also blocked 13% of the CME’s chosen educational and public-health sites, including alcoholism.miningco.com, al-anon.alateen.org, and health.org, and prohibited testers from conducting searches for “alcohol,” “alcoholism,” “fetal alcohol syndrome,” “tobacco,” and “tobacco settlement.”

Peacefire reported that CYBERsitter blocked a number of nonprofit sites, including Peacefire.org itself; the Penal Lexicon (www.penlex.org.uk), an British online project documenting prison conditions worldwide, and the home page of the Human Awareness Institute (www.hai.org.uk), an organization that “[a]ims to create a world where people live in dignity, respect, understanding, truth, kindness, honesty, compassion and love.” CYBERsitter also denied access to various educational servers, including those of the Department of Astronomy at Smith College (earth.ast.smith.edu), the Computer Animation Laboratory at the California Institute of the Arts (itchy.calarts.edu), the University of Oregon (darkwing.uoregon.edu), and the College of Humanities and Social Sciences at Carnegie Mellon University (hss.cmu.edu).

CYBERsitter blocked the Village Voice Web site (www.villagevoice.com); Calweb, an Internet service provider (www.calweb.com); Internex Online (www.io.org), another ISP, which hosts the Web site of the National Organization of People Attacking Sales of Tobacco to Youth (www.io.org/~pete/ccSmok3.html); and Pathfinder (pathfinder.com), which at one time published a search engine on which users could check URLs against CYBERsitter’s block list.

CYBERsitter blocked a number of pages on the Amnesty International site because of its keyword-filtering mechanism. A news item, for instance (www.amnesty.org/news/1998/32107198.htm), containing the sentence, “Reports of shootings in Irian Jaya bring to at least 21 the number of people in Indonesia and East Timor killed or wounded,” was prohibited for its “sexually explicit” content. Peacefire’s review of the system log revealed that CYBERsitter had blocked the site after detecting the words “least 21.” The filter blocked another human rights page, which noted that the United Nations Convention on the Rights of the Child “defines all individuals below the age of 18 years as children,” for the words “age of 18.”

While failing to block 22% of sites that Consumer Reports deemed objectionable because of “sexually explicit content or violently graphic images” or promotion of “drugs, tobacco, crime, or bigotry,” CYBERsitter blocked “nearly one in five” of the sites the authors considered inoffensive, including Lesbian.org, the Citizens’ Committee for the Right to Keep and Bear Arms, and the Southern Poverty Law Center.

Miscellaneous reports
• In a review of “Filtering Utilities” (Apr. 8, 1997), PC Magazine noted that CYBERsitter blocked an engineering site with “BourbonStreet” in its URL.
• According to the Digital Freedom Network’s article on “Winners of the Foil the Filter Contest” (Sept. 28, 2000), CYBERsitter blocked House Majority Leader Richard “Dick” Armey’s official Web site (armey.house.gov) upon detecting the word “dick,” and Focus on the Family’s Pure Intimacy page (www.pureintimacy.org), which protests pornography and is geared toward individuals “struggling with sexual temptations.”
• In “Teen Health Sites Praised in Article, Blocked by Censorware” (Mar. 23, 2001), Peacefire reported that CYBERsitter barred part or all of three out of the four sites discussed in a recent New York Times article on helpful online health-education resources for teenagers: ZapHealth (www.zaphealth.com);
various pages on Kidshealth.org, including its anti-smoking page (kidshealth.org/teen/safety/substances/smoking.html), a page comprising advice on travel safety (kidshealth.org/teen/safety/safebasics/travel_tips.html), and a profile of KidsHealth staff member Pamela Arn—presumably because CYBERsitter detected its blacklisted phrase “pamela.html” in the URL and confused the site with one devoted to Pamela Anderson; and part of iEmily (www.iemily.com), including the Terms of Service page, on which the words “sexually oriented” appeared—for one of the terms of service is that users “will not use [iEmily’s] message boards or chat rooms to post any material which is . . . sexually oriented.”

- In a Censorware Project post “Columnist Opines Against Censorware, Gets Column Blocked” (Mar. 29, 2001), Bennett Haselton reported that CYBERsitter blocked “Web Filters Backfire on their Fans,” a Chicago Tribune article that criticized filtering software as well as the Children’s Internet Protection Act, apparently because the software detected the words “porno,” “Internet porn,” and “Peacefire.”

FamilyClick

FamilyClick (whose spokesperson is Donna Rice Hughes) allows users to choose from a variety of filtering configurations. Its least restrictive “Full FamilyClick access” setting, “recommended for ages 18+,” blocks sites falling into any of 7 categories, including “Crime,” “Gambling,” and “Chat.” Its “Teen access” setting, for ages 15-17, blocks the previous 7 categories as well as “Personalities,” “Illegal Drug Promotion,” “Chat/Message Boards,” and “Non-FamilyClick Email Services.” “Pre-Teen access,” for ages 12-14, bars 4 additional categories; these include “Advanced Sex Education” and “Weapons.” “Kids access,” geared toward ages 8-11, blocks “Basic Sex Education,” defined as “[s]ites providing information at the elementary level about puberty and reproduction.” Finally, the “Children’s Playroom,” for ages 7 and under, “is 100% safe. It contains activities, games and content that have been pre-selected and pre-approved by FamilyClick.”


Bennett Haselton conducted “about an hour’s worth of ad-hoc testing” of FamilyClick on its least restrictive “18+” setting and found the following sites blocked: a report from the U.S. embassy in Beijing on the state of the AIDS epidemic in China (www.usembassy-china.org.cn/english/sandt/aidsdy97.htm); a research study on “Gambling and Problem Gambling in Washington State” (www.wscp.org/adultstudy2.htm), sponsored by the Washington State Council on Problem Gambling; a Spanish-language glossary of AIDS terms (www.aids-sida.org/diccsida.html); the home page of Camp Sussex (www.campsussex.org), which organizes summer-camp programs for children of low-income households; Psyart, an online journal published by the University of Florida’s Institute for the Psychological Study of the Arts (web.clas.ufl.edu/ipsa/journal); an essay titled “Triangles and Tribulations: The Politics of Nazi Symbols” (www.remember.org/educate/elman.html), on a Holocaust-studies site; a Christian Research Journal article condemning homosexuality (iclnet.org/pub/resources/text/crj/crj-rnl/web/crj0107a.html); the genealogical page for one Alice Ficken (riggenbach.org/html/d0013/g0005339.html)—perhaps, Haselton observed, because “Ficken” is the infinitive form of “fuck” in German; an inventory of state sodomy laws on the Web site of the ACLU (www.aclu.org/issues/gay/sodomy.html); a genealogical index of individuals bearing the name “Mumma” (www.mumma.org/databases/mumma/mumma-surname.html); a background report on pornography by the Minnesota Family Council (www.mfc.org/backgrounder/bg-pornography2.html); a portion of the Ontario Center for Religious Tolerance site, tracking anti-Wiccan content on Christian Web sites (religioustolerance.org/chrw_int.htm); an essay on the Federation of American Scientists site called “Countering Terrorism” (www.fas.org/irp/eprint/calahan.htm), regarding the terrorist slaying of 11 Israeli athletes at the 1972 Munich Olympics; and a guide to “Eating Right” for COPD (chronic obstructive pulmonary disease) patients (www.aarc.org/patient_resources/tips/copd.html).


The Online Policy Group maintains, as part of its “Online Oddities and Atrocities Museum,” a list of sites at different times mistakenly blocked by FamilyClick. These include the home page of the Christian Coalition (which is headed by FamilyClick founder Tim Robertson’s father, Pat Robertson), the Web site of The Oprah Winfrey Show, which was blocked, in the midst of a product demonstration by Donna Rice Hughes during her appearance on that program, and the FamilyClick site itself.
I-Gear, manufactured by Symantec, operates by a combination of a set of predefined URL databases and a “Dynamic Document Review.” The site databases are divided into 22 categories (see appendix B). Dynamic Document Review further reviews the content of a requested page: If the URL is not in any of the databases, I-Gear scans the page for trigger words from the corresponding “DDR Dictionaries.” Each matching word on the site receives a numerical score; if the total score for the page exceeds 50 (which is the default maximum score; it can be adjusted to anywhere between one and 200), the site is blocked. According to the product literature, “In addition to unconditionally vulgar words, I-Gear looks for words that are conditionally appropriate. I-Gear reviews each word on a page and examines the surrounding words to determine the context” of such terms. The example given in I-Gear’s manual is the word “sexual”: While the string “hot sexual pictures” may be included in the “Sex/Acts” dictionary and thus earn a page a few points, the string “sexual harassment” will not.

Schneider suggests that I-Gear’s state-of-the-art-sounding Dynamic Document Review basically amounts to keyword blocking. For this reason, TIFAP tested I-Gear under its least restrictive “adult” setting with DDR disabled, thus using only the list of proscribed databases. It found that, even with this configuration, I-Gear blocked the entire Gay and Lesbian directory of Yahoo, as well as pages containing the words “cockfighting” and “pussycat.”

The New York Times reported that I-Gear barred students at Benjamin Cardozo High School, Queens, New York, from conducting Web searches for such topics as breast cancer, eating disorders, AIDS, and child labor. Though Symantec senior product manager Bernard I. May responded to the news by insisting that I-Gear demonstrated “absolutely no preference of one group or another,” the article also noted that I-Gear blocked the home pages of abortion advocacy groups Planned Parenthood and the Alan Guttmacher Institute, but not the sites of such anti-abortion organizations as Right to Life and Operation Rescue. Students were also unable to access portions of an electronic text of The Grapes of Wrath—specifically, “a passage in which a woman lets a starving man suckle at her breast.”

Peacefire evaluated the first 50 dot-edu sites blocked in the “Sexual Acts” category according to a February 2000 I-Gear block list. Of the 50 blocks, Peacefire determined that 27 constituted “obvious errors” and 10, “marginal errors” (blocking of sites with moderately adult content but not falling within I-Gear’s stated definition of “sexual acts”). Among the “obvious” wrongful blocks were a number of sites containing references to or information on homosexuality—such as the personal home page of Carnegie Mellon Robotics Institute programmer Duane T. Williams (www.cs.cmu.edu/~dtw) and the text of an anti-gay pamphlet (cyberbuzz.gatech.edu/gala/challenge_queers.html), posted on the Web site of the Gay and Lesbian Alliance at the Georgia Institute of Technology—as well as sites with anti-censorship content, such as Mark Maimone’s home page (www.cs.cmu.edu/~mwm/txthome.html), which contained links to information on “Net Privacy and Advocacy” as well as various astronomy, cartography, and art museum sites; and an essay on “Indecency on the Internet: Lessons from the Art World” (www.csulb.edu/~jvancamp/article1.html), by Julie Van Camp, a specialist in the philosophy of art law.

Other sites blocked for reasons unknown included “Semi-Automatic Morph Between Two Supermodels” (www.ai.mit.edu/people/spraxlo/R/superModels.htm), an animation sequence in which images of two models’ faces morph into each other, written by an MIT student; a diagram of a milk pasteurization system (babcock.cals.wisc.edu/bab/des/lacs/lac4/machine.html); a site containing Book X, in Latin, of the Confessions of St. Augustine (ccat.sas.upenn.edu/~jod/latinconf/10.html)—possibly, as Haselton speculated later, because of the common appearance of the word “cum”17; two others, on the Wheaton College server, comprising sections of The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire (ccel.wheaton.edu/gibbon/decline4.txt and ccel.wheaton.edu/gibbon/decline6.txt); and lecture notes from a philosophy course at the University of Notre Dame (www.coins.nd.edu/~gklima/lectures.htm).
In tests of I-Gear throughout the first half of 2000, Peacefire found more sites blocked for questionable reasons, including the full text of Jane Eyre; the texts of the Electronic Privacy Information Center’s (EPIC) legal challenge to the Communications Decency Act (www.epic.org/free_speech/censorship/lawsuit) and of the Philadelphia district court’s ruling against the CDA in ACLU v. Reno (www.vtw.org/speech/decision.html); transcripts of testimony from ACLU v. Reno (www.aclu.org/court/3-22-96.txt); “Readings on Computer Communications and Freedom of Expression,” a supplementary reading list for a course on Internet ethics at MIT (www-swiss.ai.mit.edu/6095/readings-free-expression.html); and the free-speech page of the Center for Democracy and Technology’s site (www.cdt.org/speech).

I-Gear also barred a United Nations report, “HIV/AIDS: The Global Epidemic” (www.us.unaids.org/highband/document/epidemio/situat96.html); the sites of the Albert Kennedy Trust (www.akt.org.uk), which works on behalf of homeless gay teenagers; the Anti-Violence Project (www.avp.org), which specifically opposes anti-gay violence; the International Gay and Lesbian Human Rights Committee (www.igc.org/beijing/ngo/iglhrc.html); the Human Rights Campaign (www.hrcusa.org); and the Harvard Gay and Lesbian Caucus (www.hglc.org/hglc/index.html); two pages of the National Organization for Women site, one providing information on gay rights (www.now.org/issues/lgbi/), the other a press release on the legal status of gay marriage in Hawaii (www.now.org/nnt/08-95/ hawaii.html); a statement on equal rights for homosexuals (and women) in the workplace from the Industrial Workers of the World (www.iww.org/oahuo1/s8.html); a portion of GLAAD’s site containing information for prospective volunteers (www.glaad.org/glaad/volunteer.html); “The Homosexual Movement: A Response” (episcopalnet.org/tractsforourtimes/ramsey.html), a statement by the Ramsey Colloquium, “a group of Jewish and Christian theologians, ethicists, philosophers, and scholars,” sponsored by the Institute on Religion and Public Life; two Web sites relating to the Christian Coalition—that of the organization’s legal arm, the American Center for Law and Justice (www.aclj.org), and of the Pat Robertson-owned Christian Broadcasting Network (www.cbn.org); and the home page of the British Conservative Party (www.conservative-party.org.uk).

Other blocked sites included a Cato Institute policy-analysis paper titled “Feminist Jurisprudence: Equal Rights or Neo-Paternalism?” (www.cato.org/pubs/pas/pa-256.html), a gender studies page on Carnegie Mellon University’s English server (www.english-server.hss.cmu.edu/gender.html), Planned Parenthood (www.ppfao.org), CyberNOTHING’s commentary on the sensationalism and careless journalism of Phillip Elmer-Dewitt’s 1995 Time magazine cover story, “On a Screen Near You: Cyberporn” (www.cybernothing.org/cno/reports/cyberporn.html), and the article “PETA and a Pornographic Culture” (www.envirolink.org/arrs/far/newsletter/v8_n3-4_94/inside.html), which protested the use of nude models in recent PETA advertising campaigns, and contained no images from them.

Miscellaneous reports

- In his July 14, 1998 expert witness report for the defendants in Mainstream Loudoun v. Board of Trustees of Loudoun County Library, David Burt reported that I-Gear blocked the Born-Again Virgins site (www.sexless.org), the Fine Art Nude Webring (www.fineartnude.com/webring), and the home pages of four photography galleries: Alan Lindsay Garrett Gallery (www.onedoor.com/infrared/Nudes.html), Debenport Fine Art Photography (www.debenport.com), Ralph Oellerich Gallery (oellerich.com), and Sepia Studios (www.cyber-dyne.com/~gjohnson).

- Peacefire’s Amnesty Intercepted (Dec. 12, 2000) reported that I-Gear blocked the official site of the 1999 International Conference Combating Child Pornography on the Internet (www.stop-childpornog.at).

- In the March 23, 2001, report “Teen Health Sites Praised in Article, Blocked by Censorware” Bennett Haselton reported that I-Gear’s Dynamic Document Review led to the partial blocking of three sites lauded in a recent New York Times article detailing health education sites for teens: iEmily (www.iEmily.com), KidsHealth (www.kidshealth.org), and ZapHealth (www.zaphealth.com).
Internet Guard Dog

Internet Guard Dog, manufactured by McAfee, announces that it “allows children to surf and chat safely” through “a comprehensive objectionable content database” which prevents “messages deemed inappropriate ... from reaching your child.” “[O]ffensive words” as well as sites are blocked. A June 9, 2000 review in PC Magazine noted that Guard Dog allows the user to filter by category (e.g., drugs, gambling, the occult) from levels 0 through 4, and that “[w]hen a line contains a disallowed word, Guard Dog replaces the entire line with asterisks.”18

Guard Dog failed to block 30% of “easily located web sites that contain sexually explicit content or violently graphic images, or that promote drugs, tobacco, crime, or bigotry,” but it did block nearly 20% of sites deemed politically controversial but innocuous, including the Web site of the National Institute on Drug Abuse, a division of NIH; and SEX, Etc., the Rutgers University educational site written by and for teens.

Net Nanny

Net Nanny relies nearly exclusively on a published keyword list, which accompanies a short list of actual prohibited sites. While generally commended for its willingness to disclose its blocking list, Net Nanny has nonetheless been charged with inappropriate and, more frequently, ineffective filtering.

Schneider reported that Net Nanny blocked a long-obsolete URL that was part of an early version of Yahoo (akebono.standard.edu/yahoo/Art/Erotica/Pictures). But it did not block www.creampie.com, a sexually explicit site that had been in existence for 6 months.

Hunter concluded, based on his designations of objectionable and nonobjectionable sites, that Net Nanny’s major failing lies in its underinclusive blocking. The software “performed horrendously,” he wrote, “blocking a measly 17% of objectionable content” (it failed to block 30 sites, including www.xxxhardcore.com and www.ultravixen.com). But it also blocked the fewest “nonobjectionable sites” (3%). That 3% consisted of 5 sites: the Queer Resources Directory (www.qrd.org/qrd); the official home page of the White House (www.whitehouse.gov/WH/welcome.html)-www.whitehouse.com is a well-known pornographic site; the Web site of Arthur R. Butz (pubweb.acns.nwu.edu/~abutz), who is a Northwestern University engineering professor and a subscriber to Holocaust revisionism; the site of the Adelaide Institute (www.adam.com.au/fredadin/adins.html), another revisionist history site; an online casino site (www.superbet.com); and the Coalition for Positive Sexuality home page (www.positive.org/Home/index.html).

Net Nanny allowed every search CME attempted, for both promotional and educational alcohol- and tobacco-related sites. It blocked just 2% of the promotional sites in the CME’s standard test sample. Though initially unable to access the official Cuervo Tequila site (www.cuervo.com), furthermore, CME researchers easily viewed it by entering the page’s numerical IP address instead of its alphabetical one. Thus, “it would appear,” according to the report, “that Net Nanny does not regularly take IP addresses into consideration when compiling its black list” - making it easy to circumvent. What Net Nanny did block was health.org, apparently because its front page title, “Drug Abuse XXXXXXXXXXX,” was detected by the product’s keyword-blocking feature.

Peacefire reported on newsgroups and mailing lists it deemed inappropriately blocked, including bit.listserv.aidssnews, sci.med.aids, alt.feminism, soc.feminism, aids-stat-request@wubios.wustl.edu (which disseminates statistical information on AIDS), act-up-request@world.std.com (the e-mail list of the AIDS Coalition to Unleash Power), eagles-request@flash.usc.edu (a discussion forum for homosexuals currently or formerly affiliated with the Boy and Girl Scouts of America), and noglstp-request@elroy.jpl.nasa.gov (the e-mail list of the National Organization of Gay and Lesbian Scientists and Technical Professionals).

Consumer Reports reinforced Hunter’s and the CME’s conclusions, reporting that Net Nanny failed to block 52% of the 86 “easily located web sites,” selected by the magazine, that “contain sexually explicit content or violently graphic images, or that promote drugs, tobacco, crime, or bigotry.” The filter did, however, block Rutgers University’s teen-oriented SEX, Etc.

Miscellaneous reports

- According to Brock N. Meeks and Declan McCullagh’s “Jacking in from the ‘Keys to the Kingdom’ Port” (July 3, 1996), Net Nanny blocked every mailing list originating at cs.colorado.edu, the computer-science division of the University of Colorado, as well as unspecified “feminist newsgroups.”
- In “Adam and Eve Get Caught in ‘Net Filter” (Feb. 5, 1998), the Wichita Eagle reported that students at Wichita’s Friends University, where Net Nanny had been installed at public computer stations, were barred from accessing pages containing educational material on sexually transmitted diseases, prostitution, and Adam and Eve.
- Net Nanny was cited in the Digital Freedom Network’s “Winners of the Foil the Filter Contest” (Sept. 28, 2000) for blocking House Majority Leader Richard “Dick” Armey’s official Web site (armey.house.gov) upon detecting the word “dick.” It also precluded a high school student in Australia from accessing sites on the genetics of cucumbers once Net Nanny detected the word “cum” in “cucumbers.”

Net Shepherd

In October 1997, AltaVista and the filtering software Net Shepherd launched an AltaVista-based “Family Search” engine designed to screen the results of AltaVista searches and furnish users with pre-filtered results consisting only of sites deemed appropriate according to NetShepherd’s database of site ratings. Net Shepherd claimed to have rated more than 300,000 sites based on “quality” and “maturity,” relying on “demographically appropriate internet users’” judgments of what would be “superfluous and/or objectionable to the average family.”


In November 1997, EPIC performed the same 100 searches on standard AltaVista and the “Family Search” version. Its sample of search terms included 25 schools, 25 charitable and political organizations, 25 educational and cultural organizations, and 25 “miscellaneous concepts and entities” that could be of research interest to children, for instance “astronomy,” “Bill of Rights,” “Teen Pregnancy,” and “Thomas Edison.”

The first search term on EPIC’s list was “Arbor Heights Elementary.” This primary school’s site (www.halcyon.edu/arborhts/arborhts.html) contained, among other features, an online version of Cool Writers Magazine, a literary serial geared for children aged 7-12. The search on unfiltered AltaVista resulted in 824 sites mentioning the school, while the same search through NetShepherd returned only 3. Thus, EPIC determined that 99.6% of search results were filtered out. In subsequent searches for elementary, middle, and high schools, EPIC concluded that NetShepherd blocked between 85.6 and 98.9% of material, even though “several of the pages that were returned with the unfiltered search engine but not with the filtered search engine” contained nothing “that an average user family would consider to be inappropriate or objectionable.”

EPIC found similar filtering of charitable and political organizations, ranging from 88.9 to 99.9%. Among the most heavily filtered search results were those for “American Cancer Society” (which had 38,762 relevant sites on an unfiltered search but only 6 with NetShepherd), “United Jewish Appeal” (for which Net Shepherd allowed only one of the 3,024 sites that were otherwise reported as relevant); and “United Way” (for which Net Shepherd allowed 23 out of 54,300 responsive sites). As for educational, artistic, and cultural institutions, NetShepherd filtered between 91.4 and 99.9% of relevant sites. On a search for “National Aquarium,” NetShepherd allowed 63 of the 2,134 sites otherwise reported by AltaVista. Similarly, NetShepherd blocked 99.5% of sites responsive to the search term...
“photosynthesis,” 99.9% for “astronomy,” and 99.9% for “Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart.” (EPIC’s legal director David Sobel later told the Free Expression Policy Project that the blocking percentages were actually somewhat lower than Faulty Filters reported, because even unfiltered AltaVista would not have provided access to all the responsive sites.)

**Norton Internet Security 2001 Family Edition**

The Norton Internet Security Family Edition is manufactured by Symantec, which also produces I-Gear. The methodology and blocking categories are the same as I-Gear’s.


Consumer Reports found that the NIS Family Edition left unblocked 20% of the sites it deemed objectionable, while filtering the sites of such organizations as the Citizens’ Committee for the Right to Keep and Bear Arms and NIH’s National Institute on Drug Abuse.

**Safeserver**

SafeServer relies on so-called Intelligent Content Recognition Technology (iCRT), “a leading-edge technology based on artificial intelligence and pattern recognition technologies . . . trained to detect English-language pornography” and to screen requested Web pages in real time. It has 7 categories of objectionable content: “Hate,” “Pornography,” “Gambling,” “Weapons,” “Drugs,” “Job Search,” and “Stock Trading.” It does not state its criteria for determining that a Web site fits into any of these categories.


On a SafeServer proxy in use at a high school (where an unnamed student had volunteered to assist with Peacefire’s research), configured to bar sites in the categories of “Drugs,” “Gambling,” “Hate,” “Pornography,” and “Weapons,” Peacefire attempted to access a selection of commercial domains used earlier in an identical test of SurfWatch, and also in concurrent tests of Cyber Patrol and AOL Parental Controls. SafeServer blocked 44 pages in the 1,000-site sample; 15 of those 44 were “under construction.” Peacefire determined that of the remaining 29 sites, 10 were inappropriately blocked: a-1autowrecking.com, a-1coffee.com, a-1security.com, a-1upgrades.com, a2-r.com, a-abacomputers.com, a-artisticimages.com, a-baby.com, a-build.com, and a-c-r.com. As with other filters tested similarly, Haselton acknowledged that the resulting error rate of 34% was not entirely reliable because of the small sample under review, and that SafeServer could have an error rate as low as 15%; but that the rate of error among .org sites would presumably be higher, since pornographic sites were more prevalent among commercial domains.

**SafeSurf**

SafeSurf operates a voluntary self-rating system whereby authors of Web pages can evaluate their sites according to 10 content categories, including “Profanity,” “Nudity,” “Glorifying Drug Use,” and “Other Adult Themes.” (See appendix B.) In addition, each page is assigned a numerical rating, or a “SafeSurf Identification Standard” (indicated by the “SafeSurf Wave”: SS~~~) between one and 9 to indicate its age range. Web-page authors may assign ratings in other categories as necessary. For instance, an author may assign his or her material a “Nudity” rating of one if it includes “Subtle Innuendo; [nudity] subtly implied through the use of composition, lighting, shaping, revealing clothing, etc.” or a rating of 7 if it presents “[e]rotic frontal nudity.” From 1996-97, SafeSurf offered a remote server-based Internet Filtering Solution for schools, libraries, ISPs, and businesses.


According to this online report updated in July 2000, SafeSurf blocked multiple sites containing likely opposition to Web censorship and filtering, such as the Electronic Frontier Foundation’s Internet Censorship and Regulation archive (www.eff.org/pub/Censorship/Internet_censorship_bills); a list of free-speech links on the Web site
of the American Communication Association (www.uark.edu/depts/comminfo/www/freespeech.html); “The X-Stop Files” and “The Mind of a Censor,” two articles in the Ethical Spectacle, one reporting sites inappropriately blocked by X-Stop (www.spectacle.org/cs/xstop.html), the other profiling Internet-filter advocate David Burt (www.spectacle.org/cs/burt.html); a CNET news article on guidelines drafted by the American Library Association for countering campaigns for mandatory filtering (news.cnet.com/news/0,10000,0-1005-200-318677,00.html); the home pages of the Wisconsin Civil Liberties Union (www.aclu-wi.org) and the National Coalition Against Censorship (www.ncac.org); Echo Communications (www.echonyc.org), which was a plaintiff in ALA v. Pataki, a successful challenge to New York’s Internet censorship law; and a Scientific American article on “Turf Wars in Cyberspace” (www.sciam.com/explorations/062496explorations.html). SafeSurf also blocked the online edition of Free Inquiry (www.secularhumanism.org/library/fi/index.html), a publication of the Council for Secular Humanism; a United Nations paper on “HIV/AIDS: The Global Epidemic” (www.unaids.org/highband/document/epidemio/situat96.html); and, for reasons unclear, the full texts of The Odyssey (darkwing.uoregon.edu/~joelja/odyssey.html) and The Iliad (darkwing.uoregon.edu/~joelja/iliad.html), both of which appeared on the University of Oregon server.

SmartFilter

SmartFilter, manufactured by Secure Computing, was originally intended for employers seeking to limit employees’ non-work-related Internet usage. By 1999, it was also targeting schools.20 The filter’s control list has undergone slight modifications, but on the whole, prior to 2001 SmartFilter divided objectionable sites into 27 categories, which could be enabled according to each customer’s needs. When SmartFilter 3.0 was unveiled in January 2001, 3 of the categories (“Alternative Journals,” “Non-Essential,” and “Worthless”) had been removed, and 6 others added, including “Mature” and “Nudity.” In addition, the “Sex” category was adjusted to encompass not only sites containing pornographic images or sexually oriented material, but also “text of sex acts.” But educational information on sex (“sexually transmitted diseases, safe sex, teen pregnancy”) previously included in the “Sex” category, was now excluded. This latest version of SmartFilter did not deem a page a “Sex” site on the basis of “nudity” alone. (See appendix B for definitions of all the blocking categories.)

Testing SmartFilter with only its “Sex” category enabled, TIFAP found 12 sites blocked, of which 7, in TIFAP’s estimation, were blocked erroneously. These included 3 sites on marijuana use, 3 gay-interest sites, and a site containing information on safe sex. (No specific information on the blocked sites was provided.)

In September 1997, Peacefire tested SmartFilter configured to block sites falling into categories likely to be activated in a school setting: “Criminal Skills,” “Drugs,” “Gambling,” “Hate Speech,” and “Sex.” Among the organizations whose sites were blocked were Community United Against Violence (www.xq.com/cuav/index.html), which works to prevent anti-gay hate crime; Peaceable Texans for Firearms Rights (www.io.com/~velte/pt.htm); the Marijuana Policy Project (www.mpp.org); the National Institute on Drug Abuse (www.nida.nih.gov); Mother Jones magazine (www.mojones.com); the United States Information Agency (www.usia.gov); the American Friends Service Committee (www.afsc.org); the Consortium on Peace Research, Education, and Development (igc.apc.org/copred); the gay-themed Oasis Magazine (www.oasismag.com); the Stop AIDS Project (www.stopaids.org); and Campaign for Our Children (www.cfoc.org), a nonprofit organization working to prevent teen pregnancy. In addition to pornography, SmartFilter blocked sites containing educational information on “sexually transmitted diseases, safe-sex, and teen pregnancy.”

The Censorware Project secured Internet log files from Sept. 10-Oct. 10, 1998, of the Utah Education Network, or UEN, a state agency responsible for providing telecommunications services to all the state’s public schools and many of its libraries. UEN’s Internet access was filtered by SmartFilter. Censorware deemed about 350 Web pages needlessly blocked under one or more of the 5 categories chosen by UEN: “Criminal Skills,” “Drugs,” “Gambling,” “Hate Speech” and “Sex.”
Secure Computing claimed that “sites are not added to the Control List without first being viewed and approved by our staff,” yet Censorware found that the home page of the Instructional Systems Program at Florida State University (mailer.fsu.edu/~wwager/index_public.html) was blocked under the “gambling” category, presumably because the word “wager” appears in the URL. (Walter Wager, a member of the program faculty, apparently maintained the site). SmartFilter also blocked “Marijuana: Facts for Teens” (www.nida.nih.gov/MarijBroch/MarijIntro.html), a brochure published by the National Institute on Drug Abuse (a division of the National Institutes of Health), as a drug-related site. Censorware's findings also strongly suggested that SmartFilter blocked the entire Wiretap server (wiretap.area.com or wiretap.spies.com) under the category of “criminal skills”—on account, it seems, of its URL—even though Wiretap consists solely of electronic texts such as presidential inaugural addresses, the Declaration of Independence, Shakespeare’s complete plays, The Jungle Book, Moby Dick, and the Book of Mormon. Another server entirely blocked, for reasons unclear, was gopher.igc.apc.org, under the “Drugs” category; this server of the Institute for Global Communications was home to numerous nonprofit activist groups, such as the Rainforest Action Network (gopher.igc.apc.org/11/orgs/ran), Human Rights Watch (gopher.igc.apc.org/11/int/hrw), and Earth First! (gopher.igc.apc.org/11/orgs/efjournal), and to a transcript of a radio forum on “Electronic Porn and Computer Network Censorship” (gopher.igc.apc.org/00/orgs/pacifica/tel/7).

In other cases, possibly owing to keyword- or URL-based filtering, pages were blocked whose aims were to raise awareness of such issues as “Hate Speech” and “Drugs.” Among these were Hate Watch (www.hatewatch.org/frames.org), a site monitoring and opposing online hate speech; a scholarly paper titled “... as if I were the master of the situation”: Proverbial Manipulation in Adolf Hitler’s Mein Kampf,” from the archives of De Proverbio: An Electronic Journal of International Proverb Studies (ftp.utas.edu.au/docs/flonta/DP,1,1,95/HITLER.html); the home page of the Iowa State Division of Narcotics Enforcement (www.state.ia.us/government/dps/dne/dne.html); and a portion of the Web site of National Families in Action, a national drug education, prevention, and policy center (www.emory.edu/NFIA/NEW/HEROINCHIC).

Three months after Censored Internet Access was published, Secure Computing issued a press release interpreting the report as a confirmation of SmartFilter’s effectiveness. During the period in question, the release stated, “there were over 54 million web access attempts and of those, according to the report, less than 300 were denied access because the site contacted had been mis-categorized. This represents a stunning accuracy rate of 99.9994 percent.” Similarly, David Burt posted a report in which he claimed that only 279 sites were actually included in Censorware’s study, after eliminating sites listed more than once (in his estimation; often, Burt grouped as one site what actually amounted to the blocking of multiple distinct pages on a single server), and that of these, only 64 actually constituted inappropriate blocks.


This was the Censorware Project’s response to Secure Computing’s and David Burt’s rebuttals of Censored Internet Access. Author Jamie McCarthy stated, “In Utah, for every 22 times SmartFilter ‘correctly’ blocked someone from accessing a webpage, there was one ‘wrongly’ blocked access. In other words, the overblocking rate was about 5%. Censorware also identified 3 problems with Secure Computing’s and David Burt’s interpretations of its findings. First, only instances of overblocking had been considered in the original report; mistakenly unblocked sites could have constituted an altogether different source of additional error on SmartFilter’s part. Second, Censorware’s investigation did not include sites on SmartFilter’s block list that were overridden by the UEN-such as mormon.com, which accounted for 6,434 of the total 122,700 blocked page requests. “Counting these accesses,” Censorware wrote, “would raise the error rate from 1 in 22 to 1 in 19.” Third, Secure Computing only took into account the approximately 300 blocked sites, forgetting that within the interval under study there had been 5,601 individual wrongful blocks.

Regarding Burt’s detailed analyses of the sites deemed needlessly blocked, Censorware conceded that he was, in a few cases, correct (the sites in question being pornographic after all); yet Secure Computing actually removed them from the SmartFilter database after the first report appeared—and added the Censorware site, in all 27 blocking categories.
Examinining sites that SmartFilter blocked in more than one category, Finkelstein found that a number of privacy and anonymous surfing sites, many of which allow users to circumvent filtering software, were blocked in every control list category (except “Non-Essential”). His report named 19 such services’ sites, including www.anonymizer.com, www.freedom.net, www.private-server.com, www.safeweb.com, and www.siletsurf.com. SmartFilter also blocked, under every available classification but “Non-Essential,” many sites providing translations of foreign-language Web pages, for instance www.babelfish.org, www.onlinetrans.com, www.vocabulary.com, and www.worldlingo.com. While such sites did not fall within SmartFilter’s published blocking criteria at the time, they would very shortly thereafter (though not, of course, in every category), with the introduction of SmartFilter 3.0.

Finkelstein conducted a series of tests with SmartFilter enabled to block only “Extreme/Obscene” material, and found that SmartFilter blocked a Web site for gay and lesbian Mormons (www.affirmation.org); multiple sites relating to “extreme” sports, such as a page on desert off-roading (www.extreme-offroad.com), a site dedicated to rock climbing (www.climbingmedia.com), and ESPN2’s motorcycle sports page (www.motoworld.com); the Gibb Computer Services site (www.gcsexteme.com), which advertises the “GCS Extreme Series-High performance custom computer systems”; sites relating to “hardcore” wrestling (such as www.ecw/hardcorewrestling.com and www.4wrestle.com) and punk rock (such as www.stickmenwithrayguns.com and www.vancouverhardcore.com); other popular music sites, devoted to such recording artists as Primus (www.primussucks.com), Tupac Shakur (www.tupac.com), and Marilyn Manson (www.marilynmanson.com); the comic book series Savage Dragon (www.savagedragon.com); illustrator H.R. Giger’s home page (www.giger.com); and the official Web site of The Jerry Springer Show (www.jerryspringer.com).

Finkelstein also listed 64 newsgroups blocked by SmartFilter. Among those barred for “Criminal Skills”-related information were the Telecommunications Digest (news:comp.dcom.telecom.tech); two newsgroups maintained by the Computer Professionals for Social Responsibility (news:comp.org.cpsrannounce and news:comp.org.cpsrtalk); the Electronic Frontier Foundation newsgroup (news:comp.org.eff.news); and a newsgroup on “security issues of computers and networks” (news:comp.security.misc). Other newsgroups, blocked on the grounds that they contained “Cult/Occult” material, included one for “studying antiquities of the world” (news:sci.archaeology); one on Mesoamerican archaeology (news:sci.archaeology.mesoamerican); 18 newsgroups pertaining to genealogy; a discussion group on the Bahá’í religion (news:soc.religion.bahai); a Bible-study group (news:soc.religion.christian.bible-study); and 12 other newsgroups relating to various religions, including news:soc.religion.hindu and news:talk.religion.buddhism.

Miscellaneous reports

- Soon after SmartFilter 3.0’s introduction, it was cited by Peacefire’s “BabelFish blocked by censorware” (Feb. 27, 2001) for filtering out AltaVista’s featured foreign-language Web site translation service (babelfish.altavista.com).

SurfWatch

SurfWatch is owned by SurfControl, which also manufactures Cyber Patrol. It blocks Web sites falling into any of 5 “Core” categories: “Sexually Explicit,” “Drugs/Alcohol,” “Gambling,” “Violence,” and “Hate Speech.” (See appendix B.) According to the “Filtering Facts” page of SurfWatch’s Web site, “Before adding any site to our database, each site ‘candidate’ is reviewed by a SurfWatch Content Specialist. Deciphering the gray areas is not something that we trust to technology; it requires thought and sometimes discussion.” The statement continues, “We use technology to help find site candidates, but rely on thoughtful analysis for the final decision. Before any site or word pattern is added to the database, it is reviewed for context of use on the Web-how it is being used, what other types of content might be restricted if this is blocked. We review the impact that each word or site block will have once implemented in our filters.” Yet complaints of SurfWatch’s inaccurate filtering have continually arisen in recent years. (See “Miscellaneous reports,” below, for examples of what clearly appear to be keyword blocking.)
Christopher Kryzan, “SurfWatch Censorship Against Lesbigay WWW Pages,” e-mail release, June 14, 1995.
As early as 1995, SurfWatch was criticized for inaccurate and politically loaded blocking. In an e-mail release, Web activist Christopher Kryzan wrote that the recently introduced software blocked 10 of the “30-40 queer-related sites” he tested, including those of the International Association of Gay Square Dance Clubs (hawg.stanford.edu/~sgreen/IAGSDC/clubs.html), the Society for Human Sexuality (weber.u.washington.edu:80/~sfpsw), the University of California at Berkeley’s LGB Association (server.berkeley.edu/mblga/uclgba.html), Queer Web (server.berkeley.edu/mblga), and the Maine Gay Network (www.qrd.org/QRD/www/usa/main/gaynet.html).

TIFAP also found SurfWatch blocked nonpornographic sites relating to sexuality (testers could not disable SurfWatch's keyword-blocking feature). Though searches for “breast cancer” and “chicken breasts” were allowed, searches for “penis” and “vaginal” were not. Schneider also noted that the filter blocked www.utopia-asia.com/safe.htm, a page of information on safe sex; and www.curbcut.com/Sex.html, “an excellent guide,” she wrote, “for sexual activity for the disabled.”

This column reported that SurfWatch blocked 2 newly registered domains (wwwplugandpray.com and www.minow.com)—even though the sites contained as yet no content—apparently because, “in a setup called ‘virtual hosting,’” they shared IP addresses with pornography sites. SurfWatch marketing director Theresa Marcroft “conceded that the company’s software tends to block even innocuous virtually hosted sites if they are added to an Internet address that has been previously blocked, although she notes that the company responds quickly to unblock clean sites once it knows about them.” To the Censorware Project’s Jim Tyre, this contradicted the company’s claim of “thoughtful analysis”; in a response to the Journal article, he said Marcroft’s revelation affirmed “that claims made by the censorware vendors (most, if not all, not just SurfWatch) that all sites are human-reviewed before being banned are outright lies.”

Hunter reported that SurfWatch blocked 44.4% of sites he deemed objectionable (16 out of 36), and 7% of nonobjectionable ones (12 out of 164). The nonobjectionable sites included Free Speech Internet Television (www.freespeech.org); RiotGrrl (www.riotgrrl.com); All Sports Casino (www.allsportscasino.com), Atlantis Gaming site (www.atlantis-gaming.com), and Platinum Casino (www.platinumcasino.com); the Web sites of Budweiser beer (www.budweiser.com/homepage/default.html), Absolut Vodka (www.absolutvodka.com), and the R.J. Reynolds Tobacco Company (www.rjrt.com); the Adelaide Institute site (www.adam.com.au/fredadin/adins.html), which is devoted to revisionist history; and the home page of Holocaust revisionist Arthur R. Butz (pubweb.acns.nwu.edu/~abutz). While the pages Hunter cited may have contained no material objectionable according to the RSACi ratings, 8 of them did contain content that fell within SurfWatch’s published definitions of “Gambling,” “Drugs/Alcohol,” or “Hate Speech.” But the product then blocked under inclusively in regard to other gambling, drug-, alcohol-, and hate-related sites, and thus the overall degree of error remained basically the same.

CME deemed SurfWatch the most effective of the products it evaluated in preventing access to alcohol- and tobacco-related promotional content (it blocked 70% of its promotional-site test sample) though “testers were still able to access a number of sites, including liquorbywire.com, ciderjack.com, indianatobac.com and lylessmokeshop.com.” SurfWatch also blocked, on average, a relatively high 46% of promotional sites generated by Yahoo, Go/InfoSeek, and Excite searches, and prohibited one search, for the term “drinking games,” altogether. The filter did not block any of CME’s chosen educational or public-health sites.

Peacefire procured an alphabetical list of current dot-com domains from Network Solutions, which maintains a list of every dot-com domain in existence, and eliminated the sites that began with dashes rather than letters (as “[a] disproportionate number of these were pornographic sites that chose their domain name[s] solely in order to show up at the top of an alphabetical listing,” their inclusion would have rendered the sample an insufficiently
representative cross section of the domains in question). From the remaining sites, Peacefire culled the first 1,000 active domains, and attempted to access them against a version of SurfWatch with a block list current as of July 31, 2000, configured to filter only sites with “sexually explicit” content.

SurfWatch blocked 147 of 1,000 domains. After eliminating 96 that were “under construction,” Peacefire found that 42 of the remaining 51 were nonpornographic, for an “error rate” of 82%. While Haselton wrote that this figure might not be precise given the limited number of domains he examined (the actual error rate potentially being anything from 65 to 95%), “the test does establish that the likelihood of SurfWatch having an error rate of, say, less than 60% across all domains, is virtually zero.” As with other filters tested, Haselton remarked, “we should expect the error rate to be even higher for .org sites that are blocked.” And considering the sites that were blocked—such as a-1janitorial.com, a-1sierrastorage.com, and a-advantageauto.com—he found highly questionable SurfWatch’s claim of “thoughtful analysis.”

SurfWatch blocked a number of human-rights organizations on the grounds that they contained “sexually explicit” material: Algeria Watch (www.algeria-watch.de); Human Rights for Workers (www.senser.com); the Mumia Solidaritäts Index (www.mumia.de); the Sisterhood Is Global Institute (www.sigi.org); the International Coptic Congress (www.copts.com); Liberte Aref (www.liberte-aref.com), which tracks human rights abuses in Djibouti, and advocates, in particular, on behalf of Aref Mohamed Aref, a Djibouti attorney in danger of arrest for his critiques of the government; the Commissioner of the Council of the Baltic Sea States (www.cbss-commissioner.org); Green Brick Road (www.gbr.org), a compilation of resources on global environmental education; and the New York University chapter of Amnesty International (www.lawstudents.org/amnesty). SurfWatch blocked www.lawstudents.org, an “online legal studies information center,” in its entirety. In its “Drugs/Alcohol” category, SurfWatch blocked the home pages of the Strategic Pastoral Action Network (www.spanweb.org), Charter 97 (charter97.org), which documents human rights violations in Belarus, and the Kosova Committee in Denmark (www.kosova.dk), an association whose mission, according to its bylaws, is “to support the population of Kosovo politically, culturally and respecting human welfare, and in connection with the negotiations concerning the termination of the conflicts in the former Yugoslavia to support the population’s justified demands for self-determination.” The Web sites of Parish without Borders (www.parish-without-borders.net) and Dalitstan (www.dalitstan.org), an organization working on behalf of the oppressed Dalits, or black untouchables, in India, were blocked under SurfWatch’s “Violence/Hate Speech” classification.

SurfWatch blocked, as “Sexually Explicit,” various public-health and sex-education sites, including Health-Net’s page of “Facts about Sexual Assault” (www.health-net.com/fsex.htm); “What You Should Know about Sex & Alcohol” (www.mckinley.uiuc.edu/health-info/drug-alc/sex-alco.html), from the department of student health services at the University of Queensland; “A World of Risk” (www.app.com/aworldofrisk/SexualIssues/sex.htm), a study of the state of sex education in schools; and various informational pages on sexually transmitted diseases, hosted by Allegheny University Hospitals (www.allhealth.edu/HEALTH/Health_Sex.html), the Anchorage Community Health Services Division (www.alaskanet.com/Muni/Services/Departments/Health/Com/sex.html), Washington University (artsci.wustl.edu/~health/sex/sex.html), and the Society for the Advancement of Women’s Health Research (www.womens-health.org/sex.htm).

Miscellaneous reports
- A February 19, 1996 Netsurfer Digest item (“White House Accidentally Blocked by SurfWatch”) revealed that SurfWatch blocked a page on the official White House site (www.whitehouse.gov/WH/kids/html/couples.html), because “couples.html” appeared in the URL—the couples in question were the Clintons and the Gores.
- According to “Internet Names and Filtering Software” (Mar. 5, 1997), an e-mail release to the American Library Association Office for Intellectual Freedom list, SurfWatch blocked the Web site of the University of Kansas’s Archie R. Dykes Medical Library upon detecting the word “dykes.”
- Lars Kongshem reported in the Electronic School article “How Well Does Internet Filtering Software
Protect Students?" (Jan. 1998) that a librarian in the Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania, school district, "was not able to access the English server at Carnegie Mellon University."

- On March 11, 1999, the New York Times ("Tables Turn on a Filtering Site as It Is Temporarily Blocked") reported that SurfWatch had accidentally and inexplicably blocked Filtering Facts (www.filteringfacts.org), a filter-promoting site maintained by David Burt.

- According to David Burt's July 14, 1998 expert witness report for the defendants in the Mainstream Loudoun, case, SurfWatch prohibited access to 27, or 54%, of sites he considered nonobscene, including Dr. Ruth's official site (www.drruth.com), the home page of the Society for Human Sexuality (www.sexuality.org), Williams College’s page on Enjoying Safer Sex (wsd.williams.edu/peerh/sex/safesex), and five Web sites dedicated to fine-art nude photography: Alan Lindsay Garrett, Debenport, Ralph Oellerich, Fine Line Photography (www2.pair.com/tracylee/fineline.htm), and Ronald Lee Hildebrand Gallery (www.hilstudio.com/nudes.html).


**We-Blocker**

We-Blocker is a free Internet filtering service that blocks sites falling into any of 7 classifications. (See appendix B.) We-Blocker finds potentially objectionable sites through recommendations from users. Then, according to the product information page of the Web site (www.we-blocker.com/webmstr/wm_dbq.shtml), “A We-Blocker agent reviews the site—if it is CLEARLY objectionable, it is automatically entered into the database. . . . If the site submitted is not clearly objectionable, it is passed to the We-Blocker site review committee.”

"We-Blocker.com: Censoring Gay Sites was ‘Simply a Mistake.,” press release, GLAAD, Aug. 5, 1999.

GLAAD reported that We-Blocker had barred the sites of various gay community members and organizations, including the New York Lesbian and Gay Center and the online news service GayBC.com. After notification, the company’s CTO (chief technological officer) unblocked the sites and explained that they had been accidentally added to the software’s block list after being “flagged” for the key word “sex”-and hence the terms “homosexual,” “bisexual,” and “sexual orientation”-but not reviewed by a We-Blocker employee. “While admirable in its desire to rectify its mistake,” the press release stated, “We-Blocker illustrates how imperfect Internet filtering software can be.”

**WebSENSE**

WebSENSE states that it is designed almost solely for office and library use. It originally operated with 30 blocking categories, including “Shopping,” “Sports,” and “Tasteless,” which could be enabled according to each administrator’s needs. The filtering categories were revised with the December 2000 release of WebSENSE Enterprise 4.0, which extended the number of filtering categories from 30 to 53 and supplied greater specificity in some of the individual category definitions. WebSENSE’s “Alcohol/ Tobacco,” “Gay/Lesbian Lifestyles,” and “Personals/Dating” categories were brought together, along with the new classifications “Restaurants and Dining” and “Hobbies,” under an umbrella category, “Society and Lifestyle.” Its “Hacking” category was incorporated into the larger “Information Technology,” which also encompassed the previously unaccounted-for “Proxy Avoidance Systems,” “Search Engines & Portals,” “Web Hosting,” and “URL Translation Sites.” The “Activist” and “Politics” categories were combined into one, as were “Cults” and “Religion,” while “Alternative Journals” were absorbed into a “News & Media” category. Separate subcategories were created for “Sex Education” and “Lingerie & Swimsuit.” (See appendix B for details on the 53 categories.)


Schneider’s Internet Filter Assessment Project found that WebSENSE blocked a page discussing pornographic videos but not containing any pornographic material, as well as the entire www.webcom.com host-because one site housed on WebCom contained sexually explicit content.
Protecting Judges Against Liza Minnelli: The WebSENSE Censorware at Work, Censorware Project, June 21, 1998. The Censorware Project examined WebSENSE after learning it had been installed on computers in federal courts (in the Eighth, Ninth, and Tenth Circuits) and in some Florida and Indiana public libraries. The title of the report was inspired by the authors’ discovery that a Liza Minnelli fan page (cobweb.cc.oberline.edu/~dfortune/lizpage.html) was classified by WebSENSE as “Adult Entertainment” and duly blocked. Other “grossly inappropriate” blocks, according to Censorware, included the Jewish Teens page (www.jewishteens.com); the home page of the Canine Molecular Genetics Project at Michigan State University (www.msu.edu/user/zemkedan); a number of Japanese-language sports sites (presumably, according to the report, because the software interpreted a particular fragment of transliterated Japanese as an English-language word on its block list); the home page of the Sterling Funding Corporation, a Rancho Santa Margarita, California-based mortgage loan company (www.sterlingfunding.com); the former site of the Safer Sex page, now devoted to AIDS prevention (alexander.ucsf.edu/~troyer/safesex.html); and a copy of the British Internet service provider Demon’s Internet Policy on Censorship (bloodstone.globalnet.co.uk/~probon/demon1.htm). Also deemed erroneous was a block on the “Censorbait” page, consisting of links to, but no images of, “items the censors don’t want you to see” - sites relating to sex, drugs, and lock-picking, for instance - on the MIT Student Association for Freedom of Expression site (www.mit.edu/activities/safe/notsee.html).

Michael Swaine, “WebSENSE Blocking Makes No Sense,” WebReview.com, June 4, 1999. In June 1999, Webreview.com’s Michael Swaine was notified that Swaine’s World, his page on technology-related news, had been categorized by WebSENSE as a “Travel” site - for Swaine had once posted an article about a trade show he attended - and was thus being blocked on the computers of a WebSENSE-filtered office. Though the block, once brought to WebSENSE’s attention, was removed, Swaine writes, “Many web sites are being appropriately blocked every day because the blocking schemes are woefully inadequate. WebSENSE explained to me why it had blocked by site, but the explanation was hardly reassuring.”

Miscellaneous reports
- The article “Shield Judges from Sex?” in the May 18, 1998, issue of the National Law Journal reported that WebSENSE blocked a travel agency site after detecting the word “exotic” - as in “exotic locales.”
- In an article on various filters’ treatment of health information for teens (“Teen Health Sites Praised in Article, Blocked by Censorware,” Peacefire, Mar. 23, 2001), Peacefire reported that WebSENSE 4.0 blocked TeenGrowth (www.teengrowth.com) as an “Entertainment” site.

X-Stop
X-Stop’s claim to fame is its “Felony Load,” later redubbed the “Librarian” edition, through which the product’s manufacturers, the Log-On Data Corporation, originally claimed that “only sites qualifying under the Miller standard are blocked,” referring to Miller v. California’s three-part test for constitutionally unprotected obscenity. Log-On also asserted that “[l]egitimate art or education sites are not blocked by the library edition, nor are so-called ‘soft porn’ or ‘R’-rated sites.25 Subsequently, X-Stop’s manufacturer, which changed its name to “8e6 Technologies,” only maintained that “Nobody blocks more pornographic sites than X-Stop. We also search out and block sources containing dangerous information like drugs and alcohol, hate crimes and bomb-making instructions.”26

The software relies on an automated “MudCrawler” that locates potentially objectionable sites using 44 criteria that are not made public. Borderline cases are reviewed by “MudCrawler technicians.”27 X-Stop also comes equipped with a “Foul Word Library,” whereby users are prohibited from typing (in e-mails or search forms, for instance) any of the listed terms.

Jonathan Wallace, “The X-Stop Files,” Oct. 5, 1997. Wallace reported a host of benign sites blocked by a version of X-Stop obtained in July 1997, including The File Room (fileroom .aaup.iuc.edu/FileRoom/documents), an online interactive archival project on censorship cases hosted by the University of Illinois at Chicago and initiated by an artist-in-residence at the UIC’s School of Art and Design; the National Journal of Sexual Orientation Law (sunsite.unc.edu/gaylaw); Carnegie Mellon University’s
Banned Books page (www.cs.cmu.edu/People/spok/banned-books.html); the Web site of the American Association of University Women (www.aauw.org); the AIDS Quilt site (www.aidsquilt.org/aidsinfo); certain sections of the AOL Sucks site (www.aolsucks.org/censor/tos); the home page of the Heritage Foundation (www.heritage.org); multiple sites housed on the isp.igc.apc.org server - Wallace's report specifically cited the “Fairness and Accuracy in Reporting” page (www.isp.igc.apc.org/fair); the Religious Society of Friends (www.quaker.org); and the Quality Resources Online site (www.quality.org).

Peacefire reported that 15 URLs blocked by X-Stop’s “Felony Load” included the online edition of the San Jose Mercury News (www.sjmercury.com); a Web site that Peacefire said belonged to the Holy See (eros.co.il); the site of the Y-ME National Breast Cancer Organization (www.y-me.org); the home page of the art galleries of the Illinois State University College of Fine Arts (orat.ilstu.edu); the Winona State University Affirmative Action Office Home Page (www.winona.msus.edu/Grants/AffirmativeAction/home.htm); the Web site of Community United Against Violence (www.xq.com/cuav), an organization dedicated to preventing anti-gay violence; the Blind Children’s Center (www.blindcntr.org/bcc); the Planned Parenthood page (www.ppfa.org/ppfa); and the entire Angelfire host (www.angelfire.com).

Schneider’s Internet Filter Assessment Project also found Planned Parenthood blocked, as well as “a safe-sex Web-site, several gay advocacy sites, and sites with information that would rate as highly risque, but not obscene, let alone felonious.”

Documents filed in Mainstream Loudoun v. Board of Trustees of the Loudoun County Library
The original complaint lodged by Mainstream Loudoun reported that X-Stop’s “foul word” blocking procedure had rendered it impossible for library patrons to search for the word “bastard” - and thus searches for such novels as Dorothy Allison’s Bastard Out of Carolina and John Jakes's The Bastard. Also forbidding the term “pussy,” X-Stop barred Web searches for “pussy willows” and “The Owl and the Pussy Cat.” On the other hand, the filter allowed searches for “69,” “prick,” “pecker,” “dick,” blow job,” “porn,” and “nipple.”
Plaintiff’s Exhibit 22 listed the URLs of 62 sites at one time or another blocked by X-Stop, among them (in addition to many pages also cited by Karen Schneider, the Censorware Project, and others) a page containing information on dachshunds (www.serve.com/arma/dogs/links.html), the Coalition for Positive Sexuality site (www.positive.org/cps/home/index.html), a page on the Lambda Literary Awards (qrd.org.com/qrd/media/books/lammys/lammy.award.winners.announced-06.08.95), which recognize “excellence in gay, lesbian, bisexual and transgendered literature,” and the Lesbian and Gay Rights in Latvia site (dspace.dial.pipex.com/own/parade/gf96/LASV.htm).
An ACLU researcher reported that among the sites blocked by X-Stop as of February 1, 1998, at the Sterling branch of the Loudoun County Public Library were www.safesex.org; Town Hall (www.townhall.com), a conservative news site; www.addict.com, which proclaimed itself “addicted to loud noise”; the Queer Resources Directory (www.qrd.org/QRD); and www.killuglytv.com, a teen-oriented site containing health information but also vulgar words. Not blocked were a number of “counter” sites, including those promoting abstinence as the only “safe sex,” such as the Safest Sex Home Page (www.upbeat.com/family/cool.html); sites containing anti-homosexuality material, for instance a portion of the American Family Association site (www.afa.net/toc.htm) that discusses “Homosexuality in America: Exposing the Myths,” and pages on the Concerned Women for America site, one “Debunking the Myth of Gay Youth Suicide” (www.cwfa.org/policypapers/pp_gaysuicide.html), the other discussing “Health and Homosexuality: How Sexual Behavior Impacts Public Health” (www.cwfa.org/policypapers/pp_hlthhom.html); and Web sites of organizations supporting the Communications Decency Act, such as Enough is Enough (www.enough.org), Morality in Media (pw2.netcom.com/~mimnyc/index.html), the
National Campaign to Combat Internet Pornography (www.nccip.org), and Oklahomans for Children and Families (www.ocaf.org).

- **Plaintiffs-intervenors’ complaint for declaratory and injunctive relief, Feb. 5, 1998.**

  The intervenors’ complaint describes sites of 8 plaintiff-intervenors - all blocked by X-Stop - including the Ethical Spectacle (www.spectacle.org); Foundry, a Web magazine that published the work of painter Sergio Arau; Books for Gay & Lesbian Teens/Youth; the San Francisco Chronicle - owned SF Gate (www.sfgate.com); the home page of the Renaissance Transgender Association (ren.org), whose mission is “to provide the very best comprehensive education and caring support to transgendered individuals and those close to them”; and Banned Books On-Line, which featured the electronic texts of such literary works as Candide, The Origin of Species, Lysistrata, and Moll Flanders. As of October 1997, X-Stop blocked the entire Banned Books site; by the time of the complaint, X-Stop had unblocked most pages on the site, with the exception of Nicholas Saunders’s E for Ecstasy, which “contain[ed] nothing that could remotely qualify as ‘pornographic.’”

- **ACLU memoranda, June 17-23, 1998.**

  ACLU researchers found, in addition to many instances of underblocking, that X-Stop blocked www.gayamerica.com, a collection of links to gay-interest sites; www.gaymardigas.com, which contained a discussion of Fat Tuesday from a gay point of view.; a Dr. Ruth-endorsed site vending sex-education videos (www.sexpert.com/sextainment .video2/html); and multiple non-prurient sex-related sites, such as Sexuality Bytes (www.sexualitybytes.nine.msn.com.au), an “online encyclopedia of sex and sexual health”; the Frequently Asked Questions page of the alt.sex newsgroup (www.halcyon.com/elf/altsex), which presented “educational information” pertaining to sex, contraception, and sex-related laws, along with some textbook-style diagrams and photographs of sex organs; www.heartless-bitches.com, a “gr-rrls” site with some “harsh language” but no images or “really pornographic” material; and a Geocities-hosted site (www.geocities.com/Colosseum/6954) that contained information on and images of amateur women’s wrestling-none of which, according to the researcher, were pornographic or sexually oriented. Subsequent memoranda reported that X-Stop blocked houseochicks.com/malegenwarts.html, a page containing information on genital warts; www.multicom.org/gerbil.sodomy.htm, a “discussion,” in the researcher’s words, “of sodomy from a philosophical/postmodernist perspective”; and very-koi.net/anal.htm.com, a site about enemas.

- **Karen Schneider, Plaintiffs’ expert witness report, June 18, 1998.**

  Schneider testified that she conducted personal tests of X-Stop, using the same methodology as was applied in A Practical Guide to Internet Filters, with two copies of the program, one purchased in anticipation of her testimony, the other furnished by Log-On Data Corporation on May 27, 1998. Stating that “X-Stop blocks access to a wide variety of websites that contain valuable, protected speech, yet fails to block many arguably ‘pornographic’ websites,” Schneider testified that the filter blocked the page for “Safe Sex - The Manual” (animalfest.hr/filmvi/ a5.html), which had received an “Education through Humor” prize at the World Festival of Animated Films; another safe-sex education page (www.gai.com/text/aids22.htm); a number of sites pertaining to homosexuality, including a site on which gay-themed jewelry was sold (www.gayweb.com/113/ponce.html); Black Iris (www.blackiris.com/pride), a site selling gay-themed jewelry and apparel; Rainbow Mall (www.rainbow-mall.com/search/search.htm), an index to gay-interest sites; an essay on the Stonewall Riot (qrd.tcp.com/qrd/www/Stonewall25.html); and Arrow Magazine (www.arrowmag.com), an online journal geared for “homosexual men in committed relationships” - on which, according to its self-imposed RSACi rating, neither nudity, sex, nor violence appear. Schneider also cited some pages allowed by X-Stop: a site containing images of “naked women urinating, in some cases on other people” (www.patches.net/home2.html); Absolute Anal Porn (www.absoluteanalporn.com/apmain.html); and two sites containing images of individuals engaging in sexual acts (layla.net/new.htm and www.xxnnakedwomen.com/index5.html).

- **David Burt, Defendants’ expert witness report, July 14, 1998.**

  Filtering advocate David Burt arrived at a different conclusion in his expert witness report on behalf of Loudoun County. He stated that “X-Stop is likely the least restrictive filter for blocking obscenity, while [it] is reasonably effective at blocking what are clearly hard-core sites.” To illustrate, Burt selected 100 Web sites, 50 of which were “likely to be obscene” and 50 of which were provocative but “clearly did not
meet one of the ‘obscene’ categories.” This second 50-site sample comprised 10 soft-core sites, 10 sites devoted to fine-art nude photography, 10 that provided safe sex information, 10 devoted to nude photographs of celebrities (deemed unobjectionable because “this type of pornography almost always consists of simple nudity and partial nudity”), and 10 nonpornographic sites relating to sexuality, such as Dr. Ruth’s Web site (www.drruth.com) and the home page of the Coalition for Positive Sexuality (www.positive.org). Burt found that X-Stop blocked 43 of the 50 “likely obscene” sites, or 86%. X-Stop left unblocked 70% of the soft-core sites Burt had selected, all but one (or 90%) of the nude-celebrity sites (barring only the British Babes Photo Gallery [www.celebmaster.com]), and all of the art-nude, safe-sex, and sexuality-information sites. Thus Burt determined that, on average, X-Stop allowed access to 92% of his unobjectionable sites.

- **Michael Welles, Plaintiff’s Expert Witness Report, Sept. 1, 1998.**
  System engineer Michael Welles testified that even with X-Stop installed on his computer, he had easily accessed online pornography, and asserted that “One needs a human judge, and a human judge or team of human judges cannot work quickly enough to process the amount of material that is out [on the Web]. . . . It is simply too large a task, and the size of the task is growing in proportion with the Internet itself.” “[I]t is not possible,” Welles concluded, “to find a technological method by which a person seeking to establish a blocking system could reliably block sites that must be identified by their subject matter without blocking sites that contain a different subject matter.”

- **Loren Kropat, Second declaration, Sept. 2, 1998.**
  Loudoun County library patron Loren Kropat testified as to sites she found blocked using a public Internet terminal on which X-Stop was installed at the Purcellville, Virginia, library on July 25 and September 2, 1998. Among them were a Washington, DC, gay-interest event-information site (www.gaydc.com); a profile of Edinburgh (freespace.virgin.net/james.anderson1); the homepage of the Let’s Have an Affair Catering company (tor-pw1.netcom.ca/~prk.n.to/index.html); and www.venusx.com - the Web site of Eyeland Opticians.


In 1999, well after a federal district court ruled the Internet-filtering policies of the Loudoun County libraries unconstitutional, the Censorware Project published this follow-up to “The X-Stop Files.” “If you were the president of a censorware company spotlighted for its bad blocks,” the authors wrote, “. . . If your product was then dragged into a lawsuit which hinged on whether or not you blocked innocent sites, would you redouble your efforts, to make sure it blocked only hardcore porn? Log On Data did just that, removing many of the bad blocks we, and the Loudoun county lawyers, called to its attention. At the same time, it introduced more blocks of innocent sites, so that a year later, the product is no better than it was.”

Among these new blocks were the Web sites of Godiva Chocolatier (www.godivas.com), and Fascinations (www.fascinations.com), a dealer of toys relating to physics-in both cases, most likely because “long ago and far away, their domain names belonged to porn sites.” X-Stop blocked the home page of Redbook magazine, as its META description includes the word “sex.” On account of supposed explicit sexual content, the filter also barred the academic sites “Sex Culture in Ancient China” (www.beijingnow.com/chun), which provided a scholarly history of sexology, and Wicked Pleasures (www.wickedpleasures.com), the site for a book on African-American sexuality. Other blocked health- and sex-related sites included the Medical Consumer’s Advocate (www.geocities.com/HotSprings/Spa/4236); an informational site on massage therapy (massagetherapy.network.com); a site on alternative medicine (www.geocities.com/HotSprings/Spa/6834); a site on aphrodisiacs (www.thanx.com), which stated, on its front page, that it did “NOT contain sexually explicit material” (Censorware’s emphasis); GreatSex.com, which sold books and videotapes promoting “clinical and educational sexual wisdom” and contained no nudity; C-Toons (www.c-toons.com), a Web comic serial-intended “to reinforce ‘safe sex’ attitudes through humor-whose protagonist was a condom; and Darkwhisper, a site dedicated to “exploring the magic and mystery of sadomasochism” and carrying an adult warning prior to its front page but, according to Censorware, containing “serious text only, not unlike what one can find in many libraries” and hence “a good illustration of the lack of any meaningful human review” on X-Stop’s part.
Nonpornographic sites relating to homosexuality were also blocked, including the home page of the Gay Pastor (www.geocities.com/WestHollywood/8229), an ordained pastor whose stated mission is “to give [c]ounseling to all gays with regard to our personal adaptation to our new found [sic] lifestyle”; Pato Enterprises (www.donpato.com), which “specializes” according to the report, “in web production and promotion for the (gay) travel industry”; Queer Korner Productions (www.q-corner.com), a site selling gay-themed items such as T-shirts and mugs; the personal home pages of a lesbian doctoral student (www.webweaver.net/~monika) and a gay New Jersey-based computer specialist (www.cnct.com/~markk); and Movie Bear Cinema, which organized viewings of films such as Jurassic Park and Titanic for gay men (www.moviebearcinema.com).

Other blocked pages included the Web site of Home Sweet Loan, a mortgage firm whose URL (runawayteens.com), the report suggested, led to the problematic block; the Thought Shop (www.thoughtshop.com), a site that at the time of Censorware’s investigation contained a commentary opposing the Child Online Protection Act; a Web-graphics page called Digital Xtreme! (www.velocity.net/~digital); Web sites for the recording artists Bombay June (www.bombayjune.com) and Marilyn Manson (home8.swipnet.se/~w-80164); a site posting weather forecasts for the Ardennes region of Belgium (www.ardennen.com/winter); and a page in tribute to Gillian Anderson (www.gilliananderson.net), which counted no nude images among its photographs of the actress.

X-Stop also blocked every site hosted by the free Web page provider Xoom—a total, at the time of Déjà Voodoo’s publication, of 4.5 million distinct sites. Also found blocked was the so-called “family-friendly” ISP Execulink, which rated its sites by the RSACi system, offered N2H2 BESS filtering at the server level, and designated the Focus on the Family Web site a “favorite” link.

CME deemed X-Stop “the least effective filter at blocking promotional alcohol and tobacco content,” for it did not block any of the selected alcohol- and tobacco-related promotional sites, and blocked just 4% of sites generated by searches for promotional terms.

Peacefire detailed the first 50 .edu domains on X-Stop’s block list as of January 17, 2000. Twenty-four of these, or 48%, were ruled “obvious errors,” including a number of innocuous student home pages, a site for a contest in which the grand prize was a boat (webpages.marshall.edu/~jarvis1) “Possibly X-Stop’s MudCrawler was confused,” Peacefire wrote, “by the phrase on the rules saying you had to be ‘18 years or older’ to enter the drawing” and the Web site of the Paper and Book Intensive (www.sis.ua.edu/ ba/pbi.html), a summer program on the art of the book, papermaking, and conservation, offered by the University of Alabama’s School of Library Information Studies. Ten additional URLs, 20% of the overall sample, were found to contain no pornography, but did feature some artistic nudity or harsh language, and were thereby judged “marginal errors.”


3. Both the ALA and the ACLU filed suit challenging the portion of CIPA that applied to libraries. As of fall 2001, that lawsuit was pending in federal district court in Philadelphia.


5. These last 3 pages, the report noted, were not filtered because of an automatic ban on the keyword “breast,” but were evidently reviewed and deemed indecent by a BESS employee: “In our tests, we created empty pages that contained the words breast and breast cancer in the titles, to test whether BESS was using a word filter. The pages we created were accessible, but the previous three sites about breast cancer were still blocked.”


10. In a subsequent article, the Censorware Project reported that Cyber Patrol had refused to unblock Deja News, despite its frequent use as a research resource for people ranging from Wallace himself to filtering advocate David Burt. “Cyber Patrol and Deja News,” Censorware Project, Feb. 17, 1998, www.censorware.net/reports/dejanews/index.html

11. Wallace added that the blocking of this site, “long removed from the Web, raises questions about the frequency with which the Cyber Patrol database is updated.”

12. Hunter obtained this information from Searchterms.com, which documents the most frequent searches on a variety of popular search engines. Hunter, 49.


15. John Leyden, “Porn-filter disabler unleashed,” The Register, Dec. 19, 2000. The SurfControl representative also wrote, “We should be grateful if The Register would adopt a policy of allowing companies, such as ourselves, the opportunity to respond in full before going to press.” “Astonishing,” Cullen commented. “Cyber Patrol blocked
The Register without informing us, or giving us a chance to respond in full, or at all."


25. This claim no longer appears on the X-Stop Web site, but was quoted in the intervenors’ complaint in Mainstream Loudou, v. Board of Trustees of Loudoun County Library, No. 97-2049-A (E.D. Va. Feb. 5, 1998).


28. Burt defined a “likely obscene” site as one featuring any of the following: “1) Photographs showing vaginal, anal, or oral penetration clearly visible; 2) Photographs of bestiality with penetration clearly visible; 3) Photographs of one person defecating or urinating onto another person's face.”
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APPENDIX A
Blocked Sites by Subject: Artistic and Literary; Sexuality Education; Gay and Lesbian Information; Political Topics/Human Rights; Censorship

Artistic and Literary Sites

Edwin Abbott, Flatland (wiretap.spies.com:70/00/Library/Classic/flatland.txt)  
SmartFilter-Censorware, “Access in Utah”

allstardvd.com/mall/~advt/dvd/know_last_summer.htm  SmartFilter-Censorware, “Access in Utah”

www.alsirat.com (fiction and poetry site)  BESS-Censorware, “Passing Porn”

www.altx.com (poetry site)  X-Stop-ACLU, Mainstream Loudoun memoranda

Tori Amos (cctr.umkc.edu/user/cgladish/tori.html)  SmartFilter-Censorware, “Access in Utah”

Aristophanes, Lysistrata X-Stop-Mainstream Loudoun, Plaintiffs’ Complaint

Arrow Magazine (www.arrowmag.com)  X-Stop-Schneider, Mainstream Loudoun expert report

Art Dogs (www.artdogs.com)  BESS-Peacefire, “Amnesty Intercepted”

Art Galleries of the Illinois State University College of Fine Arts (orat.ilstu.edu)  X-Stop-Peacefire, “X-Stop Examined”


Atomic Books  X-Stop-Mainstream Loudoun, plaintiffs’ complaint

Banned Books On-line; E for Ecstasy  X-Stop-Mainstream Loudoun, plaintiffs-intervenors’ complaint


Bjork (www.bjork.co.uk/bjork)  Smartfilter—Censorware, “Access in Utah”

www.blackmetal.com  SmartFilter—Finkelstein, “Little List”

Books for Gay and Lesbian Teens/Youth  X-Stop-Mainstream Loudoun, plaintiffs-intervenors’ complaint

Charlotte Brontë, Jane Eyre  I-Gear—Peacefire, “I-Gear Examined”

Emily Brontë, Wuthering Heights (wiretap.spies.com/Gopher/Library/Classic/wuther.txt)  
SmartFilter-Censorware, “Access in Utah”

C-Toons (www.c-toons.com)  X-Stop-Censorware, “Déjà Voodoo”

Charles Darwin, The Origin of Species  X-Stop-Mainstream Loudoun, Plaintiffs’ Complaint

Chumbawamba (www.chumba.com) SmartFilter—Finkelstein, “Little List”

Confessions of St. Augustine, Book X (ccat.sas.upenn.edu/~jod/latinconf/10.html) I-Gear—Peacefire, “first 50 URL’s”

Joseph Conrad, Heart of Darkness (wiretap.spies.com:70/00/Library/Classic/darkness) SmartFilter-Censorware, “Access in Utah”

Death Comics IHQ (www.eagle.ca/~corpse/deathcomics) X-Stop—Censorware, “Déjà Voodoo”

Debenport Fine Art Photography (www.debenport.com) I-Gear, SurfWatch-Burt, Mainstream Loudoun expert report

Daniel Defoe, Moll Flanders X-Stop-Mainstream Loudoun, Plaintiffs’ Complaint

The Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire (ccel.wheaton.edu/gibbon/decline4.txt; ccel.wheaton.edu/gibbon/decline6.txt) I-Gear—Peacefire, “first 50 URL’s”

Charles Dickens, A Christmas Carol (wiretap.spies.com:70/00/Library/Classic/carol.txt) SmartFilter-Censorware, “Access in Utah”

A Different Light Bookstore (www.adlbooks.com) CYBERsitter-Hunter, “Filtering the Future?”


Dr. Dre News and Information (www.dr-dre.com) Smartfilter—Finkelstein, “Little List”

Elight magazine (www.youth.org/elight) SmartFilter-Censorware, “Access in Utah”; X-Stop-ACLU memoranda, Mainstream Loudoun


The Ethical Spectacle X-Stop-Mainstream Loudoun, plaintiffs-intervenors’ complaint

Fine Art Nude Webring (www.fineartnude.com/webring) I-Gear-Burt, Mainstream Loudoun expert report

Fine Line Photography (www2.pair.com/tracylee/finline.htm) SurfWatch-Burt, Loudoun expert report

Foundry magazine X-Stop-Mainstream Loudoun, plaintiffs-intervenors’ complaint

Friends of Lulu (friends-lulu.org) BESS-Censorware, “Passing Porn”

Loudoun, “Sites Blocked by X-Stop”

Alan Lindsay Garrett Gallery (www.onedoor.com/infrared/Nudes.htm)  I-Gear, SurfWatch-Burt, Mainstream Loudoun expert report

John Gay, The Beggar’s Opera (darkwing.uoregon.edu/~rbear/beggar.html)  I-Gear—Peacefire, “first 50 URLs”


www.gilliananderson.net  X-Stop—Censorware, “Déjà Voodoo”


www.hedda.com/creative-visions (literary magazine) BESS-Censorware, “Passing Porn”


Homer, The Odyssey (darkwing.uoregon.edu/~joelja/odyssey.html)  SafeSurf—Peacefire, “SafeSurf Examined”

Homer, The Iliad (darkwing.uoregon.edu/~joelja/iliad.html)  SafeSurf—Peacefire, “SafeSurf Examined”

“Indecency on the Internet: Lessons from the Art World” (www.csulb.edu/~jvancamp/article1.html)  I-Gear-Peacefire, “First 50 URLs”

Rudyard Kipling, The Jungle Book (wiretap.spies.com:70/00/Library/Classic/jungle.rk)  SmartFilter-Censorware, “Access in Utah”

Krusty the Klown (kwaziwai.cc.columbia.edu/~mrr18/krusty2.gif)  SmartFilter-Censorware, “Access in Utah”

Lambda Literary Awards (qrq.org.com/qrq/media/books/lammys/lammy.award.winners.announced-06.08.95)  X-Stop—Mainstream Loudoun, “Sites Blocked by X-Stop”


Henry Wadsworth Longfellow, “The Village Blacksmith” (wiretap.spies.com:00/Library/Classic/Poetry/village.p)  SmartFilter-Censorware,
“Access in Utah”

Manson (home8.swipnet.se/~w-80164) X-Stop—Censorware, “Déjà Voodoo”

Marilyn-Manson.net SmartFilter-Finkelstein, “Little List”

Marilynmanson.com SmartFilter-Finkelstein, “Little List”

Mega’s Metal Asylum Cyber Patrol—Jansson and Skala, “Breaking”

Herman Melville, Moby-Dick (wiretap.spies.com/00/Library/Classic/mobydick.txt) Smartfilter—Censorware, “Access in Utah”

Metallica (ryen.fsn.net) Smartfilter—Censorware, “Access in Utah”

Liza Minnelli Web Site WebSENSE-Censorware, “Protecting Judges”

Mother Jones (bsd.mojones.com/hellraiser_central) BESS-Censorware, “Passing Porn”; SmartFilter-Peacefire, “SmartFilter Examined”

Movie Bear Cinema (www.moviebearcinema.com) X-Stop-Censorware, “Déjà Voodoo”

Ralph Oellerich Gallery (oellerich.com) I-Gear, SurfWatch-Burt, Mainstream Loudoun expert report

Offspring (www.offspring.com) Smartfilter—Censorware, “Access in Utah”

The Official Primus Site (www.primussucks.com) SmartFilter-Finkelstein, “Little List”


The Oprah Winfrey Show FamilyClick-Online Policy Group, “Online Atrocities”


PSYART: A Hyperlink Journal for the Psychological Study of the Arts (web.clas.ufl.edu/ipsa/journal) FamilyClick-Peacefire, “Sites Blocked by FamilyClick”


“Safe Sex—The Manual” (animalfest.hr/filmvi/a5.html) X-Stop-Schneider, Mainstream Loudoun expert report

San Francisco Gate X-Stop-Mainstream Loudoun, plaintiffs-intervenors’ complaint


Sepia Studios (www.cyber-dyne.com/~gjohnson) I-Gear-Burt, Mainstream Loudoun expert report

Shakespeare’s Tragedies (wiretap.spies.com/00/Library/Classic/Shakespeare/Tragedies) SmartFilter-Censorware, “Access in Utah”

Lysander Spooner, “No Treason” (wiretap.spies.com:70/00/Library/Classic/no-treas.txt) Censorware, “Access in Utah”


Tupac (www.tupac.com) SmartFilter-Finkelstein, “Little List”


Mark Twain, “A Connecticut Yankee in King Arthur’s Court” (wiretap.spies.com/oo/Library/Classic/yankee.mt) SmartFilter-Censorware, “Access in Utah”

Mark Twain, “Extracts from Adam’s Diary” (wiretap.spies.com/ftp.items/Library/Classic/adam.mt) SmartFilter-Censorware, “Access in Utah”


www.vancouverhardcore.com SmartFilter—Finkelstein, “Little List”

Suzanne Vega (www.vega.net) BESS-Peacefire, “Amnesty Intercepted”

Voltaire, Candide X-Stop-Mainstream Loudoun, Plaintiffs’ Complaint


Wicked Pleasures (www.wickedpleasures.com) X-Stop—Censorware, “Déjà Voodoo”

wings.buffalo.edu/epc.documents (poetry site) X-Stop-ACLU memoranda, Mainstream Loudoun

Sexuality Education

About STDs (www.allhealth.edu/HEALTH/Health_Sex.html) SurfWatch-Peacefire, “SurfWatch Examined”


AIDS Quilt (www.aidsquilt.org/aidsinfo) X-Stop-Wallace, “X-Stop Files”

www.aids-sida.org/diccsida.html (Spanish-English glossary of AIDS terms) FamilyClick-Peacefire, “Sites Blocked by FamilyClick”

Ask Alice (www.goaskalice.columbia.edu) BESS-Censorware, “Passing Porn”

birthcontrol.com SmartFilter-Censorware, “Access in Utah”


C-Toons (www.c-toons.com) X-Stop-Censorware, “Déjà Voodoo”


Contraception and Sexually Transmitted Diseases (www.womens-health.org/sex.htm) SurfWatch-Peacefire, “SurfWatch Examined”

www.curbcut.com/Sex.html (sex-information page for the disabled) SurfWatch-Schneider, A Practical Guide

Dr. Ruth (www.drruth.com) SurfWatch-Burt, Mainstream Loudoun expert report

www.ee.calpoly.edu/~jcline.sexo (safe-sex information) X-Stop-Peacefire, “First 50 URLs”

Enjoying Safer Sex (wso.williams.edu/orgs/peerh/sex/safesex) CYBERsitter-Hunter, “Filtering the Future?”; SurfWatch-Burt, Mainstream Loudoun expert report

events.yahoo.com/NetEvents/Society_and_Culture/Sexuality SmartFilter-Censorware, “Access in Utah”

Facts about Sexual Assault (www.health-net.com/fsex.htm) SurfWatch-Peacefire,
“SurfWatch Examined”

www.femalehealth.com  SmartFilter-Censorware, “Access in Utah”


www.gai.com/text/aids22.htm (safe-sex information)  X-Stop-Schneider, Mainstream Loudoun expert report


GreatSex.com-Clinical and Educational Sexual Wisdom  X-Stop-Censorware, “Déjà Voodoo”

History of Sexuality (cgi.student.nada.kth.se/cgi-bin/d95-aeh/get/foucaulte)  SurfWatch-Burt, Loudoun expert report


HIVnAlive (www.hivnalive.org)  I-Gear-Peacefire, “I-Gear Examined”

home.idiom.com/~linktank/private/relationships/celibacy (celibacy-advocacy site)  BESS--Censorware, “Passing Porn”

houseochicks.com/malegenwarts.html (information on genital warts)  X-Stop-ACLU memoranda, Mainstream Loudoun

How to Use a Condom (www.condom.com/Condom/Country/how_to_use)  X-Stop-Mainstream Loudoun, “Sites Blocked by X-Stop”


www.multicom.org/gerbil.sodomy.htm (discussion of sodomy)  X-Stop-ACLU memoranda, Mainstream Loudoun


Picking Up the Right Advice (www.twoten.press.net/stories/96/12/03/features/HEALTH_ Teenage_Sex.html)  SurfWatch-Peacefire, “SurfWatch Examined”


Pure Intimacy (www.pureintimacy.org) CYBERsitter-DFN, “Foil the Filters”

“Safe Sex—The Manual” (animalfest.hr/filmvi/a5.html) X-Stop-Schneider, Mainstream Loudoun expert report

SaferSex (qrd.rdrop.com/qrd/orgs/BRC/safersex.txt) X-Stop-Mainstream Loudoun, “Sites Blocked by X-Stop”


www.safersex.org X-Stop-ACLU memoranda, Mainstream Loudoun

 Safest Sex Home Page (www.upbeat.com/family/cool.html) X-Stop-Mainstream Loudoun, “Sites Blocked by X-Stop”

Sex Culture in Ancient China (www.beijingnow.com/chun) X-Stop-Censorware, “Déjà Voodoo, Kropat, Mainstream Loudoun testimony

Sex Education and Safe Sex (www.nerdworld.com/cgi-bin/vdata.cgi) X-Stop-Mainstream Loudoun, “Sites Blocked by X-Stop”

SEX, Etc. AOL Parental Controls, Internet Guard Dog, Net Nanny-Consumer Reports, “Chaperones”

Sexual Health (www.ntu.ac.uk/acs/health/sex.html) SurfWatch-Peacefire, “SurfWatch Examined”

Sexuality Bytes (www.sexualitybytes.nine.msn.com.au) X-Stop-ACLU memoranda, Mainstream Loudoun

Sexuality Information and Education Council of the United States (www.siecus.org) BESS, Cyber Patrol, CYBERsitter-Hunter, “Filtering the Future”


soc.bi (sun1.bham.ac.uk/J.W.Harley/soc-bi.html) SurfWatch-Kryzan, “SurfWatch Censorship”


STD Information (www.alaskanet.com/Muni/Services/Departments/Health/Com/sex.html) SurfWatch-Peacefire, “SurfWatch Examined”


TeenGrowth (www.teengrowth.com) BESS-Peacfire, “Teen Health Sites”

www.telesouth.com1.com/?/avatar/sexinfo/asfaq/cun.htm (cunnilingus information) X-Stop-ACLU memoranda, Mainstream Loudoun

Tripod Ask the Doctor (www.tripod.com/health_sports/ask_doc/sex) SurfWatch-Peacfire, “SurfWatch Examined”


Washington University Student Health Service (artsci.wustl.edu/~health/sex/sex.html) SurfWatch-Peacfire, “SurfWatch Examined”


www.yahoo.com/Society_and_Culture/Sexuality/Activities_and_Practices/Safe_Sex
SmartFilter-Censorware, “Access in Utah”

You Can’t Say That (www.safersex.org/ssex/media/ssmedia.html) X-Stop-Mainstream Loudoun, “Sites Blocked by X-Stop”

www.youth.org/ssyglb (soc.support.youth.gay-lesbian-bi newsgroup FAQ) SmartFilter-Censorware, “Access in Utah”
Gay and Lesbian Information

Adult Children of Heterosexuals (www.tiac.net/users/danam/acoh.html)
Cyber Patrol—Brian Smith, “Examples of Overblocking”

Affirmation: Gay and Lesbian Mormons (www.affirmation.org) SmartFilter-Finkelstein, “Little List”

Arrow Magazine (www.arrowmag.com) X-Stop-Schneider, Mainstream Loudoun expert report

Bisexual Action on Sexual Health (theory.doc.ic.ac.uk/~kcl/bash.html) X-Stop-Schneider, Mainstream Loudoun expert report

Bisexual Resource Center (norn.org/pub/other-orgs/brc) I-Gear-Peacfire, “I-Gear Examined”

Black Iris (www.blackiris.com/pride) X-Stop-Schneider, Mainstream Loudoun expert report

Books for Gay and Lesbian Teens/Youth X-Stop-Mainstream Loudoun, plaintiffs-
intervenors’ complaint

“Celebrating Our Gay Family Members” (www.critpath.org/pflag-talk/celebrations.html)
I-Gear-Peacefire, “I-Gear Examined”

Children of Lesbians and Gays Everywhere (COLAGE) AOL Parental Controls-GLAAD, Access Denied 2.0

A Different Light Bookstore (www.adlbooks.com) CYBERsitter-Hunter, “Filtering the Future?”

Duane’s Gay Home Page (www.cs.cmu.edu/~dtw) I-Gear-Peacefire, “First 50 URLs”

Dutch Organization for Integration of Homosexuality (www.xs4all.nl/~nvihcoc) SmartFilter-Peacefire, “SmartFilter Examined”

Elight Magazine (www.youth.org/elight) SmartFilter-Censorware, “Access in Utah”

Gay Amsterdam (www.gaynews.nl) X-Stop-Kropat, Mainstream Loudoun testimony


Gay and Lesbian directory of Yahoo I-Gear-Schneider, A Practical Guide

Gay and Lesbian Prisoner Project (www.bsef.org/glpp.html) BESS-Peacefire, “BESS Examined”

Gay and Lesbian Rights Lobby (maya.eagle.bbs.et.au/~glrl) BESS-Peacefire, “BESS Examined”

Gay Arab (www.gayarab.com) X-Stop-Censorware, “Déjà Voodoo”

www.gay.com SmartFilter-SmartFilter-Censorware, “Access in Utah”

Gay Daze (gaydaze.com) Cyber Patrol-Censorware, “From Ada to Yoyo”

Gay Global (www.gayglobal.com) X-Stop-Censorware, “Déjà Voodoo”


Gay Los Angeles (www.gaylosangeles.com) X-Stop-Censorware, “Déjà Voodoo”

Gay Mart (gaymart.com) Cyber Patrol-Censorware, “From Ada to Yoyo”

Gay Nation (www.gaynation.net) X-Stop-Censorware, “Déjà Voodoo”

www.gay.net SmartFilter-Censorware, “Access in Utah”


Gay Wired (www.gaywired.com) SmartFilter-Censorware, “Access in Utah”

Gay Wired Presents Wildcat Press (www.gaywired.com/wildcat/index) BESS, Cyber Patrol,
CYBERsitter-Hunter, “Filtering the Future”

www.gayamerica.com X-Stop-ACLU memoranda, Mainstream Loudoun

GayBC.com Web-Blocker-GLAAD, “Censoring Gay Sites”

www.gaydc.com X-Stop-Kropat, Mainstream Loudoun testimony

www.gaymardigras.com X-Stop-ACLU memoranda, Mainstream Loudoun

www.gayplace.com SmartFilter-Censorware, “Access in Utah”

Gays and Lesbians for Individual Liberty (clark.net/pub/ghoti/glil) X-Stop-Mainstream Loudoun, “Sites Blocked by X-Stop”

Georgia Tech Gay and Lesbian Alliance (cyberbuzz.gatech.edu/gala/challenge_queers.html) I-Gear-Peacefire, “First 50 URLs”

Glide.org X-Stop-ACLU memoranda, Mainstream Loudoun

www.gayweb.com/menu.html X-Stop-ACLU memoranda, Mainstream Loudoun


“Homosexuality: Fact and Fiction” (iclnet.org/pub/resources/text/cri/cri-jrnl/web/crj0107a.html) FamilyClick-Peacefire, “Sites Blocked by FamilyClick”

“Homosexuality in the Bible” (www.bluffton.edu/~johnsl/homosexuality.htm) I-Gear-Peacefire, “First 50 URLs”


Internet Gay UK Guide (www.gayguide.co.uk) X-Stop-Kropat, Mainstream Loudoun testimony

Jeff’s Big Ole Gay Website (members.tripod.com/~jc26m) X-Stop-Censorware, “Déjà Voodoo”

JerZBear’s Home Page (www.cnct.com/~markk) X-Stop-Censorware, “Déjà Voodoo”
Jewelry by Ponce (www.gayweb.com/113/ponce.html) X-Stop-Schneider, Loudoun expert report

Lambda Institute of Gay and Lesbian Studies (gpu.srv.ualberta.ca/~cbidwell/cmb/lambda.htm) SmartFilter--Peacefire, “SmartFilter Examined”

Lambda Literary Awards (qrd.org.com/qrd/media/books/lammys/lammy.award.winners announced-06.08.95) X-Stop-Mainstream Loudoun, “Sites Blocked by X-Stop”

Lesbian and Gay Rights in Latvia (dspace.dial.pipex.com/town/parade/gf96/LASV.htm) X-Stop-Mainstream Loudoun, “Sites Blocked by X-Stop”

Lesbian.org AOL Parental Controls, Cyber Patrol, CYBERsitter-Consumer Reports, “Chaperones”; X-Stop-Mainstream Loudoun, “Sites Blocked by X-Stop”


Harvey Milk (backdoor.com/CASTRO/milkpage.html) X-Stop-Mainstream Loudoun, “Sites Blocked by X-Stop”

Movie Bear Cinema (www.moviebearcinema.com) X-Stop-Censorware, “Déjà Voodoo”

My Gay Anger, My Gay Fear (www.qrd.org/misc/gay.anger.gay.fear) X-Stop-Mainstream Loudoun, “Sites Blocked by X-Stop”


National Journal of Sexual Orientation Law (sunsite.unc.edu/gaylaw) X-Stop-Wallace, “X-Stop Files”

New York Lesbian and Gay Center We-Blocker-GLAAD, “Censoring Gay Sites”


Oasis Magazine (www.oasismag.com) BESS-Peacefire, “BESS Examined”; SmartFilter-Peacefire, “SmartFilter Examined”


Pato Enterprises (www.donpato.com) X-Stop-Censorware, “Déjà Voodoo”


PrideNet (www.pridenet.com) CYBERsitter-Hunter, “Filtering the Future?”
Queer Korner Productions (www.q-corner.com) X-Stop-Censorware, “Déjà Voodoo”


Queer Zone (www.queerzone.com) CYBERsitter-Hunter, “Filtering the Future?”

www.queernet.org SmartFilter-Censorware, “Access in Utah”

QuirX (www.youth.org/loco.quirx/index.html) BESS-Peacefire, “BESS Examined”


Rainbow Mall (www.rainbow-mall.com/search/search.htm) X-Stop-Schneider, Mainstream Loudoun expert report


Renaissance Transgender Association X-Stop-Mainstream Loudoun, plaintiffs-intervenors’ complaint

Senate on NAMBLA (www.paranoia.com/~theslurp/prd/pol/ILGAexp/USSenateUN.html) X-Stop-Mainstream Loudoun, “Sites Blocked by X-Stop”

SohoVigil: A Personal View (freedom.co.uk/vigil_sb.html) BESS-Peacefire/EPIC, “Mandated Mediocrity”


Stonewall Riot (qrd.tcp.com/qrd/www/Stonewall25.html) X-Stop-Schneider, Mainstream Loudoun expert report

T-Shirts: Funny logo parody shirts for gay lesbian bisexual and straight folks BESS-Peacefire, “BESS Examined”

UC Berkeley LGB Association (server.berkeley.edu/mblga/uclgba.html) SurfWatch-Kryzan, “SurfWatch Censorship”

UC Berkeley Queer Web (server.berkeley.edu/mblga) SurfWatch-Kryzan, “SurfWatch Censorship”

SmartFilter-Censorware, “Access in Utah”

**Political Topics/Human Rights**

www-199.webnexus.com/nra-sv (Second Amendment information) Cyber Patrol-Meeks and McCullagh, “Keys”

Alan R. Barreca (members.aol.com/alannlp) BESS-Peacefire, “Blind Ballots”

Algeria Watch (www.algeria-watch.de) SurfWatch-Peacefire, “Amnesty Intercepted”

American Center for Law and Justice (www.aclj.org) I-Gear—Peacefire, “I-Gear Examined”

American Government and Politics (users.aol.com/drblw/homepage.htm) BESS—Peacefire/EPIC, “Mandated Mediocrity”


www.amnesty.org/ailib/intcam/chad/chad2.htm CYBERsitter-Peacefire, “Amnesty Intercepted”


www.amnesty.org/ailib/intcam/juvenile/appeals_usa.htm CYBERsitter-Peacefire, “Amnesty Intercepted”


www.amnesty.org.uk/childrights/cuganda.htm  CYBERsitter-Peacefire, “Amnesty Intercepted”


Clifton Byrd (cliftonbyrdforcongress.homepage.com)  BESS-Peacefire, “Blind Ballots”

Campaign Finance Reform Links (ethanjones.homepage.com)  BESS-Peacefire/EPIC, “Mandated Mediocrity”

Campaign Finance Reform Talking Points (libertariantalker.tripod.com/campaignfinance.html)  BESS-Peacefire/EPIC, “Mandated Mediocrity”

Robert Canales (www.geocities.com/canales4congress)  BESS-Peacefire, “Blind Ballots”


Casa Alianza (www.casa-alianza.org)  BESS-Peacefire, “Amnesty Intercepted”

Charter 97 (charter97.org)  SurfWatch-Peacefire, “Amnesty Intercepted”

Citizens’ Committee for the Right to Keep and Bear Arms  AOL Parental Controls, CYBERsitter, Norton Internet Security-Consumer Reports, “Chaperones”


The Communist Manifesto (wiretap.spies.com/00/Library/Classic/manifesto.txt)  SmartFilter-Censorware, “Access in Utah”

Community United Against Violence (www.xq.com/cuav/index.html)  SmartFilter-Peacefire, “SmartFilter Examined”

“Countering Terrorism” (www.fas.org/irp/eprint/calahan.htm)  FamilyClick-Peacefire, “Sites Blocked by FamilyClick”
Courting Votes in Alabama (sites.netscape.net/winjohnson) BESS-Peacefire/EPIC, “Mandated Mediocrity”

Bruce Currivan (www.angelfire.com/ca5/votenlp29) BESS-Peacefire, “Blind Ballots”

Dalitstan (www.dalitstan.org) SurfWatch-Peacefire, “Amnesty Intercepted”

Democratic National Committee (www.democrats.org) AOL Parental Controls-CNet News.com, “youth filters”

Don’t Tread on Me (members.spree.com/sipl/donttread) BESS-Peacefire/EPIC, “Mandated Mediocrity”

Drug Reform Network (www.drcnet.org) SmartFilter-Censorware, “Access in Utah”


Feminist Majority Foundation (www.feminist.org) SmartFilter-Peacefire, “SmartFilter Examined”


Feminists for Animal Rights (envirolink.org/arrs/far/info.html) X-Stop-Peacefire, “X-Stop Examined”


Fred Foldvary (members.xoom.com/foldvary) BESS-Peacefire, “Blind Ballots”

www.freedom.net SmartFilter-Finkelstein, “Greatest Evils”

Friends of Sean Sellers (www.seansellers.com) BESS-Peacefire, “Amnesty Intercepted”


Green Brick Road (www.gbr.org) SurfWatch-Peacefire, “Amnesty Intercepted”


Jim Higgins (hometown.aol.com/higginslp) BESS-Peacefire, “Blind Ballots”

Hillary for President (www.hillary4president.org) BESS-Peacefire/EPIC, “Mandated Mediocrity”


Human Rights & Tamil People (www.tamilrights.org) BESS-Peacefire, “Amnesty Intercepted”


Ellen Jefferds (www.geocities.com/ejefferdsnlp)  BESS-Peacefire, “Blind Ballots”

Edmon V. Kaiser (members.aol.com/evkaiparty)  BESS-Peacefire, “Blind Ballots”


Kosova Committee in Denmark (www.kosova.dk)  SurfWatch-Peacefire, “Amnesty Intercepted”


Lawrence Lessig (www.thestandard.com/people/display.0,1157,1739,00.html)  ClickSafe?Peacefire, “Sites blocked by ClickSafe”


Martin Lindstedt (members.xoom.com/m_lindstedt/senate00.html)  BESS-Peacefire, “Blind Ballots”

Ed Markey (www.edmarkey.org)  BESS-Peacefire, “Blind Ballots”

Million Mom March (www.millionmommarch.com)  AOL Parental Controls-CNet News.com, “youth filters”


Mumia Solidaritäts Index (www.mumia.de)  SurfWatch-Peacefire, “Amnesty Intercepted”

National Abortion Rights Action League (www.naral.org)  SmartFilter-Peacefire, “SmartFilter Examined”

National Law Center for Children and Families (www.nationallawcenter.org/federal.htm)  ClickSafe—Peacefire, “Sites blocked by ClickSafe”

National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws (NORML) (www.norml.org)
SmartFilter-Censorware, “Access in Utah”


Al Newberry (newberry2000.8m.com)  BESS-Peacefire, “Blind Ballots”


Our Constitution Needs Another Amendment (chowk.com/voice/forum/messages/188.html)  BESS-Peacefire/EPIC, “Mandated Mediocrity”


Wayne L. Parker (members.aol.com/parker4congress)  BESS-Peacefire, “Blind Ballots”


Brian Pedigo (homepages.go.com/~pedigoforcongress)  BESS-Peacefire, “Blind Ballots”

Rob Penningroth (members.aol.com/_ht_a/rpenningro/myhomepage)  BESS-Peacefire, “Blind Ballots”

People Are the Boss (bosses.faithweb.com)  BESS-Peacefire/EPIC, “Mandated Mediocrity”


Princeton University Office of Population Research (opr.princeton.edu/ec/ecp.html; opr.princeton.edu/ec/eciud.html)  BESS-Peacefire, “BESS Examined”

Pro-Life America (www.prolife.com)  CYBERsitter-Hunter, “Filtering the Future?”


The Right to Keep and Bear Arms (rosie.acmecity.com/bebe/129/index.htm)  BESS-Peacefire/EPIC, “Mandated Mediocrity”

Safer Guns Now (www.saergunsnow.org) AOL Parental Controls-CNet News.com, “youth filters”


Douglas Schell (schellforgovernor.hypermart.net) BESS-Peacefire, “Blind Ballots”

Second Amendment Foundation (www.saf.org) Cyber Patrol-Censorware, “The Friendly Censor”


Southern Poverty Law Center AOL Parental Controls-Consumer Reports, “Chaperones”

State Sodomy Laws (www.aclu.org/issues/gay/sodomy.html) FamilyClick -Peacefire, “Sites Blocked by FamilyClick”

Strategic Pastoral Action Network (www.spanweb.org) SurfWatch-Peacefire, “Amnesty Intercepted”


Traditional Values Coalition (www.traditionalvalues.org) BESS-Peacefire/EPIC, “Mandated Mediocrity”

UMASS Cannabis Reform Coalition (www-unix.oit.mass.edu/~verdant) SmartFilter-Censorware, “Access in Utah”

Steven A. Urban (members.aol.com/urban/index.htm) BESS-Peacefire, “Blind Ballots”

Voices of Citizens Together (americanpatrol.com) BESS-Peacefire/EPIC, “Mandated Mediocrity”

War Resisters League (www.radio4all.org/anarchy/war.html) BESS-Peacefire/EPIC, “Mandated Mediocrity”

Arneze Washington (arnez4congress.tripod.com) BESS-Peacefire, “Blind Ballots”

“What Is Memorial Day?” (members.aol.com/ceharger/what_is_memorial_day.htm) BESS-Peacefire/EPIC, “Mandated Mediocrity”

Kathy Williamson (www.maxpages.com/williamson32cd) BESS-Peacefire, “Blind Ballots”

Winona State University Affirmative Action Office Home Page (www.winona.msus.edu/Grants/AffirmativeAction/home.htm) X-Stop-Peacefire, “X-Stop Examined”

Censorship

ACLU (www.aclu.org) ClickSafe-Peacefire, “Sites blocked by ClickSafe”


ACLU press release, “Calls for Arrest of Openly Gay GOP Convention Speaker Reveal Danger of

American Family Association (www.afa.net)  Cyber Sentinel-Peacefire, “Sites blocked by Cyber Sentinel”


burn.ucsd.edu/~mai/library (librarian-hosted page opposing filtering)  BESS-Censorware, “Passing Porn”


Center for Democracy and Technology (www.cdt.org)  ClickSafe-Peacefire, “ClickSafe”; I-Gear-Peacefire, “I-Gear Examined”


COPA Commission: Stephen Balkam (www.copacommission.org/commission/balkam.shtml)  ClickSafe-Peacefire, “Sites blocked by ClickSafe”

COPA Commission: Donna Rice Hughes (www.copacommission.org/commission/hughes.shtml)  ClickSafe-Peacefire, “Sites blocked by ClickSafe”

COPA Commission: John Bastian (www.copacommission.org/commission/bastian.shtml)  ClickSafe-Peacefire, “Sites blocked by ClickSafe”

COPA Commission: Technologies and Methods (www.copacommission.org/commission/technologies.shtml)  ClickSafe-Peacefire, “Sites blocked by ClickSafe”


COPA Commission: Original Child Online Protection Act (www.copacommission.org/commission/original.shtml)  ClickSafe-Peacefire, “Sites blocked by ClickSafe”

COPA Commission: Amended Child Online Protection Act  ClickSafe-Peacefire, “Sites blocked by ClickSafe” (www.copacommission.org/commission/amended.shtml)

The Demon Internet Policy on Censorship  WebSENSE-Censorship, “Protecting Judges”

Electronic Frontier Foundation (www.eff.org)  ClickSafe-Peacefire, “Sites blocked by ClickSafe”

Electronic Frontier Foundation Censorship archive  Cyber Patrol-Meeks and McCullagh, “Keys”

Electronic Frontier Foundation Internet Censorship and Regulation archive (www.eff.org/pub/Censorship/Internet_censorship_bills)  SafeSurf-Peacefire, “SafeSurf Examined”
Ethical Spectacle (www.spectacle.org)  CYBERsitter-Ethical Spectacle, “CYBERsitter blocks?”

Feminists Against Censorship (www.fiawd.demon.co.uk/FAC)  BESS-Censorware, “Passing Porn”

Free Speech Internet Television (www.freespeech.org)  SurfWatch-Hunter, “Filtering the Future?”


“Indecency on the Internet: Lessons from the Art World” (www.csulb.edu/~jvancamp/article1.html)
I-Gear-Peacefire, “First 50 URLs”

Index to Censorship (www.aolsucks.org/censor.tos)  X-Stop-Mainstream Loudoun, “Sites Blocked by X-Stop”

Internet Privacy Coalition (www.privacy.org/ipc)  SmartFilter-Censorware, “Access in Utah”

Legal Challenge to the Communications Decency Act (www.epic.org/free_speech/censorship/lawsuit)
I-Gear-Peacefire, “I-Gear Examined”

“Librarians Resist Censorship” (news.cnet.com/news/0,10000,0-1005-200-318677,00.html)
SafeSurf-Peacefire, “SafeSurf Examined”


MIT League for Programming Freedom  Cyber Patrol-Meeks and McCullagh, “Keys”

MIT Student Association for Freedom of Expression (www.mit.edu:8001/activities/safe/notsee.html;
WebSENSE—Censorship, “Protecting Judges”; X-Stop—MainStream Loudoun, “Sites Blocked by X-Stop”

National Coalition Against Censorship ()  SafeSurf-Peacefire, “SafeSurf Examined”

CYBERsitter-Peacefire, “Where do we not want you to go?”


“Readings on Computer Communications and Freedom of Expression” (www-swiss.ai.mit.edu/6095/readings-free-expression.html)
I-Gear—Peacefire, “I-Gear Examined”

Bernadette Taylor (www.prairie-dog.net)  BESS-Censorware, “Passing Porn”


“Web Filters Backfire on their Fans” (www.chicagotribune.com/news/columnists/page)
CYBERsitter-Censorware, “Columnist Opines”

Wisconsin Civil Liberties Union (www.aclu-wi.org) SafeSurf-Peacefire, “SafeSurf Examined”

APPENDIX B: Blocking Categories for Different Filters Defined

Bess: Blocking Categories

- Adults Only: “[s]ites that are labeled by the author or publisher as being strictly for adults”;
- Alcohol: “[s]ites that advocate or promote the recreational use of alcoholic beverages. This category can include, but is not limited to, sites that contain information about drink mixes, home-brew recipes, and drinking games”;
- Auctions: “[s]ites that offer access to online auctions. Online auctions are rarely monitored for content and can contain rapidly changing material, potentially exposing users to material that would otherwise be filtered under categories such as Pornography, Weapons, Lingerie, or Violence”;
- Chat: “[s]ites that offer access to online chat rooms or downloadable chat software that enables users to converse online by posting and receiving real-time messages”;
- Drugs: “[s]ites that promote or advocate recreational drug use. This category is not limited to controlled substances. Sites that promote or advocate recreational use of prescription drugs are also included. This category includes sites that contain information about meth labs; growing, buying, or selling marijuana, glass pipes, or bongs; mixing a legal substance with alcohol; and various forms of fume inhaling”;
- Electronic Commerce: “[s]ites that allow users to make online purchases”;
- Free Mail: “[s]ites that offer free Web-based e-mail accounts. Such sites can expose users to harmful content delivered via e-mail file attachments”;
- Free Pages: “[s]ites that offer free Web site space, such as Geocities or Talkcity. Although many of these free Web site providers post rules and regulations about content, they do not always adequately monitor these pages. Users often abuse these services by posting offensive content under multiple user names, making them difficult to track. Individual pages that have been reviewed by N2H2 on such sites are removed from this category, but are filed under other categories as necessary”;
- Gambling: “[s]ites where you place a bet using a credit card with the expectation of winning a prize”;
- Hate/Discrimination: “[s]ites that specifically target a group of people based on race, gender, sexual orientation, religion, or ethnicity in a hateful, derogatory manner. The language of these sites often includes racial slurs and is insulting, abusive, and sometimes violent”;
- History: sites containing material that falls into one or more blocking categories--sexually oriented content, for instance, or violence--but are “non-fictional and historically significant”;
- Illegal: “[s]ites that promote illegal activities, or offer instructions or advice that can be used to commit illegal activities. Such activities include making or distributing child pornography, bomb making, hacking (breaching computer security), phreaking (breaching phone security or phone service theft), lock picking, selling pirated material (such as music, videos, software, or fake IDs), and counterfeiting”;
- Lingerie: “[s]ites that provide photos of models wearing lingerie, underwear, or otherwise scant attire”;
- Medical: sites containing material that falls into one or more blocking categories, but for the purposes relating to “the study or practice of medicine”;
- Moderated: “sites that allow access to moderated message/bulletin boards or chat sites. These sites must state that efforts are made to prevent offensive material from being posted”;
- Murder/Suicide: “[s]ites that offer information about committing murder or suicide, or that contain photos of crime scenes or autopsies”;
- Nudity: “[s]ites that contain photos or images of bare or visible genitalia, pubic hair, buttocks, or female breasts. This category includes only sites that contain non-pornographic nudity (that is, nudity that is not sexually arousing or erotic)”;


• Personal Information: “[s]ites that gather unnecessary personal information, such as name, address, credit card number, school, or personal schedules, that may be used for malicious intent”;

• Personals: “[s]ites that contain personal advertisements, including information about mail-order brides, dating services, escort services, or pen pals”;

• Pornography: “[s]ites that contain material that is sexually arousing or erotic. This includes photos, animation, cartoons, and stories. Sex Sites that include descriptions or depictions of sexual acts, specifically those without the intent to arouse. Sexual merchandise and fetish sites also fall under this category”;

• Profanity;

• School Cheating Info: “[s]ites that promote plagiarism or cheating among students by providing term papers, written essays, or exam answers”;

• Search Terms: “This category restricts access to search results pages based upon key words that are known to return offensive results. This helps to eliminate links to offensive Web sites from appearing in search results as well as offensive Web site descriptions”;

• Sex: “[d]escriptions or depictions of sexual acts, specifically those with the intent to arouse. Sexual merchandise and fetish sites will also fall under this category”;

• Tasteless/Gross: “[s]ites that include content such as tasteless humor, excretory functions (vomiting, urinating, or defecating), graphic medical or accident photos (containing blood or wounds), and some extreme forms of body modification (cutting, branding, or genital piercing)”;

• Text/Spoken Only: “sites that contain material that may be in another category, such as Pornography, but that is strictly in text or spoken word format. For example, Text/Spoken Only distinguishes written erotica from graphic pornography sites”;

• Tobacco: “[s]ites that advocate or promote the recreational use of tobacco”;

• Violence: “[s]ites that include graphic images or written descriptions of reckless violence or grave injury (for example, mutilation, maiming, or dismemberment). This includes graphically violent games”;

• Weapons: “[s]ites that provide information about buying, making, modifying, or using weapons. Weapons include, but are not limited to, guns, knives, swords, or ammunition.”

• “History”: sites containing material that falls into one or more blocking categories--sexually oriente content, for instance, or violence--but are “non-fictional and historically significant”; “Medical”: sites containing material that falls into one or more blocking categories, but for the purposes relating to “the study or practice of medicine”; “Moderated”: “sites that allow access to moderated message/bulletin boards or chat sites. These sites must state that efforts are made to prevent offensive material from being posted”; and “Text/Spoken Only”: “sites that contain material that may be in another category, such as Pornography, but that is strictly in text or spoken word format. For example, Text/Spoken Only distinguishes written erotica from graphic pornography sites”

**Cyber Patrol: Blocking Categories**

• Violence/Profanity: “[p]ictures exposing, text or audio describing extreme cruelty, physical or emotional acts against any animal or person that are primarily intended to hurt or inflict pain”; “obscene words or phrases, either audio, text or pictures”;

• Partial Nudity: “[p]ictures exposing the female breast or full exposure of either male or female buttocks except when exposing genitalia.” This category does not encompass images of individuals wearing swimsuits, including thongs”;

• Full Nudity: “[p]ictures exposing any or all portions of the human genitalia.” Cyber Patrol notes, however, that the partial and full nudity categories do not extend to “nudity or partial nudity of a non-prurient nature,” citing as examples the Web sites of National Geographic and Smithsonian magazines and
museums such as the Louvre;

- Sexual Acts: “[p]ictures, descriptive text or audio of anyone or anything involved in explicit sexual acts and/or lascivious behavior, including masturbation, copulation, pedophilia, intimacy involving nude or partially nude people in heterosexual, bisexual, lesbian or homosexual encounters. Also includes phone sex ads, dating services, adult personal ads, CD-ROMs and videos”;

- Gross Depictions: “[p]ictures, descriptive text or audio of anyone or anything which are crudely vulgar or grossly deficient in civility or which show scatological impropriety. Includes such depictions as maiming, bloody figures, autopsy photos or indecent depiction of bodily functions”;

- Intolerance: “[p]ictures or text advocating prejudice or discrimination against any race, color, national origin, religion, disability or handicap, gender, or sexual orientation. Any picture or text that elevates one group over another. Also includes intolerant jokes or slurs”;

- Satanic/Cult: “[p]ictures or text advocating devil worship, an affinity for evil, or wickedness. A cult is defined as [a] closed society, often headed by a single individual, where loyalty is demanded, leaving may be punishable, and in some instances, harm to self or others is advocated. Common elements may include . . . encouragement to join, recruiting promises, and influences that tend to compromise the personal exercise of free will and critical thinking”;

- Drugs/Drug Culture: “[p]ictures or text advocating the illegal use of drugs for entertainment. Includes substances used for other than their primary purpose to alter the individual’s state of mind, such as glue sniffing. This category does not [SurfControl’s emphasis] include material about the use of illegal drugs when they are legally prescribed for medicinal purposes (e.g., drugs used to treat glaucoma or cancer)”;

- Militant/Extremist: “[p]ictures or text advocating extremely aggressive and combative behaviors, or advocacy of unlawful political measures. Topics include groups that advocate violence as a means to achieve their goals. Includes ‘how to’ information on weapons making, ammunition making or the making or use of pyrotechnics materials. Also includes the use of weapons for unlawful reasons”;

- Sex Education: “[p]ictures or text advocating the proper use of contraceptives?. [T]his category will include discussion sites on how to talk to your partner about diseases, pregnancy and respecting boundaries. The Sex Education category is uniquely assigned; sites classified as Sex Education are not classified in any other category. This permits the user to block or allow the Sex Education category as appropriate?. Not included in the category are commercial sites that sell sexual paraphernalia. These sites are typically found in the Sex Acts category”;

- Questionable/Illegal & Gambling: “[p]ictures or text advocating materials or activities of a dubious nature which may be illegal in any or all jurisdictions, such as illegal business schemes, chain letters, copyright infringement, computer hacking, ? using someone’s phone lines without permission and software piracy. Also includes text advocating gambling relating to lotteries, casinos, betting, numbers games, online sports or financial betting, including non-monetary dares and ‘1-900- type numbers”;

- Alcohol & Tobacco: “[p]ictures or text advocating the sale, consumption, or production of alcoholic beverages of tobacco products, including commercial sites in which alcohol or tobacco products are the primary focus.”

**CYBERsitter**

- Adult/sexually oriented: “all adult oriented web sites”;
- PICS Ratings adult topics: “all topics not suitable for children under the age of 13”;
- Sites promoting gay and lesbian activities: “sites promoting the gay and lesbian life style”;
- Sites advocating illegal/radical activities: “topics such as bomb making, guns, drugs, etc. Basically anything that would be considered illegal for someone under the age of 13”;
- Sites advocating hate and/or intolerance: “topics such as anti-religious or racist material”
- Sites promoting cults and/or occult activities: “topics such as cult activities, witchcraft, Satanism, etc.”;
- Chat rooms, sites, and chat servers;
- Popup Windows;
- On-line Games and Game Sites: “numerous game related sites of all kinds”;
- Gambling: “gambling, on-line casinos and other wagering web sites”;
- Sports and Leisure Activities: “topics like sports news, MTV type sites, games, etc.”;
- WWW Advertising: “[e]liminates banner advertising from many major search engines, popular web sites”;
- MS Macro Files;
- On-line Auctions;
- Violent Games: “game sites involving violent activities”;
- Wrestling;
- Free E-Mail Sites;
- Illegal MP3 Sites;
- Job Search;
- Movie Sites;
- Financial Sites: “on-line trading, credit card, and financial related web sites”;
- Pokemon.

**FamilyClick**

- “Full FamilyClick access”
- Crime: “[s]ites providing instructions on performing criminal activities or acquiring illegal items”;
- Hate Groups: “[s]ites that advocate intolerance or hatred of a person or group of people”;
- Pornography: “[s]ites intended to be sexually arousing or erotic”;
- Illegal Drug Promotion for Non-medical Drugs: “[s]ites providing information on illegal drugs for non-medical use”;
- Gambling Online: “[s]ites dedicated to participation in wagering and gambling”;
- Violence: “[s]ites that depict or advocate violence that do not fall under the ‘Hate Group’ category”
- Chat: “[s]ites that are not DDR? (Dynamic Document Review) protected”
- “Teen access” blocks all the above and
- Personals: “[s]ites dedicated to personals, dating escort services, or mail-order marriages”;
- Illegal Drug Promotion: “[s]ites advocating the legal use of illegal drugs”;
- Chat/Message Boards: “[c]hat sites and message boards not specifically approved by FamilyClick”;
- Non-FamilyClick Email Services: “[s]ites providing interactive email services.”
- “Pre-Teen access” blocks all the above and
- Revealing Attire: “[s]ites featuring pictures that include alluring or revealing attire”;
- Advanced Sex Education: “[s]ites providing medical discussions of sexually transmitted diseases, sites providing information of an educational nature on pregnancy and family planning, sites providing information on sexual assault and sites providing information and instructions on the use of birth control devices”;


• Weapons: “[s]ites that display, sell, or advocate the use of weapons”;
• Games: “[g]ame sites designed for teens and older.”
• “Kids access” blocks all the above and
• Basic Sex Education: “[s]ites providing information at the elementary level about puberty and reproduction. Includes clinical names for reproductive organs.”

I-Gear: Blocking Categories

• Crime: “[s]ites providing instructions on performing criminal activities or acquiring illegal items, including defeating security, disabling, or otherwise interfering with computer systems (hacking or cracking); unauthorized use of telephone or communications equipment to place free calls or charge another’s account for calls (phreaking); deactivating copy protection or registration schemes of software or hardware systems (pirating and warez); construction and usage of munitions such as pipe bombs, letter bombs, and land mines; and lock picking, spying, or general subterfuge and defeating of security measures”;
• Drugs/Advocacy: “[s]ites advocating the legal use of illegal drugs for medical and personal use”;
• Drugs/Non-medical: “[s]ites providing information on growth, distribution, and advocacy of drugs for non-medical use (typically mood altering). Does not cover alcohol or tobacco products”;
• E/Games: “[s]ites dedicated to games, gaming, game tips, game downloads, interactive games, and multiplayer games”;
• E/Sports: “[s]ites dedicated to professional and amateur sports and sporting events”;
• Interactive/Chat: “[s]ites providing interactive and communication services, such as Webchat, bulletin boards, and IRC”;
• Finance: “[s]ites dedicated to personal finance, banking, stock trading, and wealth accumulation”;
• Gambling: “[s]ites dedicated to promotion of or participation in wagering, gambling, casinos, or lotteries”;
• Interactive/Mail: “[s]ites providing interactive electronic-mail services”;
• Intolerance: “[s]ites advocating intolerance or hatred of a person or group of people”;
• Job Search: “[s]ites dedicated to job searching, job listings, resume exchanges, and head hunting”;
• News: “[s]ites providing news coverage of regional and international events and weather services”;
• Occult/New Age: “[s]ites dedicated to occult and New Age topics including but not limited to astrology, crystals, fortune-telling, psychic powers, tarot cards, palm reading, numerology, UFOs, witchcraft, and Satanism”;
• Sex/Acts: “[s]ites depicting or implying sex acts, including pictures of masturbation not categorized under sexual education. Includes sites selling sexual or adult products;
• Sex/Attire: “[s]ites featuring pictures that include alluring or revealing attire, lingerie and swimsuit shopping areas, or supermodel photo collections but do not involve nudity;
• Sex/Personals: “[s]ites dedicated to personal ads, dating, escort services, or mail-order marriages;
• Sex/Nudity: “[s]ites with pictures of exposed breasts or genitalia that do not include or imply sex acts. Includes sites with nudity that is artistic in nature or intended to be artistic, including photograph galleries, paintings that may be displayed in museums, and other readily identifiable art forms. Includes nudist and naturist sites that contain pictures of nude individuals”;
• SexEd/Basic: “[s]ites providing information at the elementary level about puberty and reproduction. Includes clinical names for reproductive organs (e.g., penis)”;
• SexEd/Advanced: “[s]ites providing medical discussions of sexually transmitted diseases such as
syphilis, gonorrhea, and HIV/AIDS. May include medical pictures of a graphic nature. Sites providing information of an educational nature on pregnancy and family planning, including abortion and adoption issues. Sites providing information on sexual assault, including support sites for victims of rape, child molestation, and sexual abuse. Sites providing information and instructions on the use of birth control devices. May include some explicit pictures or illustrations intended for instructional purposes only. May include slang names for reproductive organs, or clinical discussions of reproduction.

- SexEd/Sexuality: “Sites dealing with topics in human sexuality. Includes sexual technique, sexual orientation, cross-dressing, transvestites, transgenders, multiple-partner relationships, and other related issues”;
- Violence: “Sites that depict or advocate violence, including sites promoting violent terrorist acts against others that do not fall under the ‘Intolerance’ category”;
- Weapons: “Sites that display, sell, or advocate the use of weapons, including guns, knives, and martial-arts weaponry.”

### SafeSurf: Ratings Key

#### SS—ooo. Age Range
1. All Ages
2. Older Children
3. Teens
4. Older Teens
5. Adult Supervision Recommended
6. Adults
7. Limited to Adults
8. Adults Only
9. Explicitly for Adults

#### SS—oo1. Profanity
1. Subtle Innuendo: Subtly implied through the use of Slang
2. Explicit Innuendo: Explicitly implied through the use of Slang
3. Technical Reference: Dictionary, encyclopedic, news, technical references
4. Non-Graphic-Artistic: Limited non-sexual expletives used in a artistic fashion
5. Graphic-Artistic: Non-sexual expletives used in a artistic fashion
6. Graphic: Limited use of expletives and obscene gestures
7. Detailed Graphic: Casual use of expletives and obscene gestures.

#### SS—oo2. Heterosexual Themes
1. Subtle Innuendo: Subtly Implied through the use of metaphor
2. Explicit Innuendo: Explicitly implied (not described) through the use of metaphor
3. Technical Reference: Dictionary, encyclopedic, news, medical references
4. Non-Graphic-Artistic: Limited metaphoric descriptions used in an artistic fashion
5. Graphic-Artistic: Metaphoric descriptions used in an artistic fashion
6. Graphic: Descriptions of intimate sexual acts
7. Detailed Graphic: Descriptions of intimate details of sexual acts

\section*{SS---003. Homosexual Themes}

1. Subtle Innuendo: Subtly Implied through the use of metaphor
2. Explicit Innuendo: Explicitly implied (not described) through the use of metaphor
3. Technical Reference: Dictionary, encyclopedic, news, medical references
4. Non-Graphic-Artistic: Limited metaphoric descriptions used in an artistic fashion
5. Graphic-Artistic: Metaphoric descriptions used in an artistic fashion
6. Graphic: Descriptions of intimate sexual acts
7. Detailed Graphic: Descriptions of intimate details of sexual acts

\section*{SS---004. Nudity}

1. Subtle Innuendo: Subtly Implied through the use of composition, lighting, shaping, revealing clothing, etc.
2. Explicit Innuendo: Explicitly implied (not shown) through the use of composition, lighting, shaping or revealing clothing
3. Technical Reference: Dictionary, encyclopedic, news, medical references
4. Non-Graphic-Artistic: Classic works of art presented in public museums for family viewing
5. Graphic-Artistic: Artistically presented without full frontal nudity
6. Graphic: Artistically presented with frontal nudity
7. Detailed Graphic: Erotic frontal nudity
8. Explicit Vulgarity: Pornographic presentation, designed to appeal to prurient interests.
9. Explicit and Crude: Explicit pornographic presentation

\section*{SS---005. Violence}

1. Subtle Innuendo
2. Explicit Innuendo
3. Technical Reference
4. Non-Graphic-Artistic
5. Graphic-Artistic
6. Graphic
7. Detailed Graphic
8. Inviting Participation in Graphic Interactive Format

**SS-006. Sex, Violence, and Profanity**

1. Subtle Innuendo
2. Explicit Innuendo
3. Technical Reference
4. Non-Graphic-Artistic
5. Graphic-Artistic
6. Graphic
7. Detailed Graphic
8. Explicit Vulgarity
9. Explicit and Crude

**SS-007. Intolerance**

1. Subtle Innuendo
2. Explicit Innuendo
3. Technical Reference
4. Non-Graphic-Literary
5. Graphic-Literary
6. Graphic Discussions
7. Endorsing Hatred
8. Endorsing Violent or Hateful Action
9. Advocating Violent or Hateful Action

**SS-008. Glorifying Drug Use**

1. Subtle Innuendo
2. Explicit Innuendo
3. Technical Reference
4. Non-Graphic-Artistic
5. Graphic-Artistic
6. Graphic
7. Detailed Graphic
8. Simulated Interactive Participation
9. Soliciting Personal Participation

**SS-009. Other Adult Themes**
1. Subtle Innuendo
2. Explicit Innuendo
3. Technical Reference
4. Non-Graphic-Artistic
5. Graphic-Artistic
6. Graphic
7. Detailed Graphic
8. Explicit Vulgarity
9. Explicit and Crude

**SS---ooA. Gambling**

1. Subtle Innuendo
2. Explicit Innuendo
3. Technical Discussion
4. Non-Graphic-Artistic, Advertising
5. Graphic-Artistic, Advertising
6. Simulated Gambling
7. Real Life Gambling without Stakes
8. Encouraging Interactive Real Life Participation with Stakes
9. Providing Means with Stakes

**SmartFilter: Pre-Version 3.0 Blocking Categories**

- Alternative Journals: “from personal ‘E-Zines’ to literary and culturally-oriented publications. This does not include electronic forms of mainstream magazines and newspapers”;
- Art and Culture: “virtual art galleries and other cultural topics, such as museums and country customs, and so on”;
- Chat: “Web-based (via HTTP, not IRC) chat groups pertaining to all sorts of subjects”;
- Criminal Skills: sites that provide “either instructions or identification of methods to promote, encourage, or provide the skills to commit illegal, criminal activities. This includes such examples as bomb making instructions, lock picking, computer hacking, burglary, murders, rapes and so on”;
- Cults/Occult: sites with material relating to “the occult, cults, and other extremist views”;
- Dating: sites discussing “topics related to dating and relationship,” such as “listings of personal advertisement, tips for attracting a companion, and online dating services”;
- Drugs: sites that “provide information on the purchase and use of illegal or recreational drugs” — including, according to SmartFilter’s current control list, “Freespeech.org-- Drug/Marijuana archive.” (No such archive was located on freespeech.org in March and April 2001);
- Entertainment: “URLs pertaining to such things as movies, television, music, hobbies, clubs, and amusement parks”;
- Extreme, Obscene, or Violence: “URLs that may fall into other categories, but push the limits of acceptability because of their particularly graphic nature. These URLs are typically extremely violent, gory, or horrific in nature and may be related to sex, bodily functions, obscenity, or perverse activities”;
- Gambling: “URLs that encourage betting money or items on the outcome of games and contests. It
includes sites offering gaming, bookmaker odds, lottery pages, and bingo”;

- Games: “URLs whose focus is traditional board games, and role-playing games such as Battleship and Dungeons and Dragons. The category also includes video and online games, game reviews, and any URLs that promote game makers such as Mattel”;

- General News: “most online news and mainstream trade publications, such as business, trade, and medical journals, as well as high school and university newspapers”;

- Hate Speech: “any sort of propaganda that would encourage the oppression of a specific group of individuals. This includes such things as derogatory speech against women, minorities, and the disabled”;

- Humor: “sites that intend to be comical or funny. They include general jokes, comic pages, comedy clubs”--and Dilbert;

- Investing: “sites that deal with personal investments and investment options”;

- Job Search: “anything related to a job search”;

- Lifestyle: sites that “contain discussions or material relevant to an individual’s personal life, whether it be unique characteristics or orientation. The sites may include such things as straight men’s groups, gay and lesbian discussions, senior citizen clubs, transgender issues, vegetarianism, naturism, and more”;

- Online Sales and Merchandising: sites offering “the sale of any form of merchandise or service that will benefit the individual only, such as the sale of clothing, accessories, appliances, pets, etc. This may also overlap into other categories such as the sale of sex merchandise, sports memorabilia, hate speech paraphernalia, and more. It includes market promotions and catalogue selling (for instance L.L. Bean),” but not “items that will be of benefit to a normal business operation, such as business supplies, and business-to-business selling”;

- Opinion, Politics, and Religion: “any form of discussion which covers topics related to, but not limited to politics, religion, social values, and other non-work-related topics”;

- Personal Pages: sites “typically related to the personal or recreational activities and interests of the individual author of the page, such as hobbies, socials, personal idiosyncrasies, and more”;

- Self-Help/Health: “anything either medically, organically, or through support that will improve an individual’s well-being”;

- Sex: “URLs that reference, discuss, or show pornography, pictures or videos of sex, or sexually oriented material. This will range from all discussion of sex (including for example, sexually transmitted diseases, safe-sex, teen pregnancy), bikini-clad women and men, nudity, soft and hard-core porn, sadomasochism, bestiality, and child pornography, and so on”;

- Sports: “any discussions or topics related to sports, including sports teams, sports discussions, sports scores, sports merchandise, and more”;

- Travel: sites discussing “travel and travel-related activities”;

- Usenet News: “sites that provide Web access to Usenet newsgroups”;

- Worthless: “URLs that are neither harmful nor offensive in a business or educational situation, and do not fall into any of the previous categories. The usual content for these is along the lines of useless things”;

- Non-Essential: category reserved for user-selected sites to be blocked on an individual basis.

**SmartFilter: Blocking Categories Introduced with Version 3.0**

- Anonymizers/Translators: “Anonymizers enable anonymous Web browsing though an intermediary to prevent unauthorized parties from gathering personal information. However, anonymizers also allow users access to ANY Web page and bypass blocking software. Language translators that provide input
of whole URLs for translation also act like anonymizers. Language translators that translate only TEXT are not blocked”;

- Mature: “URLs that sell/advertise products you must be over 18 to buy, such as tobacco, alcohol, and firearms. Items also to be rated as mature are adult humor; provocative but not transparent lingerie photos; detailed text and images explaining sexual problems/products; some adult topics in non-fiction, fiction, poetry, and entertainment; and some usage of profanity. . . . This category also includes URLs showing women or men dressed in provocative or sexually seductive clothing (partially nude or bikini-clad women and men)”;

- MP3 Sites: “URLs that are for downloading, uploading, or trading of MP3 files”;

- Nudity: “URLs that include non-pornographic images of the bare human body. Classic sculpture and paintings, artistic nude photographs, some naturism pictures, and detailed medical illustrations are included”;

- Sex: “URLs that reference, discuss, or show pornography, including pictures, videos, or text of sex acts, or sexually oriented material. This includes soft- and hard-core pornography, sado-masochism, bestiality, and so on”; [note modifications since previous version]

- Portal Sites: “Web pages that serve as a major starting point for users when they get connected to the Web. Examples are Yahoo, Excite, Lycos, CNET, Microsoft Network, AOL.com, and many large Internet service providers (ISPs). Some services that may be offered by portal sites include a directory of Web sites, a search engine, news, weather information, email, stock quotes, phone and map information, and sometimes Chat rooms, message boards and forums”;

- Webmail: “Web-based e-mail (via HTTP, not IRC).”

**SurfWatch: Core Blocking Categories**

- Sexually Explicit: “sexually oriented or erotic full or partial nudity; depictions or images of sexual acts, including animals or other inanimate objects used in a sexual manner; erotic stories and textual descriptions of sexual acts; sexually exploitative or sexually violent text or graphics; bondage, fetishes, genital piercing; adult products including sex toys, CD-ROMs, and videos; adult services including videoconferencing, escort services, and strip clubs”--with the added note that “we do not block on the basis of sexual preference, nor do we block sites regarding sexual health, breast cancer, or sexually transmitted diseases (except in graphic examples)”;

- Drugs/Alcohol: “recipes or instructions for manufacturing or growing illicit substances, including alcohol, for purposes other than industrial usage; sites that glamorize, encourage, or instruct on the use of alcohol, tobacco, illegal drugs, or other substances that are illegal to minors; alcohol and tobacco manufacturers’ Web sites; sites detailing how to achieve ‘legal highs’: glue sniffing, misuse of prescription drugs or abuse of other legal substances; sites that make available alcohol, illegal drugs, or tobacco free or for a charge displaying, selling, or detailing the use of drug paraphernalia”; this category is not intended to encompass “sites discussing medicinal drug use, industrial hemp use, or public debate on the issue of legalizing certain drugs” or “sites sponsored by a public or private agency that provides educational information on drug use”;

- Gambling: “online gambling or lottery web sites that invite the use of real money; sites that provide phone numbers, online contacts or advice for placing wagers, participating in lotteries, or gambling real money; newsgroups or sites discussing number running; virtual casinos and offshore gambling ventures; sports picks and betting pools”;

- Violence: “sites portraying or describing physical assault against humans, animals, or institutions; depictions of torture, mutilation, gore, or horrific death; sites advocating suicide or self-mutilation; instructions or recipes for making bombs or other harmful or destructive devices; sites that make available guns, artillery, other weapons, or poisonous substances; excessive use of profanity or obscene gesticulation”; SurfWatch does not, however, prohibit sites containing information on “news, historical,
or press incidents that may include the above criteria (except in graphic examples)

- Hate Speech: “sites advocating or inciting degradation or attack of specified populations or institutions based on associations such as religion, race, nationality, gender, age, disability, or sexual orientation; sites which promote a political or social agenda which is supremacist in nature and exclusionary of others based on their race, religion, nationality, gender, age, disability, or sexual orientation; Holocaust revision/denial sites; coercion or recruitment in a gang or cult.” SurfWatch defines a “gang” as “a group whose primary activities are the commission of felonious criminal acts, which has a common name or identifying sign or symbol, and whose members individually or collectively engage in criminal activity in the name of the group. A “cult” is “a group whose followers have been deceptively and manipulatively recruited and retained through undue influence such that their followers’ personalities and behavior are altered.” In a cult, according to SurfWatch’s definition, “Leadership is all-powerful, ideology is totalistic and the will of the individual is subordinate to the group,” and the group, furthermore, “[s]ets itself outside of society.” SurfWatch excludes from this blocking category Web pages providing information on “news, historical, or press incidents that may include the above criteria (except in graphic examples).”

**Web-Blocker: Blocking Categories**

- Pornography: “[a]ny site that contains either graphic or text depicting, describing or otherwise endorsing explicit or implicit sexual acts, sex crimes, deviant sexual behavior, rape, sexual products or services, sexually provocative attire, and/or gratuitous total or partial nudity”;
- Violence: “[a]ny site portraying or promoting injury, death or torture of human beings or animals, gratuitous blood and gore, cult or ritual violence, suicide, and /or malicious property destruction. In addition, any site containing instructions on how to carry out such violent acts, and illegal information regarding weapons will be placed in this category”;
- Drugs and Alcohol: “[a]ny site encouraging or glamourizing the use of alcohol, tobacco, or illicit drugs, instructions for manufacturing illegal substances, references to drug paraphernalia, “drug culture”, and promoting/selling alcohol and/or tobacco to minors”;
- Gambling: “[a]ny site that promotes or practices gambling involving the use of actual money, illegal or otherwise, in the form of on-line casinos, lotteries, or sports betting”;
- Hate Speech: “[a]ny site that contains defamatory speech or activity directed towards a particular group based on race, ethnicity, religion, gender, sexual orientation or social status, including sites by individuals and militant extremist groups”;
- Adult Subjects: “[a]ny site containing profane and vulgar language, expletives, revealing attire, adult situations, criminal activity, and any other subject generally considered inappropriate for children”;
- Weaponry: “[a]ny site containing legal information regarding the purchase, use, design and manufacturing of firearms, ammunition, military equipment, explosive devices and martial arts or manually operated weapons. (Note: Illegal information regarding weapons will be placed under the violence category.)”

**WebSENSE: Pre-Version 4.0 Blocking Categories**

- Abortion Advocacy: sites containing “[a]bortion advocacy,” material, “pro or con”;
- Activist Groups: “[o]rganizations with a cause. This is a broad category that can include environmental groups and any other activist group not covered under other categories,” with the added note, “No special exceptions are made for Freedom of Speech activist sites”;
- Adult Entertainment: sites containing “[f]ull or partial nudity of individuals. This might include strip clubs, lingerie, adult-oriented chat rooms, erotica, sex toys, light adult humor and literature, escort services, password-verification sites, prostitution, and so forth. Sexually explicit language describing acts that would fit into this category are also categorized here”;
- Alcohol/Tobacco: “[a]ny site promoting, containing, or selling liquor or tobacco products, or their accessories”;
- Alternative Journals: “[o]nline equivalents to supermarket tabloids, or non-mainstream periodicals. . . . This category may contain materials that are sexual in nature”;
- Cult/New Age: sites “[p]romoting or containing information on witchcraft, black arts, voodoo, spirituality, horoscopes, alternative religions, cults, UFOs. All religions not covered under the Religion category”;
- Drugs: “[p]romotion of illegal drugs and/or drug culture information, or drug-related contraband,” according to United States drug laws;
- Entertainment: “[s]ites promoting or containing information on movies, radio, television, books, theater, sedentary hobbies, magazines (non-business related), music, pets, humor/jokes, and sites containing downloadable software of an entertaining nature.” “Computer magazines containing technical information,” however, “are not included in this category”;
- Gambling: “[a]ny site that promotes gambling or allows online gambling”;
- Games: sites containing “[i]nformation about or advocacy of board games, electronic games, video games, computer games, or online games. Includes both hardware and software”;
- Gay/Lesbian Lifestyles: sites containing “[i]nformation about gay and lesbian lifestyles that does not contain sexually explicit images or text. Dating services and shopping sites that cater to gay or lesbian customers”;
- Hacking: “[a]ny site promoting questionable or illegal use of equipment and/or software to hack passwords, create viruses, gain access to other computers, and so on. Does not include security information sites”;
- Illegal: “[p]romotion of information describing how to commit non-violent, illegal activity,” as defined by United States law, “such as drunk driving, mail fraud, picking locks, white or blue collar crime of a non-technical nature”;
- Job Search: “[p]ersonal job/career search sites”;
- Militancy: “[a]ny site promoting or containing information on militia operations, terrorist activity, war, riots, rebellion groups. Advocates of violence to overthrow government”;
- Personals/Dating: sites geared for “[p]eople meeting other people, personal ads, mail order brides. Sites combining heterosexual and gay personals on same site are included here. (Dating and personals sites that accommodate only gay and lesbian lifestyles are categorized under Gay/Lesbian Lifestyles)”;
- Politics: sites with content that amounts to “[p]olitical advocacy of any type. Any site promoting or containing information on any political party, pro or con. This includes all registered and otherwise officially recognized political parties. Excludes all official government sites”;
- Racism/Hate: sites promoting “[e]thnic impropriety, hate speech, anti-Semitism, racial clubs/conflict”;
- Religion: sites devoted to “[r]eligious advocacy, pro and con. Limited to: Atheism, Buddhism, Christianity, Hinduism, Islam, Judaism and Shintoism”;
- Sex 1: sites depicting “[h]eterosexual activity involving one or two persons, hard-core adult humor and literature. Sexually explicit language describing acts that would fit into this category are also categorized here”;
- Sex 2: sites depicting “[h]eterosexual acts involving more than two people, homosexual and bisexual acts, orgies, swinging, bestiality, sadism/masochism, child pornography, fetishes and related hardcore adult humor and literature. Sexually explicit language describing acts that would fit into this category are also categorized here”;
- Shopping: sites allowing for “[c]onsumer-oriented online shopping. Includes real estate shopping. Excludes sites that sell sex toys, weapons, alcohol, tobacco, vehicles and vehicle parts or travel services. . . . Note: The entire site is screened if the intent of the site is selling”;

...
• Sports: sites dedicated to “[s]ports and sports-related recreation. Team or individual activities, indoor or outdoor, with a physical component. For example, body building, hiking, camping, and football”;
• Tasteless: “[h]ard-to-stomach sites, including offensive, worthless or useless sites, grotesque depictions caused by ‘acts of God’”;
• Travel: “[s]ites promoting or containing information on travel, leisure, vacation spots, transportation to vacation destinations”;
• User Defined: “[s]ites that are not listed in the Websense Master Database, but have been set up for screening with the Custom URLs feature”;
• Vehicles: “[a]ny site promoting vehicles, including: cars, vans, trucks, boats/water craft, ATVs, trains, planes and any other personal vehicles and vehicle parts. Vehicles in this category do not carry weapons”;
• Violence: “[a]ny site promoting or containing information on violent acts, murder, rape, violent criminal activity, gangs, gross depictions caused by acts of man, excess profanity”;
• Weapons: “[a]ny site promoting or containing information on guns, knives, missiles, bombs, or other weapons”; and Web Chat: “[c]hat sites via http protocol, chat rooms (non-IRC), forums and discussion groups. Home pages devoted to IRC.”

WebSENSE: Current Blocking Categories

1. Abortion Advocacy
Sites with neutral or balanced discussion of the issues are classified under the main category “Abortion Advocacy.”
   1.1 Pro-life Sites
   1.2 Pro-choice Sites

2. Activist/Advocacy Groups
Sites sponsored by or devoted to organizations that promote change or reform in public policy, public opinion, social practice, economic activities and relationships. Excludes commercially sponsored sites (4, 13, 21), sites dedicated to electoral politics or legislation (10.2) or to the abortion issue (1), sites advocating hate or violence (16, 19, 28).

3. Adult Material
   3.1 Adult Content. Sites featuring full or partial nudity reflecting or establishing a sexually oriented context, but not sexual activity (3.3); sexual paraphernalia; erotica and other literature featuring, or discussions of, sexual matters falling short of pornographic; sex-oriented businesses such as clubs, nightclubs, escort services, password/verification sites. Includes sites supporting online purchase of such goods and services.
   3.2 Nudity. Sites offering depictions of nude or seminude human forms, singly or in groups, not overtly sexual in intent or effect.
   3.3 Sex. Sites depicting or graphically describing sexual acts or activity, including exhibitionism.
   3.4 Sex Education. Sites offering information on sex and sexuality, with no pornographic intent.
   3.5 Lingerie & Swimsuit. Sites offering views of models in suggestive but not lewd costume; suggestive female breast nudity. Also classic “cheesecake” art and photography.

4. Business and Economy
Sites sponsored by or devoted to individual business firms, but not supporting ecommerce (21) and not firms engaged in computer or Internet businesses (13) or the sale of alcohol or tobacco (22.1), travel services (26), vehicles (27), or weaponry (29). Includes commercial real estate, but not residential real estate (21.2).
4.1 Financial Data & Services. Sites offering news and quotations on stocks, bonds, and other investment vehicles, investment advice; but not online trading. Includes banks, credit unions, credit cards, and life insurance.

5. Drugs (as characterized by U.S. law)
5.1 Abused Medications. Sites that discuss or promote or provide information about prohibited, scheduled, or otherwise controlled or regulated drugs and their abuse; also, paraphernalia associated with such use and abuse.
5.2 Prescribed Medications. Sites providing information about approved drugs and their medical use.
5.3 Supplements/Unregulated compounds. Sites providing information about or promoting the use of chemicals not regulated by the FDA (as naturally occurring compounds, for example).

6. Education
6.1 Educational Institutions. Sites sponsored by schools and other educational facilities or by faculty or alumni groups, or that relate to educational events and activities.
6.2 Cultural Institutions. Sites sponsored by museums, galleries, theatres (but not movie theatres), and other cultural institutions.

7. Entertainment
Sites that provide information about or promote motion pictures, non-news radio and television, books, humor, music, and magazines (other than those devoted primarily to adult material (3), business (4), electronic games (9), information technology (13), alcohol and tobacco (22.1), health (11), hobbies (22.5), sports (24), travel (26), vehicles (27), or weaponry (29)).

7.1 MP3. Sites that support downloading of mp3 files or that serve as directories of such sites.

8. Gambling
Sites that provide information about or promote gambling or that support online gambling. Risk of losing money possible.

9. Games
Sites that provide information about or promote electronic games, video games, computer games, role-playing games, or online games, but not board or card games (22.5); also sites that support or host online games. Includes sweepstakes and giveaways.

10. Government
Sites sponsored by government branches or agencies; all levels of government (i.e., *.gov)

10.1 Military. Sites sponsored by military branches or agencies (i.e., *.mil)
10.2 Political Groups. Sites sponsored by or providing information about political parties and interest groups focused on elections or legislation.

11. Health
Sites that provide information or advice on personal health or medical services, health insurance, procedures, or devices, but not drugs (5). Includes self-help groups.

12. Illegal/Questionable
Sites that provide instruction in or promote crime (except computer crime (13.1)) or unethical or dishonest behavior or evasion of prosecution therefore.

13. Information Technology
Sites sponsored by or providing information on computer- and Internet-industry firms.

13.1 Hacking. Sites providing information on or promoting illegal or questionable access to or use of communications equipment and/or software.
13.2 Proxy Avoidance Systems. Sites that provide information on how to bypass proxy server features or to gain access to URLs in any way that bypasses the proxy server.
13.3 Search Engines & Portals. Sites that support searching the Web, news groups, or indices or directories thereof.
13.4 Web Hosting. Sites of organizations that provide hosting services, or top-level domain pages of Web communities.
13.5 URL Translation Sites. Sites that offer online translation of URLs including those that offer online language translation of Web sites by submitting the URL of the target site.

14. Internet Communications
14.1 Web chat. Sites that host Web Chat services, Chat sites via HTTP, on-IRC chat rooms. Home pages devoted to IRC. Sites that offer forums or discussion groups.
14.2 Web-based Email. Sites that host Web-based email. Any Web based email service, either browser or software based.

15. Job Search
Sites that offer information on or support seeking employment.

16. Militancy/Extremist
Sites that offer information on or promote or are sponsored by groups advocating antigovernment beliefs or action.

17. News & Media
Sites that offer current or real-time news, including those sponsored by newspapers, magazines, trade and academic journals, radio and television stations and networks, wire services; but not current financial quotes (4.1) or sports (24).
17.1 Alternative Journals - Online equivalents to supermarket tabloids or non-mainstream periodicals
Note: This category may contain material which is sexual in nature.

18. Premium Group 1
Premium categories available with Websense Enterprise, v4.2. Default category set is “monitor-only” unless purchased.
18.1 Advertisements. Sites that provide advertising servers.
18.2 Freeware/Software Download. Sites whose primary function is to provide freeware software downloads.
18.3 Instant Messaging. Sites that enable instant messaging
18.4 Online Brokerage & Trading. Sites that support active trading of securities and management of investments.
18.5 Pay-to-Surf Sites. Sites that pay for people to surf or pay to email.

19. Racism/Hate
Sites that promote the identification of racial groups, the denigration or subjection of groups (racially identified or otherwise), or the superiority of any group.

20. Religion
20.1 Non-traditional Religions. Sites that provide information on or promote religions not listed in 20.2 and on other unconventional religious or quasi-religious subjects, including cults.
20.2 Traditional Religions. Sites that provide information on or promote Buddhism, Baha’i, Christianity, Christian Science, Hinduism, Islam, Judaism, Mormonism, Shinto, and Sikhism; also atheism.

21. Shopping
Sites that support online purchasing of consumer goods but not including sexual paraphernalia (3.1), i-
vestments (4.1), computer software or hardware (13), supplements (5.3), alcohol and tobacco (22.1), travel services (26), vehicles and parts (27), or weaponry (29). Included are sites exclusively devoted to selling sports or religious goods.

21. Internet Auction. Sites that support the offering and purchasing of goods between individuals.

21.2 Real Estate. Sites that provide information on renting, buying and selling residential real estate.

22. Society and Lifestyle
Sites that provide information on matters of daily life, excluding sex (3), entertainment (7), jobs (15), sports (24), and those topics covered in subsections below.

22.1 Alcohol & Tobacco. Sites that provide information on, promote, or support the sale of alcoholic beverages, tobacco products, and any associated paraphernalia. Excludes self-help groups like AA, which are in Health.

22.2 Gay & Lesbian Issues. Sites that provide information on or cater to gay and lesbian lifestyles, including those supporting online shopping; but not sexually oriented (3.1, 3.3) or issue-oriented (2).

22.3 Personal & Dating. Sites that promote interpersonal relationships, excluding those of exclusively gay or lesbian appeal.

22.4 Restaurants & Dining. Sites that list, review, advertise, or promote food, catering, or dining services.

22.5 Hobbies. Sites that provide information on or promote private and largely sedentary pastimes, but not electronic, video, or online games (9).

23. Special Events
Sites devoted to a current event that requires separate categorization owing to objectionable content, bandwidth demand, or potential effect on productivity. Some such sites will disappear; others will be reviewed after 90 days for possible reclassification.

24. Sports
Sites that provide information on or promote sports, active games, and recreation.

25. Tasteless
Sites that cannot be categorized elsewhere but offer offensive, grotesque, frightening, lurid, material with no redeeming value.

26. Travel
Sites that provide information on or promote various travel-related services and destinations, including those that support online purchase or reservations.

27. Vehicles
Sites that provide information on or promote vehicles, including those that support online purchase of vehicles or parts.

28. Violence
Sites that provide information on or promote violent activity. Sites containing excessive profanity may be classified here if not under Tasteless (25).

29. Weapons
Sites that provide information on, promote, or support the sale of weapons and related items.
ALA Filters and Filtering ALA Policy Statements and Guidance on Internet Filtering in Libraries, including information on the Children's Internet Protection Act, CIPA, e-rate, online content management and safety, and application of professional ethics and the First Amendment in the provision of internet access in libraries. “The negative effects of content filters on Internet access in public libraries and schools are demonstrable and documented. Consequently, consistent with previous resolutions, the American Library Association cannot recommend filtering. However, the ALA recognizes that local libraries and schools are governed by local decision makers and local considerations and often must rely on federal or state funding for computers and internet access.